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THE INTERNATIONAL OCEAN TELEGRAPH

by CANTER BROWN, JR.

THE SUMMER OF 1865 was one of great relief for most citi-
zens of the so-recently reaffirmed United States of America.

A few weeks earlier, on April 12, Robert E. Lee had surrendered
his Confederate Army of Northern Virginia to a victorious Ulys-
ses S. Grant and, before the end of the following month, the last
Confederate force of consequence remaining in the field, then
serving under General Edmund Kirby Smith of St. Augustine,
had followed suit. The nation had been shocked and saddened
by the assassination of President Abraham Lincoln two days
after Lee’s surrender, but to some extent the outrage over that
crime had waned in the aftermath of the execution of the Lin-
coln conspirators on July 7.1

It was thus that during the summer months of 1865 the
attention of the nation for the first time in more than four years
could be focused on matters other than war, and the efforts of
visionary businessman Cyrus West Field provided a central focal
point for that attention. Field was promising to link the United
States with Great Britain and the continent of Europe through
the installation of an electric telegraph, a feat which, if ac-
complished— and many thought it could not be— would reduce
from one month to a matter of a second or two the time it took
news to cross the Atlantic. Field had attempted the feat before,
and in 1858 he succeeded in laying a submarine cable that
opened communications between the continents. The triumph
quickly turned to disappointment, however, when the cable
failed after only a few days.2

Undaunted by his earlier setback, Field and his associates
bided their time through the Civil War years, and on June 24,
1865, steamed from England aboard the Great Eastern, the
largest ship in the world, intent upon rectifying their mistakes

Canter Brown, Jr., is a doctoral student, University of Florida.
1. E. B. Long, The Civil War Day by Day, An Almanac, 1861-1865 (Garden City,

NY, 1971), 674-76, 690, 694.
2. Arthur C. Clarke, Voices Across The Sea, revised ed. (New York, 1974),

56-64.
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and achieving a triumph of a more permanent nature. Once
again, though, Field was to be frustrated. On August 2, as Amer-
icans and Europeans anxiously awaited word of his success, the
submarine cable snapped after 1,300 miles of its length had
been payed out. For nine days the crew aboard the Great Eastern
struggled to grapple the line through 2,000 fathoms of water,
but their equipment was not up to the task. On August 11, Field
was forced to concede another defeat while vowing a renewed
attempt and ultimate success during the following year.3

Field was not the only man who was interested that summer
in transoceanic telegraphy. Six days after the departure of the
Great Eastern from England, a Spaniard by the name of Don
Arturo Marcoartu and his associates, purportedly including a
luminary of no less a magnitude than Ferdinand Lesseps, were
granted an order by the government of Spain for the survey of
a submarine route by which an electric telegraph line might link
Spain, Cuba, and the United States.4 It is uncertain as to when
news of the Spanish grant reached the United States, particu-
larly the city of New York, but it is clear that transoceanic tele-
graphy was an idea of current, broad, and immediate interest.

Several stories of an anecdotal nature have been told about
the birth of the International Ocean Telegraph Company in
New York City during the summer of 1865. One account
suggested that affluent businessman James A. Scrymser
broached the idea to his friend Alfred Pell, Jr., while “mediating
beneath an apple tree in the soft shadows of the evening twilight
in what way they could most bless their fellow man.“5 A later
recollection has the two “rambling along the then fair rural
banks of the Harlem River.“6 Whatever, the two men deter-
mined that summer to explore the possibilities of a transoceanic
line to connect the United States with Cuba and, eventually,
Central and South America and the West Indies.

Acting upon their determination, Scrymser and Pell con-
tacted capitalists of their acquaintance concerning the proposed
telegraph line and received an enthusiastic response. In a short

3. Ibid., 76-89.
4. James D. Reid, The Telegraph in America: Its Founders, Promoters, and Noted

Men (Albany, NY, 1879; reprint ed., New York, 1971), 435.
5. Ibid.
6.  Alvin F. Harlow, Old Wires and New Waves: The History of the Telegraph,

Telephone, and Wireless (New York, 1936; reprinted., New York, 1974), 300.
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William Farrar “Baldy” Smith. Photograph courtesy of the Massachusetts Commandery,
Military Order of the Loyal Legion and the U. S. Military History Institute, Carlisle
Barracks, Pennsylvania.

time they had enlisted the participation of a number of men of
means and had employed the services of former Union General
William Farrar “Baldy” Smith as their chief executive officer.7

7. According to an obituary, Smith was nicknamed “Baldy” while a cadet at
West Point “[b]ecause of a premature scarcity of hair.” New York Times,
March 2, 1903.
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Smith immediately sought to overcome the obstacle of the
Spanish grant. He, or someone on the company’s behalf, re-
tained the services of Horatio J. Perry, an American who was
known to have influence in Spanish court circles and who, years
before, had received a similar concession from the Spanish gov-
ernment.8 Smith later asserted to Florida Governor David S.
Walker that it was “while our Company was in process of getting
permission from the Spanish Government to land our cable on
the Island of Cuba [that] we came across a grant just given to
certain Spanish subjects.” The retention of Perry so early in the
company’s life, however, hints at a prior knowledge of the Mar-
coartu concession and an awareness of the need to void or, at
least, neutralize it.9

Subsequent events suggest that Perry told his new employers
that he needed leverage to overcome the Marcoartu concession
and that a similar concession to the International Ocean Tele-
graph Company (IOTC) from the United States would be desir-
able. Baldy Smith appears to have confirmed that assumption
when he wrote Governor Walker in December 1865, “[W]e were
informed that the only way to prevent the landing of the cable
on the Shores of Florida under the grant, was by a prohibition
on the part of the State of Florida through its legislature by
virtue of an exclusive privilege to land a telegraphic cable given
to some other Company.“10

As Perry proceeded during the latter half of 1865 in his
efforts to secure a Spanish concession for the IOTC, Smith and
his backers strove to place the enterprise on a more solid footing
at home. A first step in that direction was the organization of
the company as a corporation under the laws of the state of New
York. That action occurred December 2, 1865, with the names
of James A. Scrymser, Alfred Pell, Jr., Alexander Hamilton, Jr.,
Oliver K. King, Maturin L. Delafield, William F. Smith, and
James M. Digges listed as incorporators. The new corporation
was authorized a capitalization of $1,500,000. Smith was named
president; Hamilton, vice-president; Pell, secretary; Delafield,
treasurer; and, as directors, all of the incorporators, save Digges,

8. Reid, Telegraph in America, 436.
9. William F. Smith to David S. Walker, December 24, 1865, record group

915, ser. 887, Florida State Archives, R. A. Gray Building, Tallahassee.
10. Ibid.
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The landing of the IOTC cable at South Beach, Key West. Reprinted from Harper’s
Magazine (September 1867).

together with Charles Knap, E. S. Sanford, Cambridge
Livingston, William T. Blodgett, Edward M. Archibald, and H.
C. Bull.11

Ten days after the company’s incorporation, United States
Senator Edwin Dennison Morgan of New York obtained leave
to introduce “a bill (S. No. 26) granting to the International
Ocean Telegraph Company the right and privilege to establish
telegraphic communications between the City of New York and
the West India islands.” The bill was referred to the Committee
on Commerce.12

Just as it seems likely that the IOTC was encouraged to se-
cure a government concession as leverage in obtaining a Spanish
grant for a United States to Cuba cable, so also it appears that
Smith and the company’s officers were urged to obtain a conces-
sion from the state of Florida in order to provide incentive for
Congressional action. Specific evidence on the point is lacking,
but it is known that within eleven days of the introduction of
the IOTC bill in the United States Senate, and while the bill was

11. Reid, Telegraph in America, 436-37.
12. Congressional Globe, 39th Cong., 1st sess., vol. 36, pt. 1, 23.
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pending in committee, Smith came to Tallahassee where, on
December 23, 1865, five days after the convening of Florida’s
first postwar legislature, Representative G. Troup Maxwell of
Leon County, chairman of the House Committee on Federal
Relations, gave notice of his intention to introduce an IOTC bill
“at a future date.“13

The Florida that welcomed Smith in December 1865 was a
state desperately in search of financial help. Still to be readmit-
ted to the Union, the state’s economy was exhausted, and capital
in any form had all but disappeared. As one Reconstruction
historian has described the situation, “the collapse of the mone-
tary system, price fluctuation, scarcity of goods, decay of inter-
nal transportation, and drastic alteration of the agricultural sys-
tem all combined to create an economic stalemate.“14

Accordingly, the legislature was likely to be receptive to any
plan which promised to bring money to or assist in developing
the state. Besides, the idea of a Florida-Cuba cable link was one
that the Florida legislature had endorsed earlier. In 1854, the
state had authorized “The Cuba and United States Sub-Marine
and Territorial Magnetic Telegraph Company,” with which
Samuel F. B. Morse was prominently associated, to build a land
line from Tallahassee to Cape Sable “or some other more suita-
ble position on the peninsula of Florida.“15 Five years later
another line was projected, this time with a terminus at Cedar
Key. To be built as a part of the Florida Railroad system, the
planned Cedar Key-Key West-Havana cable was scheduled, as
of December 1859, to be laid “by the 1st of April next.“16 Delays
beset the project, however, and by May 1860, a system had been
established by which Cuban messages brought by boat to Cedar
Key were forwarded along the company’s land lines. The com-
pany’s agent still expressed hope “that the telegraph will be
shortly complete to Key West,” but the onset of the Civil War
apparently brought the project to a complete halt.17

Finding himself in a state eager to accommodate his business
plans, Baldy Smith, on December 24, 1865, urged Governor

13. Florida House Journal (1865), 12, 76.
14. Jerrell H. Shofner, Nor Is It Over Yet: Florida in the Era of Reconstruction,

1863-1877 (Gainesville, 1974), 20.
15. James F. McClellan, A Digest of the Laws of the State of Florida (Tallahassee,

1881), 1105-08.
16. Key West Key of the Gulf, January 7, 1860.
17. Ibid., March 24, 1860; St. Augustine Examiner, June 9, 1860.
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Walker to consider the IOTC’s request for an exclusive state
grant of authority to land submarine telegraph cables on the
peninsula. “[I] have the honor,” Smith wrote, “to request your
Excellency to examine and forward these papers to either, or
both branches of the Legislature, as may seem proper to you,
with such recommendations as your judgement may dictate in
view of the benefits to result in the State of Florida from such
a telegraph line as it is proposed to construct, and also in view
of such protection of American Interests as we think Americans
can claim.“18

It took Walker but three days to accede to Smith’s wishes.
By letter dated December 27, he forwarded Smith’s request and
proposed bill to the legislature with his own endorsement. “I am
satisfied in the entire worthiness of the enterprise,” Walker de-
clared.19 The IOTC bill was introduced in the Florida House on
December 28, 1865, and was referred to the Judiciary Commit-
tee which held at least one joint hearing on the proposal with
the Senate Judiciary Committee. Despite concerns expressed by
some as to “the question of the constitutional power of the Gen-
eral Assembly to grant such a privilege,” the joint committee on
January 2, 1866, reported the bill back to the full House with a
“Do Pass” recommendation. That body by unanimous vote ap-
proved the measure and certified it to the Senate. Apparently
staying in session solely to receive the bill, the Senate that same
afternoon, at the urging of John M. Gorrie of Franklin County,
immediately considered and approved the proposal, again
unanimously.20

Governor Walker signed the measure into law the night of
its passage. The language he approved was clear: The IOTC
“shall have the sole and exclusive right and privilege for the
period of twenty years . . . of landing a sub-marine telegraphic
cable or cables on the shore, sea coast, islands, keys, reefs or
sand banks, lying within the limits and jurisdictions of the State
of Florida, and of connecting, by means of said submarine tele-
graph cable or cables, the shore and sea-coast of the State

18. Smith to Walker, December 24, 1865, record group 915, ser. 887, Florida
State Archives.

19. Walker to The Honorable Senate and House of Representatives of the
State of Florida, December 27, 1865, record group 915, ser. 887, Florida
State Archives.

20. Florida House Journal (1865), 99, 140; Florida Senate Journal (1865), 106-07.
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aforesaid, with the Island of Cuba.“21 Writing to a New York
newspaper, one Floridian summed up what must have been the
general feeling about the project. “It is most sincerely and ear-
nestly to be hoped,” he wrote, “that this undertaking may be
carried through speedily and successfully, as it must greatly re-
bound to the benefit and advantage of our State.“22

Flush with his Florida victory, Smith returned to Washington
to prod the Congress into action, but there, at first, he found
little but delay and disappointment. On January 18, 1866, the
bill, including a twenty-five year grant of exclusive privilege to
erect or lay lines and cables “from the said United States to the
islands of Cuba and the Bahamas, either or both, and other
West Indian islands,” was favorably reported back to the Senate.
There, however, it ran into determined opposition from forces
led by Senator John Sherman of Ohio. Declaring “that this is
too important a bill to be passed at this time,” Sherman and his
allies won a postponement of its consideration.23

On February 26, 1866, the Senate again considered the
proposal, but its supporters were forced to send the measure
back to committee when it appeared likely that the company’s
“exclusive privilege” would be stripped from the bill. Smith and
his associates worked feverishly to assuage their opponents and,
with the assistance of New York Times editorial support, were
able to report a substitute bill that limited the exclusive franchise
to a period of fourteen years and mandated that the cable leave
and enter the United Sates “from the shores of Florida.“24

The Senate took up the compromise substitute to S. No. 26
on March 20. Again opponents denounced the grant of an ex-
clusive privilege, but on a vote of fourteen to sixteen barely
failed at removing the provision from the bill. Had the attempt
been successful, even supporters conceded it would have likely
killed the measure outright. As it was, the proposal survived
and, after renewed attempts to amend or kill it, passed the Sen-
ate the following day on a voice vote.25

The House on April 26, 1866, also passed the bill. When the
House amendments were considered in the Senate, Senator

21. Laws of Florida (1865), 72-73.
22.  New York Times, May 12, 1866.
23. Congressional Globe, 39th Cong., 1st sess., vol. 36, pt. 1, 287, 875.
24. Ibid., pt. 2, 1029-31, 1201-02; New York Times, March 14, 1866.
25. Congressional Globe, 39th Cong., 1st sess., vol. 36, pt. 2, 1518-22, 1538-40.
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Sherman again attacked the proposal, forcing its consideration
by a House-Senate conference committee. The work of that
committee, which was approved by the House and Senate, re-
spectively, on May 2 and 3, retained the “fourteen year” and
“Florida” limitations of the Senate bill and, additionally, incor-
porated limits on how the company could transmit commercial
information, on prices that could be charged ($3.50 for each ten
words), on government use of the line, and on the time allowed
for laying of cables (three years) and the opening of the line
(five years). President Andrew Johnson approved the Act on
May 5.26

With Congressional and state action finalized, the Interna-
tional Ocean Telegraph Company was able to wrest a similar
concession from the Spanish government on August 29. The
company’s efforts had been enhanced when it was discovered
that Don Arturo Marcoartu had fraudulently utilized the names
of prominent men, including Ferdinand Lesseps, in his petition
for a grant, a finding which caused Marcoartu’s concession to
be voided. The Spanish agreement awarded the company with
a forty-year, nonrevocable concession to land cables on the
Cuban coast.27

That same summer the IOTC also was able to overcome a
knotty financial problem. Despite the public excitement over
Cyrus Field’s continuing and, as of July 27, 1866, successful
efforts to lay and open a trans-Atlantic cable, the IOTC had
experienced “great difficulty” in securing the popular subscrip-
tion of its capital stock.28 Although the company’s founders
themselves raised the money, it was clear that the purchase of
land for rights-of-way and company stations and facilities was
beyond the IOTC’s immediate financial reach. The Congress
helped solve the dilemma in July, though, when it approved
legislation authorizing all telegraph companies to place lines on
the federal public domain and on military and post roads, as
well as giving the companies the right to take necessary “stone,
timber, and other materials for its posts, piers, stations, and
other needful uses” and to preempt unoccupied public domain

26. Ibid., pt. 3, 2146, 2195, 2201, 2215-17, 2232, 2340, 2355, 2371, 2380,
2385, 2414; U. S. Statutes at Large, vol. 14, 44.

27. Reid, Telegraph in America, 435-36.
28. Clarke, Voices Across the Sea, 92; “Memorial of the International Ocean

Telegraph Company,” Sen. Misc. Doc. 161, 41st Cong., 2d sess., 2.
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lands for its stations.29 On August 30, the trustees of Florida’s
Internal Improvement Fund acted along the same lines by
granting the request of IOTC agent Archibald H. Cole for per-
mission “to construct and maintain their Telegraphic Lines over
the Internal Improvement and Swamp Lands of Florida without
charge during the existence of said Company.“30

The problems of concessions, rights-of-way, raw materials,
and finances finally out of the way, Baldy Smith was able to take
the first steps toward actual construction of the IOTC line dur-
ing the fall of 1866. He employed as his superintendent W. H.
Heiss, formerly of the American Telegraph Company and a
man described as having “considerable experience in that busi-
ness.“31 To assist Heiss, Smith employed W. W. Sadler, also for-
merly associated with the American Telegraph Company, and
to supervise construction of the submarine cable in England he
named W. E. Everett, an engineer who had invented the “paying
out” apparatus used in attempts to lay the Atlantic cable and
who, until the commencement of his IOTC employment on Jan-
uary 1, 1867, was manager of the Novelty Iron Works of New
York City.32

By mid-October 1866, Superintendent Heiss was prepared
to depart for Florida to survey the proposed route. Heiss, along
with A. H. Cole, was to head the team responsible for locating
a land route, while civil engineer J. C. Bailey would explore the
keys for a route to Key West.33 The Heiss party was at Savannah
by October 24 and in St. Augustine six days later.34

The geography and topography of Florida, particularly that
of south Florida, was a matter of great uncertainty in 1866. No
railroad or telegraph line ran south of Cedar Key, and as late
as 1881, the greater part of the southern peninsula still could
be referred to as “a vast unsettled wilderness, save here and

29. U. S. Statutes at Large, vol. 14, 221-22.
30. Minutes of the Board of Trustees of the Internal Improvement Fund of the State of

Florida, vol. 1, 285.
31.
32.

Reid, Telegraph in America, 437; St. Augustine Examiner, April 20, 1867.
St. Augustine Examiner, March 23, 1867.

33. Smith to John Gray Foster, October 19, 1866, record group 393, pt. 1,
Department and District of Florida, 1865-69, Letters Received, National
Archives, Washington, DC; Harry Gardner Cutler, History of Florida, 3 vols.
(Chicago, 1923), I, 60.

34. Savannah Daily News and Herald, October 24, 1866; St. Augustine Examiner,
November 3, 1866.
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International Ocean Telegraph Company Approximate Route, August 1867.
Illustration: Gregory F. Martin.

there at intervals of from one to ten miles apart, squatters
(mostly) on the public lands of the State, engaged in farming
and stock raising.“35 The few settlers along the frontier of the
southern peninsula, clustered for the most part along the Peace
and Manatee rivers, lived an isolated existence where any
reasonable access to markets or communications was next to an
impossibility. A Fort Meade man in 1877 attempted to explain

35.  John F. Bartholf and Francis C. M. Boggess, South Florida: The Italy of
America (Jacksonville, 1881), 5.
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the situation. “Shut out, or rather shut in from the ordinary
scenes of busy life, we here hump and heave, curse and swear,
and encounter more ills and inconveniences than are incidental
to human life ordinarily. In this discouraging situation the over-
plus of produce made in this prolific year is such in many cases
as ‘the cow will not eat,’ and is left to lie and rot by the tons, and
return to its mother earth on the very spot that gave it life.“36

The uncertainties of south Florida’s geography and topog-
raphy, coupled with the difficulties of travel and sparcity of
population, appear to have combined to mislead Superinten-
dent Heiss into believing that his land line most properly should
run down Florida’s east coast and then along the line of the
keys. When in Savannah he had assured city officials that the
line would run through their town, and it is likely he did the
same at St. Augustine as the city council granted the IOTC
permission “to pass their lines through this city, and has also
furnished them with rooms for the necessary offices.“37

Acting upon his “east coast” ideas, Heiss and his party de-
parted from St. Augustine sometime around November 7, ap-
parently on horseback, and proceeded along the Atlantic coast
“for the Southern extremity of the Peninsula.“38 By December
12, the party had arrived at Jupiter Inlet, and Heiss reported
“the entire route [has been] found practicable for the erection
of Telegraphic poles.” Heiss also mentioned that “prepartations
were in progress to go from Jupiter Inlet to Spider Key & thence
to Key West, a distance not exceeding one hundred miles.“39

By the time later that month that the expedition reached the
small settlement at Biscayne Bay, Heiss must already have begun
to have doubts about an east coast route for the telegraph. A
lengthy report by a member of the party sent to a Savannah
newspaper from Biscayne Bay fails to mention the telegraph
line at all, although the writer waxed eloquently over the future
prospects of the area. “There is no portion of the State,” he
wrote, “which seems to offer a more inviting prospect to the
emigrant than the country South of Jupiter’s Inlet and in the

36. Tampa Sunland Tribune, September 1, 1877.
37. Savannah Daily News and Herald, October 24, 1866; St. Augustine Examiner,

November 3, 1866.
38. St. Augustine Examiner, November 3, 1866.
39. Ibid., December 29, 1866.
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neighborhood of Biscayne Bay, especially when we take into
consideration its adaptibility to the growth of tropical fruits and
its climate, which is not surpassed for its healthfulness by any
portion of the American continent.“40

Following his departure from Biscayne Bay, Heiss spent
most of the next several months attempting to rectify his initial
mistake concerning the line’s route by surveying southwest
Florida for an appropriate point for the beginning of a sub-
marine cable to Key West and for a land line to that point. By
March 11, 1867, he had returned to Savannah where he an-
nounced “that he has selected the point from which the cable is
to leave the shore of Florida in a northerly [sic] direction, and
that he has located the line through the State.“41 Five days later
the Gainesville New Era disclosed, “[T]he superintendent has
recommended that the cable be laid from a point known at
Punta Rosa [Rassa], the mouth of the Caloosahatchee River, at
the Southern extremity of Charlotte’s Harbor on the Gulf
Coast.“42

What followed in the next two months was amazing and
stands as a tribute to the administrative, organizational, and
managerial skills of Baldy Smith and W. H. Heiss. For, in but
one month and three days after Heiss arrived at Savannah from
Florida, crews working under his supervision had commenced
construction of the IOTC line at Gainesville.43 In order to per-
mit that event to occur, seventy-five crewmen and ten teams,
together with their supplies, had been assembled in New York
and transported to Florida, and 400 coils of copper wire measur-
ing in the aggregate 350 miles in length had been ordered and
also shipped to the state.4 4 Concurrently, W. E. Everett was in
England supervising the work of the India Rubber, Gutta
Percha and Telegraph Works Company of London in the con-
struction of approximately 250 miles of submarine cable.45

40.  Ibid., January 26, 1867.
41. Savannah Daily News and Herald, March 12, 1867.
42. Gainesville New Era, March 16, 1867.
43. Savannah Daily Republican, June 12, 1867.
44. Ibid.; St. Augustine Examiner, April 20, 1867.
45. The New York Times described the submarine cable as follows: “The cable

is composed of seven wires, covered with three coats of Indian-rubber,
which are again covered with hemp, the whole thing being coated with
galvanized iron wire coated with zinc. The shore end of the cable is two
inches in thickness, weighing at the rate of two tons per mile, laid to a
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Given the time and place, it was a mammoth undertaking on
such short notice.46

Anchoring his line, Heiss established a headquarters at
Gainesville where he immediately opened a telegraph office
manned by one Wesley VanKirk.47 From that point, Heiss super-
vised three sets of work crews. The main crew was sent to pursue
“a Southern course, on the main public road, via Micanopy,
Ocala and other towns.” The remaining two crews were set to
work along the right-of-way of the Florida Railroad, one erect-
ing poles and stringing wire toward Cedar Key, while the second
was racing toward Baldwin.4 8 Upon its arrival at Baldwin, the
latter crew redirected its efforts to the west and Lake City along
the right-of-way of the Florida, Atlantic and Gulf Central Rail-
road.49

One of the men who led work crews on the southern route
was a Newark, New Jersey, man by the name of George Renton
Shultz. Forty years after the event, Shultz remembered leading
his “gang” of “huskies” into the “almost unknown wilds” of
peninsular Florida. According to Shultz, the men “traversed

46.

47.

depth of 150 fathoms; connected with this piece which is one and a half
miles long, is a medium sized cable an inch and two lines thickness, four-
teen miles in length, weighing one and three-quarter of a ton per mile,
and sunk to a depth of 200 fathoms. The same proportions are observed
on both ends of the cable, the center cable being thinner, having a diameter
of ten lines, weighing one and a quarter tons per mile, and submerged to
a depth of 400 fathoms. The communication from Key West to Punta Rosa
[Rassa], through the Florida Bay, is by another cable 133 miles long, nine
lines in thickness, weighing three-quarters of a ton per mile. The entire
submerged length of cable is 191 miles.” New York Times, August 12, 1867;
St. Augustine Examiner, March 23, 1867.
During this period of time, the IOTC reached an agreement with Western
Union by which the two companies’ lines would meet at Lake City, and the
IOTC signals would be carried on to the north on Western Union lines via
Live Oak, Florida, and Lawton and Savannah, Georgia. Construction of
the Western Union link was coincident with that of the IOTC line and ran
for the most part along the right-of-way of the Atlantic and Gulf Railroad.
Gainesville New Era, April 20, 1867; Savannah Daily News and Herald, May
3, 1867.
It appears likely that the IOTC Gainesville office was located in the com-
mercial house of George Savage and Edward Haile, located on the east
side of the town square. Gainesville New Era, June 22, 1867; Charles H.
Hildreth, “A History of Gainesville, Florida” (Ph.D. dissertation, University
of Florida, 1954), 86.

48. Gainesville New Era, April 20, 1867; Shofner, Nor Is It Over Yet, 121.
49. Shofner, Nor Is It Over Yet, 121.
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sawgrass glades, hammock land, pine barrens and cypress
swamps, rafting, wading waist deep and cutting a swath through
over 250 miles of almost unexplored country when alligators
and rattlesnakes or moccasins menaced almost every step.“50

The memory of George Shultz may have exaggerated some-
what the dangers and travails of the work of the IOTC crews,
but not by much. Most of south Florida was rugged and wild,
and the crews were working at a fast pace. Before work gangs
reached Ocala from Gainesville, for instance, other crews had
been leapfrogged ahead and had begun constructing the line
further south.51 The cable was in operation at Ocala by May 13
but, by that time, work already was proceeding 100 miles or
more to the south.52

From Ocala the line descended the peninsula on a route
approximated by modern U.S. Highway 301. Near present-day
Dade City (then Fort Dade) the wires veered to the southeast
into Polk County where they skirted the site of today’s Lakeland
and pointed toward Bartow. From that point, the line paralleled
Peace River to the west as far as Fort Meade where it turned
sharply to the east, crossing Peace River at the Fort Meade
bridge. Once across that stream, the wires again turned to the
south and passed through or near the Popash, Joshua Creek,
and Fort Ogden settlements. At Fort Ogden, the line turned
away from Peace River south to a point on the Caloosahatchee
River some ten or twelve miles above the remains of the
Seminole and Civil War post at Fort Myers.53 It then ran down
the Caloosahatchee on its southern side through Fort Myers to
the abandoned military buildings and pier at Punta Rassa.54 The

50. Fort Myers Press, March 25, 1909.
51. Tallahassee Semi-Weekly Floridian, May 7, 1867.
52. Telegraphic contact between Ocala and Gainesville was opened May 13,

1867, by the exchange of cables between Ocala’s mayor, S. M. G. Gary, and
Gainesville’s mayor-elect, S. Spencer. The Ocala IOTC office was located
in rooms “furnished by the citizens.” St. Augustine Examiner, June 1, 1867;
Tallahassee Semi-Weekly Floridian, May 7, 1867.

53. Not more than four, and possibly only two, families lived at the site of Fort
Myers when the IOTC line was erected. Karl H. Grismer, The Story of Fort
Myers: The History of the Land of the Caloosahatchee and Southwest Florida (Fort
Myers Beach, 1982), 86-88.

54. “Wire Road” in “History of the Old King’s Road” (WPA Federal Writers
Project, typescript), P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History, University of
Florida, Gainesville; Bartow Informant, May 7, 1884; [Florida] Real Estate
Journal’s Map of South Florida (Arcadia, ca. 1885; reprinted by Tom Gaskins
Cypress Knee Museum, Palm Dale, FL, 1971).
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entire Gainesville to Punta Rassa line extended some 275 miles
and was completed on May 29, 1867, taking start to finish only
thirty-eight and one-half working days for its construction.55

With the land line completed, Heiss immediately made his
way to Savannah to make arrangements for the return of fifty
of his crewmen to the north and, no doubt, to find out what had
happened to his submarine cable.56 The IOTC’s contract with
the India Rubber, Gutta Percha and Telegraph Works Com-
pany had called for delivery of the cable in May, as well as for
installation of the cable by the English firm and the guarantee
of its successful operation for fifteen days.57 Yet when Heiss and
his crews arrived at Punta Rassa, no cable ship was in evidence,
nor, presumably, was there any word of the cable’s whereabouts.
Still, Heiss was optimistic, and at Savannah on June 12 he con-
fidently predicted, “the cable will be brought to Key West be-
tween the 25th inst., and the first of next July.“58

For two weeks Heiss awaited the arrival of his submarine
cable, and when word finally came it was not what he wanted to
hear. To the good, the cable’s manufacture had been completed,
and it had been shipped from England. On the bad side, it
would take the better part of a month for the cable to arrive.
Perhaps alleviating somewhat his frustrations over the cable’s
tardiness, Heiss also learned that the United States steamer
Thomas Corwin had completed a new series of soundings on his
proposed submarine route “and found everything favorable.“59

During June and early July, Heiss busied himself with ar-
rangements for opening “test offices” and maintenance stations
along the route of his land line. 60 The maintenance stations were
established at intervals of approximately thirty miles along the
line and were staffed by company employees equipped with
company horses. 61 All supplies for the maintenance stations and

55. Savannah Daily Republican, June 12, 1867.
56. Ibid.
57. St. Augustine Examiner, March 23, 1867; Tallahassee Semi-Weekly Floridian,

July 2, 1867.
58. Savannah Daily Republican, June 12, 1867.
59. Tallahassee Semi-Weekly Floridian, July 2, 1867.
60.   Ibid., June 18, 1867.
61. When a break or other problem occurred on a line, two “trouble shooters,”

one each from the nearest maintenance stations, were responsible for locat-
ing and alleviating the problem. A former IOTC lineman described the
process as follows: “If he [the lineman] had covered his half of the distance
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test offices, or so the company later would claim, were “pur-
chased at the North” and transported to Florida at the IOTC’s
expense. 62 At Punta Rassa, Heiss installed George Shultz as his
operator and station manager. Shultz opened the telegraph of-
fice in one corner of “a yellow pine barrack” built on fourteen-
foot pilings and fixed up for himself a bedroom in another
corner of the former army facility.63 At Bartow, enterprising
townsmen attempted to go the company one better and ar-
ranged for the speedy horseback transmission of commercial
and other news to Tampa, some forty miles away. The project
was short-lived, however, and not until 1878 did Tampa secure
a telegraphic connection with the outside world.64

After his long, hot summertime wait, the patience of
Superintendent Heiss finally was rewarded on July 26, 1867,
when the 1,200-ton schooner-rigged screw steamer Narva made
her appearance off Havana, the IOTC submarine cable in her
holds. On hand to greet the ship was Baldy Smith, other IOTC
officials, and the inspector of Cuban telegraphs, one Señor
Arantave. Due to an outbreak of “a great deal of sickness” on
the island, Smith met the Narva outside Havana’s harbor, and
the steamer immediately departed for Key West.65

[between stations] and found no trouble, then he turned around and went
back home. Sometimes a man might only go a mile or two and fix the line
while the man from the next station could be compelled to go the entire
distance out and back from his post. ” “Wire Road” in “History of Old
King’s Road.”

62. “Memorial of the International Ocean Telegraph Company,” 5.
63. Over the years, friends of Shultz from the North began to visit him at

Punta Rassa in the wintertime. Most were put up in one of the eleven
rooms on the second floor of the barracks— an area that came to be known
as “murderers’ row”— and, as word of the accommodations spread, Shultz
found himself the keeper of a hotel. The telegraph operator’s “Tarpon
House” became famous, after a fashion, when it began catering to wealthy
sports fishermen in the 1880s. The hotel burned to the ground December
20, 1906. Fort Myers Press, March 25, 1909; Grismer, Story of Fort Myers, 171.

64. Tampa’s telegraphic connection with the outside world was opened May
15, 1878, courtesy of the Tampa and Fort Meade Telegraph Company.
The company was formed by an association of Tampa and Polk County
investors and, as the name suggests, linked Tampa to the IOTC cable at
Fort Meade. The line was built under the superintendence of Fort Meade
cattleman and merchant Sherod E. Roberts. Tampa Florida Peninsular,
June 8, 1867; Tampa Sunland Tribune, December 22, 1877, May 25, Sep-
tember 1, and October 19, 1878.

65. New York Times, August 17, 1867; Reid, Telegraph in America, 438.
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Upon the Narva’s arrival at Key West, a week-long series of
preparations were begun under the supervision of F. C. Webb,
the contracting engineer employed for the purpose by the India
Rubber, Gutta Percha and Telegraph Works Company. Assist-
ing in those efforts were the United States steamer Tahoma, the
lighthouse steamer Fountain, and the Spanish war steamer Fran-
cisco de Asis. 66

Preparations complete, on the afternoon of Saturday, Au-
gust 3, the end of a heavy shore-end cable was loaded onto a
scow from the Narva, hauled the three-quarters of a mile to
shore, and spliced into the Key West telegraph office cable. The
following morning the Narva steamed some thirteen miles to
the south of Sand Key, paying out cable as she went, and then
cut and buoyed the shore cable at that point. Through the night
she steamed on to Cuba, arriving off that island’s coast about 8
o’clock on the morning of August 5.67

The harbor of Chorera, located about four miles to the west
of Havana and the site of “an ancient Spanish fortress or tower,”
had been selected as the Cuban landing for the IOTC cable. As
“many steamers and sailboats gaily decorated and filled with
passengers” watched, the Cuban shore cable was brought to that
point on the afternoon of August 5 and successfully spliced. A
correspondent of the New York Times related to that newspaper’s
readers what then ensued. “Owing partly to the fatigue of the
working parties, and partly to some of the implements being out
of order, no attempt was made to leave the coast that night, nor
until 5 P.M. of the 6th, which is to be regretted, as the weather
was most suitable— clear and a smooth sea. At that time the
Narva commenced paying out, steering well to the north at the
rate of about 3 l/2 miles per hour, the Spanish frigate being
distant about one mile on the port-bow, and the Tahoma the
same distance to starboard. The latter during the night made
her way across at full speed, purposely to find the buoy placed
over the end of the cable on the 4th inst. and to remain near it
as a beacon, should the others be swept by the current out of
their course. At daylight on the 7th in the midst of heavy rains
and tempestuous looking weather, the buoy was found, and the
Tahoma lay by it with a large flag at her masthead, that could be

66. Ibid.
67.   New York Times, August 17, 1867.
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seen at a distance of twelve or fifteen miles. Fortunately this was
so, as the Narva had steered so much to the eastward, and pro-
gressed so slowly, that only at 3 P.M., when heading for the
reef— over twelve miles eastward— the Tahoma’s flag was seen,
and she bore up to the westward, reaching the buoy at 5 P.M.
or a few minutes after, they having been over twenty-four hours
coming a distance of seventy-four miles; but their wrong steer-
ing, or the bad management of those in charge of the cable, had
made the route so circuitous that no less than 106 miles had
been expended, consuming all the reserve (thirteen miles) which
the contractors had of their own, and obliging them to make use
of nineteen miles of the cable intended to be laid between Key
West and Point Ross, (the terminus on the mainland of Florida.)
Had this not have been on board the Narva, they would doubt-
less have been obliged to under-run and lift one end or the
other of the cable, and run it out again in order to form the
connection. At 7 P.M., when the buoy of the Florida end had
been reached, the cable broke, and the weather looking badly
at the time, the place was marked, the Spanish frigate left for
Cuba, and the Narva and Tahoma for Key West, arriving at the
latter place about midnight of the 7th.“68

For seven days and nights after the heavy weather lifted, the
crew of the Narva struggled to grapple the broken cable, a feat
finally accomplished on August 18. The two ends quickly were
spliced, and service between Key West and Havana became a
reality. To mark that event on August 21, the mayor of Key
West and the captain-general of Cuba exchanged telegrams.
The first, from Key West’s E. O. Gwynn, hopefully stated, “As
our facilities of intercourse improve so may our mutual interests
and prosperity increase.” Captain-General Joaquin del Man-
zano’s reply optimistically declared, “I celebrate this happy
event, which, giving us more rapid communication, will power-
fully contribute toward the development of our mutual interests
and prosperity.“69

Though by August 21, 1867, the IOTC had established tele-
graphic communication between Key West and Havana, it still
had not connected Key West with the mainland of Florida. Such

68. Ibid.
69.   Ibid., August 25, 1867.
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a connection should have been accomplished easily and quickly,
but, once again, events occurred which brought the work to a
temporary halt. Yellow fever broke out in Key West, and the
disease quickly spread to the Narva. Details are slight, but it
appears that at least three members of the crew died and an
unknown number suffered from milder cases.70 It was not until
September 10 that the cable was laid, spliced, and in working
order.71

The United States to Cuba telegraph line was opened to the
use of the public on September 11, 1867, just over two years
after James Scrymser and Alfred Pell took their walk along the
Harlem River in New York City. The previous day, however,
official greetings were exchanged between Secretary of State
William H. Seward and Captain-General Joaquin del Manzano.
As befitted the future of the cable, both men stressed the impor-
tance of the link, in Manzano’s words, “[to] the development of
commercial interests and friendship between this country and
the United States.“72

From the beginning of service between Florida and Cuba,
the IOTC was a business success. In its first year of operations
the company netted just under 10 percent on its revenues, a
figure which increased the following year to just over 12 per-
cent.73 In December 1868, a second cable was laid over the same
route, and in May of 1871, W. H. Heiss added yet another
between Key West and Punta Rassa. In a cable to New York,
Heiss was pleased about the accomplishment. “I have just laid a
heavy cable between Punta Rassa and Key West . . . by American
talent exclusively, both electrical and mechanical. This is the

70. The yellow fever spread from Key West to Tampa and Manatee (Braden-
ton) perhaps by way of James McKay’s steamer, Southern Star, commanded
by Captain Archibald McNeill. At least three persons died at Manatee. Out
of a reported sixty-five cases at Tampa, fifteen individuals succumbed. St.
Augustine Examiner, September 21, 1867; Robert E. King, A History of the
Practice of Medicine in Manaee  County, Florida (Bradenton, 1985), 51-53;
Karl H. Grismer, Tampa: A History of the City of Tampa and the Tampa Bay
Region of Florida (St. Petersburg, 1950), 152-53.

71. The cable did not come directly ashore at Punta Rassa. Rather, it crossed
the lower tip of Sanibel Island and then passed under Carlos Bay to the
mainland. New York Times, September 12, 1867; Fort Myers Press, March 25,
1909.

72. New York Times, September 12, 1867.
73. “Memorial of the International Ocean Telegraph Company,” 5.
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first long cable ever laid without foreign assistance, and not-
withstanding bad weather. This cable was laid by a tow from the
ship in which it had been coiled to be landed, a circumstance
which makes the success of the work unprecedented.“74

In 1870, the IOTC expanded its telegraphic network by con-
necting Cuba with Jamaica and Panama, later adding lines to
Puerto Rico and Trinidad.75 For that purpose, the company or-
ganized the “West India and Panama Cable Company” and,
later, the “Cuban Submarine Telegraph Company.” By the close
of the decade of the 1870s the IOTC controlled a network
extending from Cuba of more than 2,500 miles of wire and
cable.76

The IOTC’s prosperity and expansive tendencies were not
overlooked by the giant of American telegraphy, Western
Union. “[W]ith a jealous eye on the rapid growth of this prosper-
ous concern,” Western Union, in the spring of 1873, purchased
a controlling interest in the IOTC. In the reorganization which
followed, Baldy Smith was ousted as president and was replaced
by Western Union’s William Orton.77 At the same time, N. de
Bree was named superintendent following Heiss’s removal. The
new management then directed the laying of an additional
Punta Rassa-Havana cable, authorized the construction or re-
construction of side lines to Jacksonville and St. Augustine, and
“thoroughly overhauled” the company’s other properties. In
that year, the Punta Rassa-Havana line handled 51,899 mes-
sages, a figure which by 1876 had increased to 81,688.78

The Florida-Cuba line from Punta Rassa continued in serv-
ice through the nineteenth century and into the first four dec-
ades of the twentieth. The installation in 1899 of a Miami Beach-
Key West cable cut into its business, however, and in 1942, the
Punta Rassa lines ceased being used. Fifteen years later, in 1957,
the International Ocean Telegraph Company itself passed from
existence, having been absorbed by Western Union.79

74. New York Times, May 19, 187 1.
75. Harlow, Old Wires and New Waves, 300.
76. Reid, Telegraph in America, 439.
77. Harlow, Old Wires and New Waves, 300.
78. Reid, Telegraph in America, 439, 441.
79. Kenneth R. Haigh, Cableships and Submarine Cables (Washington, DC, 1968),

258-59.
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The “Tarpon House,” site of Punta Rassa’s telegraph station, ca. 1890. Photo-
graph courtesy of the Florida Photographic Collection, Florida State Archives.

The construction and maintenance of the International
Ocean Telegraph Company lines to Punta Rassa, and from
thence to Key West and Havana, had an impact on Florida, and
particularly south Florida, although not necessarily or always in
the manner one might expect. The funds spent on construction
of the line brought some capital to the state, although most
appears to have gone to northern or English manufacturers and
suppliers and to workmen imported by the company from the
North.

Some Floridians were employed by the IOTC as telegraph
operators and trouble-shooters, and the employment and
salaries those jobs provided were much coveted. During certain
times the desire for the jobs was so intense that it led to violence.
A case in point is that of Goodman Bond who, in the spring of
1877, was serving as a “patrolman” or trouble-shooter on the
line in present-day Hardee County. Court records and contem-
porary accounts reveal that one of Bond’s predecessors in office
was William Dyess, Sr., who had been discharged several years
previously. Dyess’s son, William, Jr., seems to have wanted the
job himself, and to force Bond’s departure, he and a friend,
Joseph Stephens, threatened Bond and may have attempted to
burn down his house. Charges were brought in the local justice
court but were dismissed from lack of evidence, whereupon
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Bond took up a shotgun and dispensed his own brand of justice,
an act which resulted in the death of Stephens and near misses
in the direction of the elder and younger Dyesses. Sensing his
predicament, Bond took “a trail in the woods and disappeared,”
thus creating the vacancy Dyess had sought in the first place.80

Resentments over desirable jobs may have tainted somewhat
the IOTC’s reputation among its Florida neighbors, but the
company’s own actions also created problems. For one thing,
use of the line was expensive. Congress in 1866 had limited to
$3.50 for each ten words the cost of a telegram on the line, but
the company interpreted that limitation to apply only to sending
messages on the submarine portion of its cables.81 By 1870 the
charge was $4.00 in gold for transmission of a ten-word message
from Lake City to Cuba.82 At the end of the decade, a New York
to Havana cable of the same length ran $5.00, and addresses,
salutations, closing, and signatures were included.83 These were
prices the average Floridian could scarcely afford.

The costs of cables might not have been so bad if the com-
pany had been willing to carry news on the wires as a public
service. In 1868 arrangements were made by citizens of Key
West to receive daily news, but the IOTC charged $25.00 per
month for the same information to be sent from Bartow to
Tampa .84 Cattleman Francis A. Hendry was reflecting the senti-
ments of many when he wrote in 1877, “For several years the
I.O.T.Co. line has been established, passing by our doors, with-
out even dropping a word of news from the outside world.“85

Hendry and his associates had another bone to pick with the
IOTC. For several years after the opening of the company’s

80. Goodman Bond eventually was caught and in 1885 was tried in Manatee
County circuit court for the murder of Joseph Stephens. He was convicted
of murder in the first degree with a recommendation for clemency and
sentenced to life imprisonment. On April 19, 1886, he was pardoned.
Savannah Morning News, July 18, 1877; Manatee County, Circuit Court
Records, State of Florida v. Goodman Bond, Manatee County Historical Rec-
ords Library; Ocala Banner, March 28, 1885; Florida House Journal (1887),
34, 37.

8 1. “Memorial of the International Ocean Telegraph Company,” 4-5.
82. “Memorial of the Florida Telegraph Company,” House Misc. Doc. 149,

41st Cong., 2d sess., 2.
83. Reid, Telegraph In America, 441.
84. Tampa Florida Peninsular, February 29, 1868.
85. Tampa Sunland Tribune, July 21, 1877.
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facilities at Punta Rassa, the IOTC controlled the shipping pier
there and charged cattlemen fifteen cents a head for the
privilege of loading their Cuba-bound beeves. When Hendry
later built a competing facility, he charged only ten cents a head,
an action which drove the telegraph company out of the cattle-
loading business.86 On the same subject, Hendry, a former Con-
federate officer, and some of his associates may have taken um-
brage at the insistence of Punta Rassa’s station manager, George
Shultz, in defiantly flying the Stars and Stripes above his bar-
racks headquarters. 87 The Confederate cattlemen could hardly
have missed the point.

Despite its public relations problems, the IOTC did offer
jobs, and it did offer a method, however expensive, by which
otherwise isolated frontier areas could communicate with the
outside world. The publicity involved in the construction of the
line and the prominence of the Punta Rassa facility also served
to bring peninsular Florida to the attention of the rest of the
nation. It was in a different manner, though, that the company
may have had its greatest impact on Florida, and that stemmed
from the fact that the company had to build a road.

It already has been seen that for the first 100 miles or so of
its length south of Gainesville, the IOTC line followed the “main
public road.” Thereafter, the line entered what George Shultz
referred to as “almost unknown wilds.” While it is true that the
area was unknown to Shultz, it also is true that there were
settlers and roads, some of which were expertly engineered mili-
tary routes remaining as legacies of the Seminole wars. The
problem was that most of the roads twisted and turned around
swamps, sandy places, and what have you, whereas the telegraph
needed to run on a more or less straight line. Of course the
telegraph could cut across country, but its maintenance required
easy access that only a road could afford.

Faced with this dilemma, Heiss decided to string his line just
where he wanted it to go and to build his own road to run along
side of it. That road came to be known as “the Wire Road” and,
later, “the Old Wire Road.“88 Maintained at least in part by the
IOTC, the road became the main north-south route of access

86. Ibid., September 29, 1877.
87. Florence Fritz, Unknown Florida (Coral Gables, 1963), 75.
88. “Wire Road” in “History of Old King’s Road.”
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into frontier south Florida, and on it in the late 1860s, 1870s
and early 1880s came many of the settlers who pioneered south-
west Florida, and the thousands of cattle destined for the load-
ing docks at Punta Rassa.89

The International Ocean Telegraph Company was born in
an era when the air was electric with excitement over the pos-
sibilities of submarine communications. Its backers, adminis-
trators, and engineers conceived and executed the idea of a
United States to Cuba telegraph line despite innumerable legal,
financial, engineering, logistical, and natural problems and did
so within the space of only a little more than two years. It was
a remarkable achievement, and its continued profitable opera-
tion for almost eighty years proved the genius and inspiration
of the men who had created it.

89. Bartow Informant, May 17, 1884; Kissimmee Osceola Sun, September 25,
1975.



THE COMMERCE OF EAST FLORIDA
DURING THE EMBARGO, 1806-1812:

THE ROLE OF AMELIA ISLAND

by  CH R I S T O P H E R  WA R D

W H E N Thomas Jefferson’s embargo policy brought much of
North Atlantic commerce to a halt, world economic pat-

terns— already stressed by France’s continental system— read-
justed along informal lines for the duration of the Napoleonic
era. Of the numerous “transshipment” ports that evolved be-
tween 1807 and 1812, none became more significant than
Amelia Island, “neutral” Spain’s northernmost settlement on the
Florida Atlantic seaboard. Just a few hundred feet across the St.
Marys River from Georgia, Amelia Island (Fernandina after
1811) became an important link in a chain that enterprising
merchants forged to bypass American trade restrictions. The
years before the War of 1812 saw a commercial boom in East
Florida, and with it a temporary prosperity that did not go un-
noticed by United States officials. The Madison administration
in 1812 supported actions against Spain’s colony in an effort to
expand the jurisdiction of the Non-Importation Act, to assert
United States hegemony in the region, and to preempt any self-
serving British activity in the Floridas. The fact that war with
England was plainly on the horizon brought this last concern to
the forefront.

The study of world commerce in the era of Napoleon has
proven attractive to more than a few historians. It is both an
interesting era in economic history and one of the earliest
periods for which abundant documentation exists for a near-
complete analysis of international traffic.1 A recent study of the

Christopher Ward received his Ph.D. in history from the University of
Florida in 1988. He is presently a visiting scholar in the Department of
Anthropology, University of California at Berkeley. The author wishes to
express his appreciation to Bruce Chappell, Cheryl Cody, and David
Bushnell for their assistance.

1. While data are generally available for most major United States and British
ports, statistics are often somewhat suspect for imports. See John

[160]
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North Atlantic economy in the early nineteenth century is the
collection of essays edited by Jacques Barbier and Allan Kuethe,
The North American Role in the Spanish Imperial Economy, 1760-
1819. 2 Even with this latest publication, no advances have been
made in the study of the role of East Florida during the embargo
years since Herbert Heaton’s 1941 article, “Non-Importation,
1806-1812,” wherein it is ambiguously reported, “Amelia Island,
and St. Mary’s River on the boundary between Georgia and
Florida, may have been bases for inward as well as outward illicit
traffic.“3 In her 1932 study, Anna Clauder wrote, “Amelia Is-
land, off the northern coast of Florida, was the destination of
many British ships which started from London or Liverpool to
pick up American cargoes.“4 Most works acknowledge that
Florida was an important commercial center, but until now the
dimensions of this traffic have not been estimated.

In recent years, American scholars have increasingly turned
to foreign archives to fill historical gaps that have resulted from
the study of American documents. Along this line, the ongoing
cooperation between Spanish archives and the University of
Florida’s P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History has resulted in
the microfilming of the shipping records of East Florida, a
hitherto unexploited find. The opportunity presented by these
records is at once unique and exciting, for it is a rare event
indeed when the historian is permitted to analyze the documen-
tation of a semi-illicit economy.5

Coatsworth, “American Trade with European Colonies in the Caribbean
and South America, 1790-1812,” William and Mary Quarterly 24 (April
1967), 243-66.

2. Jacques A. Barbier and Allan J. Kuethe, eds., The North American Role in
the Spanish Imperial Economy, 1760-1819 (Manchester, 1984). See also Jef-
frey A. Frankel, “The 1807-1809 Embargo Against Great Britain,” Journal
of Economic History 42 (June 1982), 291-308, and Donald R. Adams, Jr.,
“American Neutrality and Prosperity, 1793-1808: A Reconsideration,”
Journal of Economic History 40 (December 1980), 713-37.

3. Herbert Heaton, “Non-Importation 1806-1812.” Journal of Economic His-
tory 1 (November 1941), 188.

4. Anna Cornelia Clauder, American Commerce as Affected by the Wars of the
French Revolution and Napoleon, 1793-1812 (Philadelphia, 1932), 176.

5.  The United States-Florida-Europe trade route was not considered illicit
from the Spanish perspective. Since under United States law trade with
Spain and Spanish territories was never strictly prohibited, from the Amer-
ican perspective, the trade on this route was semi-illicit. Transshipment
through Florida was a means of getting around restrictions. Collections
containing data on the commerce of East Florida during the period under
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With the last years of the eighteenth century came one of
the great periods of commercial expansion. A keystone of the
Enlightenment, free trade for the first time replaced the tradi-
tional mercantile order that had been imposed upon the North
Atlantic economy in the sixteenth century. Bourbon commercial
reforms in the Spanish empire revitalized the South American
and Caribbean economies, and demographic and economic ex-
pansion in the newly independent United States catapulted the
young republic into the center of world trade.6 Although Great
Britain was the leading economic power (and the most vulnera-

review are Papeles Procedentes de Cuba and the East Florida Papers, du-
plicates of which are in the P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History, Univer-
sity of Florida, Gainesville. Data for the years 1805-1808 and 1811-1812
are from summary sheets of the hacienda real. These reports consist of
data copied by treasury officials from the original manifests of the ships.
Documents for 1813 are made up of cargo manifests but are not in any
specific order and are difficult to use. Data for the first months of 1814
are missing, and materials available for the rest of this year do not give
much information other than the amount of taxes collected. The same is
true for 1815, but only September and December are missing.

A basic modification of the data set is required for some of the calcula-
tions that follow. In some procedures (such as the totaling of arrivals and
departures), it is essential to eliminate the ballooning effect of coastal traffic
that, for the most part, was separate from the international trade which
developed. Coastal traffic was often carried in small vessels— canoes and
the like— which had limited cargo capacity. Moreover, customs officials
were often lax in reporting the cargoes of these small boats. The action
taken to eliminate arrivals and departures of coastal craft during 1805-
1808 has been not to consider arrivals and departures that paid less than
ten pesos in tariff duties. It has also been necessary to adjust the total of
arrivals and taxes collected on these arrivals to remove the effect of several
slave ships that called on East Florida.

A final methodological note is that while this study is inclusive with
regard to the number of arrivals and departures from Amelia Island, it is
exclusive with regard to a number of cargo classifications. To report entire
manifests would involve hundreds of cargo variable classifications.
Excluded are most variables related to coastal commerce (mainly food
items such as butter, corn, lard, flour, etc., and supplies such as soap and
candles). In addition, many Caribbean products— sugar, rum, molasses,
cacao, and coffee— have been excluded since the importation of these
products was infrequent.

6.   Janice B. Miller, “The Struggle for Free Trade in East Florida and the
Cédula of 1793,” Florida Historical Quarterly 55 (July 1976), 48-59; Brian R.
Hamnett, “Mercantile Rivalry and Peninsular Division: The Consulados of
New Spain and the Impact of the Bourbon Reforms, 1789-1824,” Ibero-
Amerikanisches Archiv (1976), 273-305; John Fisher, “Imperial ‘Free Trade’
and the Hispanic Economy, 1778-1796,” Journal of Latin American Studies
13 (May 1981), 21-56.
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ble to fluctuations in maritime traffic) as the nineteenth century
began, the prosperity and imperial success of her continental
opponent was also tied to international commerce. World com-
merce had always been fickle to strife and warfare among the
European powers, but not until the Napoleonic period did
economic warfare, as such, become an important component of
strategy.7 The economic conflict that hurled normal commercial
activity into a chaos of embargoes, blockades, and restrictive
tariffs can be divided between two main theaters. The first was
Napoleon’s continental system which resulted from England’s
invincibility to France’s naval strength after Trafalgar. The sec-
ond, and the one that most relates to Florida, was the Jefferson/
Madison non-intercourse policy which was formulated as the
best means of keeping the United States out of the conflict in
Europe.

Jefferson first initiated restrictions on American commercial
interaction with the European belligerents in April 1806 with
passage of the Non-Intercourse Act. While the act restricted
imports on certain goods into the United States, it had no im-
mediate effect because its implementation was postponed until
November. Then it was again suspended after only five weeks
of enforcement, and it was not until December 1807 that confis-
cation of cargoes began. The act was ambiguous in defining the
specific kinds of goods it covered; almost any item could be
seized depending upon the interpretation of local officials.8 In
February 1807, Congress tried to clear up this problem with the
passage of the Embargo Act which banned all imports from
England and France. It was put into force December 22, 1807.
The following March, Congress acted once more by banning all
commercial interaction with the belligerents, a policy that, but
for one short period, continued until May 1810 when all restric-
tions were lifted for three months. During mid-1809, trade was
briefly opened under the provisions of the Erskine Treaty, but
when the British Parliament refused ratification, the restrictions
were reapplied. In the fall of 1810, the impediments to trade
were again in force, and in February 1811, the confusion con-

7. This concept is explored in Alfred Thayer Mahan’s The Influence of Sea
Power upon the French Revolution and Empire, 1793-1812, 2 vols. (Boston,
1912).

8. Heaton, “Non-Importation,” 182-83; Clauder, American Commerce, 148.
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tinued when the Non-Importation Act was passed, permitting
American trade with Europe, but no imports of British goods
into this country. In April of 1812, the full embargo was reim-
posed and remained in force until June 19 when war was de-
clared.

The effects of these actions on the American economy have
been debated over the years, and most scholars agree that the
non-intercourse policy had a detrimental impact upon the ex-
port-oriented sectors of the country— especially in the north-
eastern ports and in the cotton-producing areas of the South.9
Accordingly, merchants in the principal American ports were
strongly opposed to the restrictive legislation.10 There was little
support in the commercial communities for strict adherence to
the non-intercourse policy, and soon both direct and indirect
smuggling was common in many ports.11

The economy of East Florida during the second Spanish
period centered around the port of St. Augustine. Amelia Island
was a distant second, being little more than a village of not-too-
wealthy cotton growers and farmers. While the whole province
was potentially rich in exportable goods, there was little
economic development after Florida was returned to Spanish
control in 1783. During the short twenty-year British period,
however, some progress had been made, particularly in the
lumber and wood products industries.12 Spanish administrators
in the last years of the century attempted to maintain this pros-
perity by relaxing trade restrictions in the 1790s but East
Florida continued to stagnate.13

Illicit traffic, quite apart from the embargo-era commercial
expansion, was the main link to the outside world for the resi-

9. See Adams, “American Neutrality and Prosperity,” or Frankel, “The 1807-
1809 Embargo Against Great Britain,” for challenges to this claim.

10. Clauder, American Commerce, 135, 148-49; Frankel, “The 1807-1809 Em-
bargo Against Great Britain,” 301-02: Heaton, “Non-Importation,” 181.

11. Frankel, “The 1807-1809 Embargo Against Great Britain,” 295-301.
12. “Description of the Commerce of East Florida, Written by Luis Fatio,

November 17, 1790,” in Whitaker, Documents Relating to the Commercial Pol-
icy of Spain in the Floridas, 125-30. See also “Representation with Respect to
Commerce by the Governor and Various Inhabitants of East Florida, Jan-
uary 10, 1793,” in ibid., 169-73.

13. Miller, “Struggle for Free Trade in East Florida and the Cédula of 1793,”
58-59.
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dents of St. Augustine and the Florida east coast.14 American
ships illegally supplied most of the town’s needs and provided,
next to Havana, the only export market for growers.15 European
entanglements, especially the alliance with France, made it im-
possible for Spain to supply her colonies— much less police them
for smugglers— so the empire was thrown open to neutral trade
until the war could run its course. When Napoleon invaded
Spain in 1808, partly to enforce his continental system, Britain
became Spain’s defender, and before long English ships began
trading in Hispanic America.

Table 1 illustrates the movement of shipping from Amelia
Island during 1805-1806. Cotton exports dominated Amelia Is-
land’s commercial activity. In 1805, over 77,000 pounds left the
port (with figures for the post-harvest months up— December
and January accounting for nearly one-half the trade). The vol-
ume of cotton exports decreased somewhat to about 66,000
pounds in 1806, with November and December being the lead-
ing months for exports, though cotton was also exported in
large quantities during April and June. Lumber was only a rela-
tively insignificant export at this time. The small cotton ship-
ments reflect the small-scale nature of the plantations in the
area. Most were owned by Englishmen who had immigrated to
Florida during the British period and had elected to remain
when Spain regained suzerainty.16 Food for Fernandina and the

14. The governor of East Florida requested that the crown take action on illicit
commerce by banning all export trafficking in items “which are notoriously
known not to be products of this country.” See “Juan Nepomuceno de
Quesada to the Conde de Lerena Relative to the Commerce of East Florida,
November 15, 1791,” in Whitaker, Documents Relating to the Commercial Pol-
icy of Spain in the Floridas, 155.

15. This is documented in East Florida Papers, sec. 58, “Miscellaneous Civil
and Criminal Proceedings, 1784-1819.” bundles 261N5-272.

16.  The names of many of the area’s landed citizens can be found in the
treasury records in Papeles de Cuba, 403a, 403b. The 1805 records, for
example, include the names of many former British subjects: William
Fitzpatrick, William Lawrence, John Daniel Kehn, George Atkinson, John
Tucker, Samuel Fams, Andrew Atkinson, Spencer Christopher, Henry
O’Neille, Donald McDonell, Donald McFarlane, Stephen Brown, Raymond
Lawrence, John Crighton, Charles Broward, Michael Ledwitte, John Un-
derwood, and so on. There are only a few Spanish names appearing in the
lists. As tensions between the United States and Great Britain grew leading
up to 1812, these and other Floridians of British origin implored London
to take over East Florida to prevent its falling into the hands of the United
States. See J. Leitch Wright, Anglo-Spanish Rivalry in North America (Athens,
1971), 172-73.
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Table 1. Commercial activity on Amelia Island.
1805

Arrivals Departures
Cotton exports Lumber imports

(lbs.) (ft.)

JAN
F E B
MAR
APR
MAY
J U N
J U L
AUG
SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC

J A N
F E B
MAR
APR
MAY
JUN
JUL
AUG
SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC

0
1
1
1
3
0
1
0
0
1
1
0

9

3
3
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0

1 1

3 3
0 1
0 0
0 2
0 0
1 2
0 1
0 1
0 0
0 1
4 3
1 2
9 16

21,750 1,000
9,300 0

13,170 1,800 (exported)
2,550 0
2,800 1,000
1,100 1,000

150 0
2,050 1,000 (exported)
3,700 1,500
1,900 150 (exported)
6,650 1,000

12,500 1,000

77,620 6,500 (imported)
2,950 (exported)

1806
4,200
5,100
1,390
8,150

500
5,750
3,850
3,200
1,700
4,475

10,900
16,700

65,915

0
0
0
0
0
0

1,000
1,500

500
500
500

10,700

14,700

Note: Arrivals and departures columns include only ships which paid more than
ten pesos in tariffs.

vicinity was imported from Savannah, St. Marys, and Charles-
ton, indicating that Amelia Island was not yet self-sufficient.

In the months after Jefferson began his policy of trade re-
strictions, no great change took place in the structure of the
Florida economy. Indeed, the whole year of 1807 fits well with
the 1805-1806 pattern. 17 The number of vessels arriving (that

17. Papeles de Cuba, 403a, fols. 1-178.
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paid a tax of more than ten pesos) was eleven, and sailing were
twenty. The number of departing ships was higher, but the
amount of export duty paid in 1807 was only 200 pesos more
than in the previous year. The amount of cotton exported is
comparable: 60,900 pounds in 1807, with 65,915 in 1806. There
was, however, a small rise in lumber production for export that
overcame the trade deficit in the product for the years 1805-
1806 and resulted in a surplus of 64,400 feet. The year 1808
also fits well with the regular pattern, although by the last
months English ships had begun arriving, signaling the begin-
ning of the embargo economy in Florida.18 Total cotton exports
for the year were 74,650 pounds, and lumber cutting expanded
to double its 1807 level with 131,000 feet being cut. The signif-
icant aspect of the 1808 data, however, is that on September 23
the first ship flying the English flag arrived to participate in
commerce. In November, three more English vessels entered
the Amelia Island port; most of these, like the one in September,
arrived in ballast. One ship, however, introduced 20,000 varas
(1 vara = 32 inches length) of finished canvas and 2,000 barrels
of salt. A further indication that the illicit economy was under-
way by the end of 1808 is that John McClure of Amelia Island
imported 1,500 pounds of raw cotton from Georgia on De-
cember 7. The normal flow of cotton was from Florida to agents
in the large southern ports of Charleston and Savannah; its
introduction into Florida (3,500 pounds by the end of 1808)
represents a significant event.

The indirect trade that began in the last quarter of 1808
continued throughout 1809. Tables 2 and 3 present a summary
of the year’s commerce. 19 Both import and export traffic was
strong at the beginning and end of the year, while the summer
months show a marked slowdown. On the export side, the sum-
mer was even slower than in the base years 1805-1806. Although
the second peak period, October to December, was a reaction
to the tightening of trade restrictions by Congress in March
1809, the January peak cannot be explained so easily. In fact,
legislation affecting commerce during that month had been in
effect for some time. This indicates that there was almost a year’s

18. Ibid., fols. 179-96.
19. Ibid., fols. 258-540.



Table 2. Monthly Imports to Amelia Island, 1809.

Arrivals Cotton Duelas Lumber Rice Tar Turpentine Salt P o t a s h

J A N 6 16,960 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F E B 2 3,333 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MAR 3 5,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
APR 35 251,534 212,469 20,500 217,950 1,378 207 1,200 0
MAY 13 137,260 141,000 10,000 10,500 250 220 0 106
JUN
JUL

4 21,600 10,000 15,000 0 0 0 0 0 
3 16,200 0 0 0 65 0 0 0
2AUG 12,240 0 0 500 0 0 0 0

SEP 4 5,000 0 12,000 0 5 0 0 0
OCT 10 35,000 222,650 14,400 0 96 0 0 459
NOV 10 37,900 53,500 10,350 22,250 430 200 1,000 0
DEC 44 398,550 198,800 78,200 320,350 62 630 800 127

136 940,577 838,419 160,450 571,550 2,286 1,257 3,000 692 

Note: In tables 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, cotton is measured in pounds, duelas in actual number, lumber in feet, rice in pounds, tar, potash,
and turpentine in barrels, and salt in bushels.



Table 3. Monthly Exports from Amelia Island, 1809

Sailings Cotton Duelas Lumber Rice Tar Turpentine Salt Potash
JAN
FEB

5 216,250 0 80,000 0 125 0 0 0
6 59,000 14,500 268,000 0 50 0 0 0

MAR 5 9,500 11,500 130,000 0 100 0 0 0
APR 21 202,114 209,676 104,000 260,290 1,306 210 1,200 0
MAY 25 149,040 331,375 359,700 10,500 1,750 220 0 106
JUN
J U L

3 0 0 226,000 0 0 0 0 0
3 15,000 26,000 40,000 0 0 0 0 0

O AUG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 SEP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
OCT 8 44,900 120,650 2,045 500 96 0 0 459
NOV 5 33,700 45,500 22,350 17,250 0 0 1,000 0
DEC 26 235,680 176,300 63,350 238,250 62 630 0 127 

107 965,184 935,501 1,295,445 526,790 3,489 1,060 2,200 692
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lag before the Florida route was exploited by merchants.
Perhaps the on-and-off actions of the United States administra-
tion in 1806 and 1807 that, in effect, delayed the implementa-
tion of the embargo for most of those years convinced mer-
chants that if they could just hold tight, normal commerce might
soon be resumed. The realization that this was not to be the case
was obvious by the middle of 1808, and alternative means and
routes of trade were discovered and, by the winter season,
exploited.

One of the most dramatic transformations observable (other
than the great increase in overall commerce) is in the nature of
cargoes carried. The pre-embargo export economy consisted of
cotton, with occasional exports of lumber. Cotton and lumber
were still traded in 1809 (although the direction for cotton was
reversed), and on an augmented level, but to these exports were
added duelas (or barrel staves), rice, tar, turpentine, and potash.
What is striking here is that every export could be classified as
war materials. Lumber, tar, turpentine, cotton, and barrel staves
were the mainstay of the British Navy, and rice was a major
component in the daily rations of English seamen. When com-
merce with the United States was cut off, prices of these items
in Liverpool rose as shortages began to be felt. The British mar-
ket was so flooded with American supplies when the embargo
first went into effect that it took some time for shortages to
develop— another reason that trading through Florida did not
begin until over a year after commercial ties were severed.20

A comparison between import and export figures provide
an indication as to the possible development of the local econ-
omy. Several of the figures indicate that economic activity other
than simple transshipment of items was beginning. Cotton ex-
ports exceeded imports by 60,627 pounds, or about what was
expected given the trend of local production during the years
before the embargo. Products more easily exploited over the
short-term, like barrel staves and lumber, on the other hand,
make a strong showing. Exports of duelas exceeded imports by
96,882— an interesting statistic considering that before this year
no barrel parts had been exported since the British period.

20. Frankel, in “1807-1809 Embargo against Great Britain,” reports this, as
does Clauder in American Commerce.
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Lumber exports were 1,113,995 above imports, almost a ten-
fold increase over the previous year. Local turpentine produc-
tion is also indicated.

The direction of commerce, as important a consideration as
the volume of commerce, is clear; goods were imported mainly
from the United States— more often than not from the South—
and reexported from East Florida to Europe. A significant
number of ships arrived from Europe, most frequently from
England. These vessels carried finished industrial goods such as
cloth and worked iron commodities. Most ships that arrived
from Europe came in ballast, however, and are not recorded in
the documents of the Amelia Island customs house; only ships
with cargoes had to make customs declarations. Also, most ships
sailing to the United States carried only insignificant cargoes, if
any at all. There was no simple exchange of goods taking place;
the smuggling carried on in East Florida was a major, well-or-
ganized operation in which profits were exchanged either in
cash or on paper balance sheets by British and American mer-
chant houses.

Traffic from the Caribbean, both Spanish and foreign, con-
sisted mainly of rum and other liquors, although some sugar
and molasses were imported. The export traffic to the islands
usually consisted of duelas (important in the sugar and liquor
industry), and some lumber. In all nine cases of arrivals from
Africa, the cargoes were the same: slaves.21 Exports to Africa
consisted of barrel staves and lumber. All potash, cotton, tur-
pentine, tar, and a majority of the lumber, barrel staves, and
rice went to English ports. Liverpool, Plymouth, London, Dun-
dee (each centers of the sugar industry), and Portsmouth (with

21. Several works have been done on the role of East Florida as a center for
slave smuggling, and most of them indicate that some illicit traffic was
going on. See Frances J. Stafford, “Illegal Importations: Enforcement of
the Slave Trade Laws Along the Florida Coast, 1810- 1828,” Florida Histori-
cal Quarterly 46 (October 1967), 124-32. The data employed in this study
tend to support Kenneth F. Kiple’s argument in “The Case Against a
Nineteenth-Centurv Cuba-Florida Slave Trade.” Florida Historical Quarterly
49 (April 1971), 346-55, that no such activity existed. For the period under
review here, customs records report that only a few hundred slaves were
cleared through Fernandina, and most of those were re-exported to Cuba.
Current research by Dr. Jane Landers, University of Florida, however,
indicates that the true figure may be well in excess of this amount. Slaves
were, however, imported through St. Augustine.



Table 4. Monthly Imports to Amelia Island, 1810

Arrivals Cotton Duelas Lumber Rice Tar Turpentine Salt Potash

JAN 82 301,790 678,540 148,640 523,050 775 153 3,000
FEB

9,509
31 52,400 183,800 31,500 232,900 274 20 0

MAR 17 20,800
260

68,000 55,000 22,000 331 0 1,000 0
APR 21 38,250 115,500 32,000 21,600 50 0 0
MAY

2 5 0
12 6,250 42,000 20,000 15,500 0 0 1,000 0

JUN
J U L

3 8,500 25,000 25,000 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0

AUG 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,000 0
SEP 4 0 11,000 0 0 0 0 3,200 0
OCT 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NOV 10 0 21,500 4,000 0 0 0 5,000
DEC 3 0 30,000 0 0 0 0 0 0

0

192 427,990 1,175,340 316,140 815,050 1,430 173 15,200 1 0 , 0 1 9



Table 5. Monthly Exports from Amelia Island, 1810

Arrivals Cotton Duelas Lumber Rice Tar Turpentine Salt Potash

JAN 72 215,950 491,800 354,040 415,750 629 153 3,000 3,389
F E B 25 55,700 230,500 21,500 182,500 274 20 0 260
MAR 14 18,300 125,600 120,000 26,000 319 0 0 0
APR 16 37,050 107,000 118,700 18,100 50 0 0 250
MAY 9 14,000 58,000 223,000 8,000 0 0 1,000 0
JUN 0
J U L

4 8,500 19,500 135,000 0 0 0 0
6 0 33,000 243,000 0 0 0 0 0

AUG 2 0 12,000 100,000 0 0 0 0 0
SEP 4 0 22,000 179,000 0 0 0 0 0
OCT 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,200 0
NOV 2 0 21,000 40,000 0 0 0

7
0 0

DEC 0 75,000 208,000 0 0 0 0 0

165 349,500 1,195,400 1,742,240 650,350 1,272 173 7,200 3,899
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its large naval yards) were the most frequent destinations. Im-
ports from the American northeast included tar, potash,
lumber, and food for local consumption.

Commerce in 1810, if not as high in volume as the previous
year, was still well above the pre-embargo level. Tables 4 and 5
report imports and exports for 1810.22 The figures show that
trade was very heavy in the first quarter of the year, and that
January was the busiest month of the entire embargo era with
rice, cotton, duelas, and lumber posting records in the export
sector. Virtually all imports from the United States stop after
April. This coincides with the short period of unrestricted trade
permitted by the Madison administration after May. If one does
not count the several slave ships that entered during the sum-
mer months, the figures are even smaller than indicated by the
data. Imports increased again in October, but the singular fea-
ture about these data is that after the United States again elimi-
nated trade in the fall of 1810, the illicit Florida route did not
revive. Exports, for the most part, followed the trend of imports,
although the continued production of barrel staves and the cut-
ting of lumber allowed a few ships to keep trading even during
the summer months. An import/export comparison reveals that
lumber production grew still more with 1,426,100 more feet
being shipped out than were imported. Except for the case of
the wood products, the trade of 1810 after May is not far differ-
ent from commerce during 1805-1806.

The year 1811 was a mixed one— there were no peaks com-
parable to the figures for January 1810, but overall commerce
maintained a level somewhat about that of the pre-embargo era,
and indeed the general increase in commercial activity during
these years provided an economic foundation for a more perma-
nent settlement on the Island. It was in 1811 that the city of
Fernandina came into being. Figures for this year are presented
in tables 6 and 7. The pattern of both imports and exports is
rather even. Significant gains once more were recorded in the
lumber industry, although cotton production appears to have
fallen off. If the excess exports of cotton in 1811 is subtracted
from the small excess of cotton imports in 1810, the difference
shows a two-year local production figure of only 36,000 pounds.
Either two very bad years of harvest occurred back to back, or

22. Documents for 1810 are in Papeles de Cuba, 403b, fols. 89-489.
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Table 6. Monthly Imports to Fernandina, 1811

Arrivals Cotton Duelas Lumber Rice Salt

JAN
F E B

0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 16,000 1,300

MAR 4 0 0 1,000 0 0
APR 3 0 2,000 0 124,000 0
MAY 4 0 0 0 0 0
JUN
J U L

5 0 5,000 12,000 20,000 0
9 0 20,000 0 600 0

AUG 3 0 0 0 24,000 0
SEP 7 0 0 0 1,600 0
OCT 5 0 0 10,000 0 2,500
NOV 13 2,000 0 9,000 0 2,275
DEC 6 0 0 3,000 3,600 0

63 2,000 27,000 35,000 189,800 6,075

some data from these years are missing. Import figures for the
year are slightly higher than in 1805 and 1806; only in rice were
large figures posted. The amount of taxes collected on imports
in 1811— 8,604 pesos— is high because of the arrival of several
ships from England with fine finished cloth. One paid 996 pesos
in duties. Very little cotton was imported into Fernandina from
the southern ports, and this represents another significant
change in the pattern of trade. An important reason, of course,
is that the Non-Importation Act, which replaced the Embargo
and Non-Intercourse Acts, did permit American ships to sail to

Table 7. Monthly Exports from Fernandina, 1811

Sailings Cotton Duelas Lumber Rice Salt

JAN
F E B

4 23,700 5,000 118,000 0 0
2 0 3,000 30,000 0 0

MAR 8 35,120 13,000 185,000 0 0
APR 14 0 52,000 479,000 124,000 4,500
MAY 5 0 28,000 170,000 0 0
J U N
J U L

7 0 23,000 316,500 20,000 0
10 46,200 5,000 236,000 0 0

AUG 7 0 44,000 128,000 12,000 0
SEP 3 5,000 5,000 73,000 0 0
OCT 4 0 6,000 78,000 0 0
NOV 5 0 0 321,000 0 0
DEC 5 6,000 5,000 176,500 0 0

74 116,020 189,000 2,311,000 156,000 4,500
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European ports. No British goods, however, could be intro-
duced into the United States. Charleston newspapers carry ad-
vertisements for ships sailing to England right up until the em-
bargo was reimposed in April 1812.

The data of 1812 runs only through March 12. The function
of the customs house was stopped when the Americans occupied
Amelia Island that month. The data for the few weeks show that
the trends of 1811 continued. Lumber production remained
high, as did the exports of duelas, but cotton still did not re-
bound from the 1811 levels. The documentation for 1813 is
much different from the documents used in the rest of this
study. It consists essentially of rough sketches of cargoes with
no indication as to value, taxes paid, or place of origin or desti-
nation. Data for 1814 report only the amount of duties each
ship paid, and the first half of the year is missing. The materials
for 1815 are similar, although with only September and De-
cember missing, they are more complete. Again, however, they
report only taxes paid.

Taxes collected by the Fernandina authorities can also be
used to formulate a description of trade. The tax rates, however,
changed over the course of the period under study. The stan-
dard tax in place since the cédula of 1793 was 15 percent on
imports and 6 percent on exports. Taxes were only applied to
cargoes of foreign origin.23 In February 1807, an additional tax,
the almirantazgo, 4 percent on imports and 2 percent on ex-
ports, was also applied. These rates were again modified in
1809, with the subvención a la guerra (war subsidy tax), which
to the rates of 1793 and 1807 added 1.5 percent on all merchan-
dise entering and leaving the port. This level of taxation con-
tinued until 1818. The revenues reported in table 8 have not
been standardized and must be viewed in the context of the
level of taxation in force during the various periods.

The increase in revenue for the period 1809-1810 was
caused essentially by the accelerated level of commercial activity
during those years, although higher taxes also contributed to
increasing these figures. If the documents contained break-
downs of amounts charged to individual cargo classifications

23. These rates are listed in Pablo Tornero, Relaciones de dependencia entre
Florida y Estados Unidos, 1783-1820 (Madrid, 1979), 78.
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Table 8. Taxes Collected on Imports and Exports at Amelia Island, 1805-1811

Amounts Collected (Pesos Fuerte)

Year Imports Exports Total

1805 369 482 851
1806 361 511 872
1807 533 497 1,030
1808 5,245 1,201 6,446
1809 31,676 14,426 46,102
1810 24,114 9,000 33,114
1811 8,604 4,304 12,908

when multifaceted cargoes were declared, it would be possible
to calculate the total value of the various items transshipped
through Fernandina. Unfortunately, this is not the case. The
manifests, however, often do give actual values of the cargoes
carried. On many occasions, though, this information was not
recorded, and, accordingly, it is impossible to calculate the exact
values of merchandise.

In March 1812, commercial activity at Amelia Island was
interrupted when Spain temporarily lost possession of much of
East Florida to a group of adventurers from Georgia. When
these so-called “patriots” took control of the mouth of the St.
Marys River and declared themselves the legitimate government
of East Florida, they promptly ceded the territory under their
control to the United States, their plan all along. Madison, who
had not discouraged preparation for the action throughout
1811, backed down only after the patriot forces failed to capture
St. Augustine. He returned the occupied areas of Florida to
Spain with lengthy protestations of “sincere” apology.24

The traditional historiography of the War of 1812 and the
troubles in East Florida has essentially dismissed the thriving
smuggling trade as a factor in precipitating action in favor of
more tangible causes.25 More important, as the argument goes,
were American fears that should war break out with England,
Florida would become a theater of enemy operations that would

24. Ramón Romero Cabot, “Los últimos años de la soberanía Español en la
Florida, 1783-1812” (Ph.D. dissertation, Universidad de Sevilla, 1983), 447-
56.

25. For example, see Julius William Pratt, The Expansionists of 1812 (New York,
1925), 77-78.
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imperil the southern states. In addition to this, the United States
did not consider the St. Marys River the final southern bound-
ary of the nation— indeed, covetous glances had been cast south-
ward for years. Even though these explanations were made be-
fore the Amelia Island smuggling statistics were known, the re-
sults of this study do not indicate that any significant alteration
in the traditional explanations need be made. While smuggling
was important, apparently it was not an overriding concern in
American government documents or private correspondence of
the era.26 Indeed, the lengthy letter of explanation written by
President Madison and published in the nation’s newspapers
does not even make mention of the illicit traffic of East Florida.27

If the data from Amelia Island are reviewed in the context of
world trade before and during the embargo era, one quickly
realizes that the amount of merchandise shipped via this indirect
route was not very significant. The only item that really counted
as contraband was cotton. The other exports were, in essence,
legitimate local industries; they owed their birth to the smug-
gling traffic, but they were not illicit in and of themselves. Amer-
ican exports of cotton in 1807 amounted to 64,000,000 pounds,
most of which went to England.28 During the height of the
smuggling era, 1809, only about 1,000,000 pounds were ex-
ported from Florida. Of course, these million pounds need to
be looked at in relation to the total cotton imports to England
during the embargo; in 1808 it was something over 12,000,000
pounds.2 9 Even so, the Amelia Island figures are hardly impres-
sive. And at a time when American customs houses were collect-
ing millions of dollars in tariff duties, Fernandina topped out at
46,102 pesos fuertes. At least in this case, smuggling did not
approach the volume posted in legitimate trade. Cotton traffic
may be taken as the best indication of the actual level of illicit
activity that passed through Fernandina. Imports have been re-
ported because exports would be distorted by local production.
From these figures it can be said that illicit commerce at Fernan-
dina lasted from December 1808 until July 1810.

26. Annals of the Congress of the United States, 12th Cong., 1st sess., vol. 23,
1683-94.

27. Charleston Courier, April 1, 1812.
28. Clauder, America  Commerce, 133.
29. Frankel, “The 1807-1809 Embargo Against Great Britain,” 296.
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Another point should be considered, however, that might

inflate the commercial issue as a cause for American interven-
tion. The little community of St. Marys, Georgia, located near
Amelia Island, was also a haven for illicit traffic. Unlike the
Spanish in Florida who saw nothing illegal in the indirect trade
with the United States and Europe, American officials in Geor-
gia did insist that the commerce was against the law. Accord-
ingly, there are no incriminating documents for the study of the
commerce of St. Marys. If the trade of St. Marys approached
the volume encountered at Fernandina, then perhaps this whole
illicit economy did have a major impact on world trade and thus
did pose a threat to American commercial policy.

To summarize these findings, Amelia Island was a smug-
gling center during the era of the American embargo against
the European belligerents. Trade through Fernandina supplied
vital naval materials to Britain in her struggle against Napoleon,
although the volume of this traffic was relatively insignificant
compared to overall pre-embargo activity in the North Atlantic.
During 1809, Fernandina supplied less than one-tenth of British
imports of cotton. The local lumber industry received a boost
from the heavy traffic through the port, and by 1811 over
2,000,000 feet of lumber were being cut each year. This trade,
while a phenomenon of the smuggling economy, was entirely
legitimate and was able to flourish even after illicit trade had
retreated to lower levels after 1810. For this reason alone, the
last years of the second Spanish period saw the genesis of local
East Florida economic patterns that would endure into the
nineteenth century.



ST. AUGUSTINE’S FALLOUT FROM
THE YAMASEE WAR

by JOHN  H. H ANN

B ETWEEN 1702 and 1705, Englishmen from South Carolina
and their Indian allies destroyed all the surviving missions

in Spanish Florida from Apalachee to Amelia Island. A remnant
Guale population drawn from at least fifteen settlements of
coastal Georgia had taken refuge in the 1680s at three mission
sites on Amelia Island.1 In 1702, James Moore, governor at
Charles Town, captured and burned St. Augustine. Only the
town’s castillo and the refugees it housed survived Moore’s as-
sault. Renewed English and Indian attacks against the inland
missions in 1704 and 1705 brought new waves of native refugees
to St. Augustine. The greatest influx, however, began in 1715
in the wake of the general uprising among the native inhabitants
of South Carolina known as the Yamasee War. Paradoxically,
many who came in flight from the failed rebellion had played
prominent roles in the destruction of the Florida missions. The
influx led to a significant reorganization and the expansion of
the native settlements that had appeared in the period 1704-
1711 to accommodate refugees from the destroyed missions.

The so-called Yamasee War involved far more than natives
of that one nation. As Verner W. Crane noted, the war consti-
tuted “a far-reaching revolt against the Carolinian trading ré-
gime, involving the Creek, the Choctaw, and to a less extent the
Cherokee, as well as the tribes of the Piedmont and of the Savan-
nah River and Port Royal districts.” Among those Indians in-
volved from the Savannah River district were Apalachicola and

John H. Hann is historian and translator, San Luis Archaeological and
Historical Site. The author wishes to express his appreciation to Jane Lan-
ders and William Marquardt who made available documentary materials.

1 . John H. Hann, “Sumary Guide to Spanish Florida Missions and Visitas with
Churches in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries,” The Americas 46
(April 1990), passim; John H. Hann “Twilight of the Mocamo and Guale
Aborigines as Portrayed in the 1695 Spanish Visitation,” Florida Historical
Quarterly 66 (July 1987), 4-5, 12.
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Apalachee. Although the Yamasee played a leading role in the
uprising, Crane believed the Creek were the probable authors
of the conspiracy, sharing with the Yamasee “and with other
interior tribes a greater resentment of the tyrannies of the
Charles Town traders.” Concerning the consequences of this
revolt, Crane concluded  that “in its results, leading as it did to
the awakening of the English colonial authorities to the danger
of French encirclement, to a constitutional revolution in South
Carolina, to far-reaching migrations of the southern tribes, and
to a reorientation of wilderness diplomacy in the South which
altered seriously the prospects of English, French, and Spanish
rivalry, it takes rank with the more famous Indian conspiracies
of colonial times.“2

A prime source for the revolt’s impact on St. Augustine and
the native settlements girdling it is a detailed census of those
native settlements.3 It was taken in April 1717 by the captain of
armored cavalry, Joseph Primo de Rivera, who visited each of
the ten settlements to meet the people who had assembled in
the principal council houses.

Rivera listed the villages by name, specifying the language
of the principal component of each, and the identity of inhabit-
ants belonging to other linguistic groups that had joined the
settlement. He named each head chief, indicated the number of
the chiefs leading men, and the number of ordinary Indians
residing in the village. Rivera also recorded whether the leaders
and general population were heathen or Christian, whether the
chief ruled de jure or de facto, and how many Indians were
vassals of the ruling chief. He stated how many Indians owed
allegiance to other chiefs living in the village, and how many,
among those who had joined a particular village, lacked a chief.
Rivera’s tally was broken down into categories of men, women,
and children. Children were listed by sex. Rivera noted how
many men were fit to be warriors. Those recently converted to
Christianity were also specifically listed.

2. Verner W. Crane, The Southern Frontier 1670-1732, paperback ed. (Ann
Arbor, 1956), 162.

3. It is found in Juan de Ayala y Escobar to king, April 18, 1717, Archivo
General de Indias (hereafter AGI), Santo Domingo (hereafter SD) 843,
Stetson Collection (hereafter SC), P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History,
University of Florida, Gainesville.
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In a covering letter for the census, the governor noted that
the listings included “the number of heathen and Christian In-
dians of all the villages established in due form after I took
possession.” The governor’s statement suggests that, in addition
to authorizing or assigning settlement sites for the Yamasee War
refugees, he had carried out a general reorganization of the
pre-existing settlements inhabited by survivors from the mis-
sions destroyed in 1702, 1704, and 1705 who had sought refuge
near St. Augustine.4

A 1711 census listed seven settlements: San Luis de Talimali,
alias Abosayan; Santo Tomás de Santa Fé, alias Esperansa;
Salamototo; San Juan del Puerto; Santa Caterina de Guale; To-
lomato; and Nombre de Dios. The 401 inhabitants were de-
scribed as living in camps (rancherias) located within “a pistol
shot” of the principal military post.5 It suggests impermanence;
there was always the constant threat of attack by Indians allied
with the English, such as the Yamasee and Creek who had de-
stroyed the earlier missions.

The Yamasee War removed that threat for a brief time. The
Yamasee, one of the major predator peoples responsible for the
constant harassment of “Spanish” Indians, now sought refuge
from English vengeance among their former prey. Substantial
elements among the various bodies that comprised the Creek,
the other major predator, briefly moved toward a policy of neu-
trality and accommodation with the Spaniards, spearheaded by
Lower Creek elements and a few Apalachee who urged Creek
alignment with the Spaniards. 6 That turnabout permitted a
momentary relaxation of the siege mentality that had held the
settlements of 1711 to a narrow perimeter under the protection
of the guns and forces at St. Augustine. With abatement of the
threat, Governor Juan de Ayala y Escobar seems to have
launched a general resettlement of the most, if not all, of the
Indians of earlier settlements at the same time that the newcom-
ers were being assigned village sites. The Rivera census and
later documents indicate that some of the 1717 settlements were

4. Ibid.
5. Francisco de Córcoles y Martínez to king, April 9, 1711, AGI, SD 843, SC.
6. Crane, Southern Frontier, 254-55; John H. Hann, Apalachee: the Land between

the Rivers (Gainesville, 1988), 312-14. Those Lower Creek elements were
largely Hitchiti speakers, living along the lower to middle Chattahoochee.
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located three to five or more leagues from St. Augustine. Two
of the ten settlements listed in 1717 had a Spanish garrison and
fort to assist native warriors. The settlements’ locations were
doubtless chosen to suit Spanish interests as well as those of the
natives.7 The disappearance or change of name of four of the
1711 settlements is also indicative of such reorganization and
relocation.

Those whose names disappeared or were changed were San
Luis de Talimali, Santo Thomás de Santa Fé, San Juan del
Puerto, and Salapototo. In 1717 surviving Salamototo lived as
“attached” inhabitants in San Buena Bentura de Palica and
Nombre de Dios.8 The predominant Mocama inhabitants of San
Buena Bentura in 1717 were probably among the residents of
1711’s San Juan del Puerto. In 1688 and 1695, Mocama from
an earlier San Buena Ventura de Guadalquini, living three
leagues north of St. Augustine, were ordered to move to San
Juan del Puerto for reasons of security.9 But no definite link can
be established between 1711’s San Juan del Puerto and any of
the three Timucua-speaking settlements of the 1717 census.
The same must be said of Santo Tomás de Santa Fé. A 1728
listing of the settlements, however, mentioned a village that
might be heir to San Juan. “The village of Timuqua had its seat
after the invasion in an area that is called los Varaderos (the
shipyards), twelve leagues distant from the Presidio.10 And, a
short while ago it moved and, fearful of the enemy, passed over
to six leagues distant. It had very few Indians because, in being

7. Ayala y Escobar to king, April 18, 1717; Fray Joseph de Bullones to king,
October 5, 1728, AGI, SD 843 and 865, SC.

8. In 1567, Pedro Menéndez de Avilés designated Palica as a site for a block-
house thirteen miles south of St. Augustine on an island near the Matanzas
River. Early in the seventeenth century, Palica was a mission village thirteen
miles from St. Augustine and five plus from Capuaca. See Bartolomé Bar-
rientes, Pedro Menéndez de Avilés, Founder of Florida, trans. by Anthony Ker-
rigan (Gainesville, 1965), 134-35; Fray Pedro de Bermejo to Fray Blas de
Montes, September 14, 1602 (extract), AGI, SD 235, Woodbury Lowery
Collection (hereafter WLC), reel 2 of the Robert M. Strozier Library copy,
Florida State University; Woodbury Lowery, The Spanish Settlements within
the Present Limits of the United States, 1562-1574 (New York and London,
1911), 289-90.

9. Juan de Pueyo, general visitation of the provinces of Guale and Mocama
made by the Captain Don Juan de Pueyo, 1695, AGI, Escribanía de Cám-
ara (hereafter EC), leg. 157A, SC, fol. 134.

10. San Juan del Puerto was thirty-one and one-half miles from St. Augustine.
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loyal to the Spaniards, they died in defense of them, and thus
came to remain with no more than fifteen men, eight women,
and some children. From there they made another withdrawal,
approaching to about a cannon’s shot of the Presidio, camping
in a place called Abosaya, and, after having suffered a plague,
no one was left except for a cacique and two Indians.“11

San Luis de Talimali of 1711 undoubtedly became Our Lady
of the Rosary of Jabosaya in 1717. The chief in 1717 was iden-
tified on the listing of the village inhabitants in 1711 as “Viunac
Pedro, the old chief.“12

The following is a list of the ten native settlements of 1717
with a summary of the census data provided by Primo de Rivera.
Total number of natives for the ten villages was 946.

1. Santa Catharina de Guale (Ibaja language). 13  Fray
Domingo Gaina. Don Alonso de la Cruz, principal chief, and
eight leading men; thirty-four Christian warriors and six at-
tached heathen ones; forty Christian women and six attached
heathen ones; six heathen children (five boys, one girl); twenty-
four Christian children (thirteen boys, eleven girls); total, 125
persons.

2. San Buena Bentura de Palica (Timucua language,
Mocama nation). Fray Martín de Molina. Juan Ximénez, cacique
governor,14 and two leading men; doña Merenciana Martínez,
principal chieftainness; fifty-one warriors (twenty-three Christ-
ian Mocama, nine Christian Salamototo, nineteen heathen
Chachise), Salamototo and Chachise attached; forty-four
women (twenty-six Mocama, four Salamototo, fourteen Cha-
chise); twenty-two Mocama doctrina children (eleven boys, ele-
ven girls); one attached heathen Yamasee child; two attached
Christian Salamototo girls; eight attached heathen Chachise
children (five boys, three girls); total, 132 persons.

3. Our Lady of Candelaria de la Tamaja (Yamasee language
and nation). Fray Marcos de Ita Salazar, and fort with a garri-
son. Don Antonio de Ayala, principal cacique, and eight leading

11. Bullones to king, October 5, 1728.
12.  Hann, Apalachee, 368.
13. Ibaja and Iguaja are native names the Spanish used to designate the Guale.
14. The title, governor, was given commonly to natives serving as cacique de

facto when a cacique or mico de jure was incapable of fulfilling his duties,
although there are instances also when a cacique de jure received the title.
See Hann, “Twilight of the Mocamo and Guale Aborigines,” 16-17.
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men (five Christian, three heathen); ten Christian warriors and
ten heathen men; twenty-five women (sixteen heathen, nine
Christian); eighteen boys (fifteen heathen, three Christian);
eighteen girls (thirteen heathen, five Christian); Cacique Tospe
(Yamasee language), attached to Candelaria; twenty-three war-
riors (one new Christian, twenty-two heathen); twenty-three
heathen women; fourteen heathen children (seven boys, seven
girls); Cacique Alonso Ocute, cacique of Ocute, Christian
(Yamasee language), attached to Candelaria; eight men, his vas-
sals (seven heathen, one Christian); three heathen children (two
boys, one girl); total, 163 persons.

4. San Joseph de Jororo (Maiaca language), no friar. Cacique
don Juan Romo (Christian) and four leading men (Christian);
eleven warriors (nine heathen, two Christian); thirteen women
(ten heathen, three Christian); four children (two boys, two girls,
one of them Christian); total, thirty-three persons.

5. Our Lady of Sorrows (Timucua language), all Christians.
Fray Joseph de Ita Salazar. Don Juan de Arucatessa, cacique
governor, and five leading men; twenty warriors (two of them
attached Apalachee), vassals of this chief; twenty-three Christian
women; twenty-five doctrina children (eleven boys, twelve girls);
total, seventy-four persons.

6. Pocosapa (Yamasee language), heathen, no friar, but a
fort and garrison. Cacique Langne Cap qui (rendered also as
Langne Chap), a heathen; seven leading men (five heathen, two
Christian); thirty-four heathen warriors and eleven Christian
warriors, attached Apalachee and Timucua who are under
obedience to this cacique; thirty-one heathen women and ten
Christian women, the latter Yamasee and Apalachee; thirteen
boys (twelve heathen, one new Christian); nineteen girls (four-
teen heathen, five new Christians); attached Casapuya
(Casapuya language), heathen; cacique (heathen) unnamed;
fourteen warriors and one old man; fourteen Casapuya women
(heathen); sixteen Casapuya children (seven boys, nine girls);
total, 173 persons.

7. Our Lady of the Rosary of Jabosaya (Apalachee language
and nation). Fray Phelipe Maldonado. Don Pedro Osunaca,
principal cacique, and one leading man; eleven men (ten of
them warriors and one old man); twelve Christian women; seven
doctrina children (three boys, four girls); two attached heathen
women of the Chasta tongue and nation; total, thirty-four per-
sons.
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8. Pocotalaca (Yamasee nation and tongue), no friar. Don
Francisco Ya (or La) Quisca and six leading men (two of them
Christian); thirty-five men, vassals (two of them old, four of
them Christians), of the Oapa nation; thirty-one women (six of
them new Christians); twenty-five children (twelve boys, thirteen
girls, all heathen); total, ninety-eight persons.

9. Tolomato (Ibaja tongue and nation), Christians. Fray
Pedro de Don Francisco Martín, principal cacique, and three
leading men; fourteen men (twelve strong and two old); twenty-
one women; twenty-five doctrina children (sixteen boys, nine
girls); total, sixty-four persons.

10. Nombre de Dios (Timucua language), Christians. No
friar mentioned. Don Juan Alonso, cacique governor, and two
leading men; twelve strong men (three of them attached
Apalachee); sixteen women (four of them attached from
Salamototo), Timucua language; nineteen doctrina children
(ten boys, nine girls); total, fifty persons.

This 1717 census provides a valuable data base for compari-
sons with data from listings from 1723, 1726, 1728, 1734, 1738,
1739, and 1759. Demographic and settlement pattern changes
that occurred between 1717 and 1759 as a result of epidemics,
renewed hostilities by natives allied with the English, new waves
of immigration, and emigration by a few of the natives may be
ascertained.

Rivera’s observations on the linguistic and tribal affiliation
of the various peoples are of particular value. His discrimination
in this area inspires confidence in his judgments. For example,
in describing Palica’s people as belonging to the Timucua
tongue and Mocama nation, he attested to recognized cultural
differences that separated the Mocama from other Timucua
speakers. 15 Rivera’s categorization of the Salamototo as Timucua
speakers who belonged to the Salamototo nation suggests that
similar cultural differences distinguished the Salamototo from
other Timucua speakers. The Rollestown Site on the St. Johns
River, believed by archaeologists to have been the site of the
Salamototo mission of San Diego of the last quarter of the seven-

15. Kathleen Deagan, “Cultures in Transition: Fusion and Assimilation among
the Eastern Timucua,” in Jerald Milanich and Samuel Proctor, eds.,
Tacachale: Essays on the Indians of Florida and Southeastern Georgia during the
Historic Period (Gainesville, 1978), 92-93.
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teenth century, contains Georgia-type ceramics similar to those
of the Mocama and, in an earlier stratum, ceramics and features
identified with the Saturiwa. Although the Georgia-type
ceramics have led some archaeologists to suggest that
Salamototo “was a mission for relocated Guale Indians,” histori-
cal sources, in addition to the 1717 census, identify the
Salamototo as Timucua speakers.16

In view of their apparent Georgia origin, conceivably these
Salamototo are descendants of people spoken of in 1646 as “at-
tached to the spot called the Laguna de Oconi” whom the then
governor ordered moved to San Diego de Laca on the St. Johns.
As the Laguna de Oconi was located somewhere in Georgia,
such an identification of the Salamototo’s origin could account
for the ceramics that led archaeologists to label Salamototo as
probably a mission for relocated Guale.17 That Georgia origin
could be reason as well for their being paired in 1717 with fellow
Georgians, the Mocama. Rivera’s identification of inhabitants of
two other places simply as Timucua speakers, without noting
the nation or dialect to which they belonged, probably indicates
that they were Utina, the people to whom Spaniards initially
applied the name Timucua more or less exclusively.18

Of lesser known people, Rivera notes that the Jororo spoke
Maiaca and that the Casapuya spoke Casapuya. If John R. Swan-
ton’s speculation that these Casapuya may have been Cusabo is
valid, Rivera’s testimony undercuts those who identify the
Cusabo with the Guale.19 Rivera identified the Guale as Ibaja
speakers. His identification of the Yamasee as Yamasee speakers

16. Ibid., 106; Domingo de Leturiondo, inspection of the provinces of
Apalachee and Timucua, 1677-1678, AGI, EC, leg. 156B, SC, fol. 612-13;
David Hurst Thomas, The Archaeology of Mission Santa Catalina de Guale: I.
Search and Discovery. Vol. 63: part 2, Anthropological Papers of the American
Museum of Natural History (New York, 1987), 88.

17. Benito Ruiz de Salazar Vallecilla to Alonso de Areüelles, January 27, 1646,
AGI, SD 23, SC. Governor Vallecilla did not identify the people at the
Laguna de Oconi specifically as Timucua speakers. He alluded to them as
“subject Indians of the settlements of the province of Timucua and other
regions” (yndios sujittibos de los pueblos de la provincia de tiucua y ottras
parttes). As Milanich has noted, little is known about the Timucua-speaking
Oconi (see Milanich and Proctor, Tacachale, 60).

18. The Yustaga is included under this usage of Timucua as the Utina and
Yustaga seem to have been closely related.

19. John R. Swanton, The Indians of the Southeastern United States (Washington,
DC, 1946), 129.
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indicates that Yamasee differed sufficiently from Ibaja for the
two languages to be considered distinct, despite statements that
Guale could be understood for a long distance inland from their
coastal habitat. But that does not rule out Yamasee and Guale
being related closely enough to be mutually intelligible.

One of the most significant of Rivera’s linguistic identifica-
tions involves Alonso Ocute, cacique of Ocute, living with his
people as a subchief at the mission settlement of Candelaria de
la Tamaja. The main component of the settlement under prin-
cipal cacique don Antonio de Ayala was identified as “of the
Yamasee language and nation.” The choice of the mission name,
Candelaria, suggests that some of the inhabitants came from the
Tama mission of that name in Apalachee prior to 1704. The
pairing of Ocute and Tamaja in one settlement in 1717 suggests
that the inhabitants may have been descendants of the Ocute
and Tamaja of Hernando de Soto’s era who were neighbors in
the upper Oconee River Valley. In a recent study of de Soto’s
route through Georgia, Ocute was identified with the Shoulder-
bone Site and Altmaha with the Shinholser Site.20

Rivera’s identification of the Ocute as Yamasee speakers re-
solves a puzzle created by the dichotomy Swanton established
between de Soto’s Ocute and Altamaha. The de Soto chroniclers’
assertion that Altamaha then was subject to Ocute would seem
to suggest that the two people were closely related linguistically
in the absence of evidence to the contrary. Yet Swanton iden-
tified the Altamaha as Yamasee speakers and the Ocute as
Hitchiti speakers, revealing his own puzzlement over this con-
clusion in his statement that the Altamaha or Tama “were in
some measure subordinate to the Hitchiti.“21 J. Mark Williams,
who has been working with the problem of the Hitchiti-Yamasee
distinction posited by Swanton, has provided a solution. He
maintains that the Yamasee’s language was Hitchiti.22 Swanton
himself fell only a little short of saying that in 1922 in speaking

20. Charles Hudson, Marvin T. Smith, and Chester B. DePratter, “The Her-
nando de Soto Expedition: from Apalachee to Chiaha,” Southeastern Ar-
chaeology 3 (Summer 1984) 70.

21. Swanton, Indians of the Southeastern United States, 208.
22. J. Mark Williams to author, March 31, 1989. Williams, who is preparing a

paper on that topic, is an archaeologist associated with the University of
Georgia and director of the Lamar Institute. He has worked extensively
on Oconnee Valley sites.
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of a nineteenth-century fusion of a Yamasee remnant “with the
Mikasuki, whose language is supposed to have been nearest to
their own.“23 The Mikasuki speak Hitchiti. Identification of the
Tama as Hitchiti speakers explains Spaniards’ use of their in-
terpreter for Apalachee during the 1677 visitation of
Apalachee’s Tama mission as the Apalachee language was re-
lated closely to Hitchiti.24

Rivera’s census identifed several tribes by names that are
more difficult to match with known tribes. Among those were
forty-one Chachise, described as “attached” to Mocaman San
Buena Bentura, and two heathen women of the Chasta tongue
and nation “attached” to the Apalachee mission of Our Lady of
the Rosary. Four men living at Yamasee Pocotalaca (undoub-
tedly Pocotaligo of English sources) were described as Christians
of the Oapa (?) nation and vassals of Pocotalaca’s chief rather
than as “attached.” That no reference was made to the Oapa’s
language could be interpreted as meaning that they spoke
Yamasee, as did the rest of Pocotalaca’s inhabitants, most of
whom were heathen rather than Christian. But Oapa, conceiva-
bly, is a variant of Yoa or meant to be Yapa because the “O” was
open at the top and not very legible. The Oapa’s Christianity
points toward their being Yoa as there was an early visita named
Yoa on the Georgia coast, and Yoa are known to have merged
with the Yamasee.25 Swanton identified Yoa as one of five Upper
Yamasee towns of which Pocotalaca was the head.26 Chapman J.
Milling, identifying the Yoa as a Guale tribe, noted that the Yoa
joined the Yamasee in 1703 in the wake of Governor Moore’s
attack on St. Augustine and that “it is evident that there were a
few Yoa living among them previously. . . . Official mention of
the general Yoa immigration is found in the House Journal for
February 18, 1703.“27 There is no information as to the origin
of the Chasta who do not appear on any of the subsequent lists.
Identity of the Chachise is also not known. They similarly do
not appear on subsequent lists from the 1720s and 1730s. In the

23. John Swanton, Early History of the Creek Indians and Their Neighbors
(Washington, DC, 1922), 107.

24. Leturiondo, inspection . . . 1677-1678, fol. 544.
25. Hann, “Translation of the Ecija Voyages of 1605 and 1609 and the Gon-

zález Derrotero of 1609,” Florida Archaeology 2 (1986), 46.
26. Swanton, Indians of the Southeastern United States, 209.
27. Chapman J. Milling, Red Carolinians (Chapel Hill, 1940), 104, 111.
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form Chaschis the name reappears only in a 1759 census of
Tolomato. Bernardo Lachicha, owner of house number six on
that census list, was identified as of the Chaschis nation; his wife
was an Ibaja.28

The Mocama of Palica present a special problem as the name
Mocama does not reoccur on subsequent lists. Both on the 1723
and 1726 listing, San Buena Bentura’s inhabitants were iden-
tified as Chiluque, or its variant Chiluca. In 1726 Nombre de
Dios’s inhabitants were also identified as belonging to the
Chiluca nation. Noting Buena Bentura’s inhabitants in 1726 as
seventy old Christians seems to indicate that the Chiluque were
the Mocama of Palica of 1717. Fifty-five of Nombre de Dios’s
sixty-two inhabitants in 1726 were also identified as old Christ-
ians.29 But in a 1738 report on the native settlements, Fray
Joseph de Hita, stationed at San Juan del Puerto de Palica,
characterized himself as atequi or interpreter for the Timucuan
and Chiluque languages.30 There are other complications. In
1680 Florida Governor Pablo de Hita Salazar reported an attack
on San Buenaventura de Gudalquini and Santa Catalina by
enemy Chichumeco (Westo), Uchize, and Chiluque.31 If the
Chiluque of 1680 also were Mocama, it would mean that the
Chiluque were attacking their own tribesmen in the 1680 assault
on Guadalquini. The 1677-1678 visitation record reveals that
Mocama constituted the mission population at San Buenaven-
tura de Guadalquini in that era.32

In 1922 Swanton identified the Chiluque as Cherokee, but
in 1946 he identified the Chiluca of the settlement of San Buena
Bentura listed in 1726 as probably Mocama based on the
Mocama’s earlier association with the name Buena Bentura and

28. Census of the village of Our Lady of Guadalupe de Tolomato of the In-
dians of the jurisdiction of this presidio of St. Augustine of Florida for this
year of one thousand seven hundred and fifty-nine, made by me, Fr. Au-
gustín Truxillo, religious of the order of Our Seraphic Father St. Francis,
on the third (?) of February of the said year, AGI, SD 2604.

29. Antonio de Benavides to the king, March 8, 1723, AGI, SD 865, SC; record
of his visitation of the native settlements, December 1, 1726, AGI, SD 866.

30. Manuel Montiano to king, June 4, 1738, AGI, SD 865, SC. The governor’s
letter contains the various friars’ reports on the settlements in which they
served.

31. Manuel Serrano y Sanz, Documentos históricos de la Florida y la Luisiana, siglos
XVI al XVIII (Madrid, 1912), 216-17.

32. Antonio de Argüelles, record of the visitation of the province of Guale and
Mocama, 1677-1678, AGI, EC, leg. 156B, SC, fol. 528.
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on the description of the 1726 Chiluca as old Christians.33 Al-
though Chiluque resembles Chalaque, which is believed to be
the Spaniards’ name for the Cherokee in the de Soto chronicles,
identification of the Chiluque of 1680 as Cherokee is not with-
out problems. Henry Woodward’s 1674 description of the
Cherokee as inveterate enemies of the Westo-Chichumeco
seems to rule out such an identification even for the Chiluque
of 1680, although it is possible that some faction among the
Cherokee might have been willing to submerge that hostility in
order to join in an attack on “Spanish” Indians.34 Governor Hita
Salazar made a distinction between the Chiluque-Uchize compo-
nent of the attacking forces and the Chichumecos, noting that
usually “the Chiluques and Uchizes were sociable (comunica-
bles), dealing and trading with these provinces [of Spanish
Florida] in fine friendship, only the Chichumecos were always
enemies.“35 Crane identified the 1680 governor’s Chiluque as
Cherokee without giving a reason for that identification.36 In his
broad-brush approach, Herbert E. Bolton did not mention the
attack on Guadalquini, and he described the attackers of Santa
Catarina generically as “three hundred Indians headed by En-
glishmen.“37 It seems that there is no satisfactory explanation of
the identity of either of these groups of Chiluque or any expla-
nation of why Spaniards after 1723 seemingly always referred
to Mocama as Chiluque.

The Salamototo living at Palica and Nombre de Dios were
not mentioned in any later list. Presumably they were extermi-
nated in one of the subsequent epidemics or English-inspired
attacks or were subsumed with the Mocama under the name
Chiluque. By 1728 Palica’s 1717 population of 132 people had
been reduced to five men, five women, and three or four chil-
dren living in a camp “at the distance of a rifle-shot (distante un
tiro de escopeta)38 from the presidio. Their tribal affiliation was

33. Swanton, Early History, 90; Swanton, Indians of the Southeastern United States,
119.

34. Milling, Red Carolinians, 267.
35. Serrano y Sanz, Documentos históricos, 216.
36.  Crane, Southern Frontier, 17.
37. Herbert E. Bolton, ed., Arredondo’s Historical Proof of Spain’s Title to Georgia

(Berkeley, 1925), 36-37.
38. Albert Manucy, in The Houses of St. Augustine (St. Augustine, 1962), 23,

identified the distance of a musket-shot as 750 feet. He noted that “During
the 1702 siege the Spanish destroyed all their own houses within musket
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not noted at that time.39 But Palica received reinforcements
from some quarter. In 1734 it had eighteen males aged eleven
and above and an unspecified number of women and children.40

In 1738 San Juan del Puerto de Palica, headed by Cacique
Lorenzo of the Chiluque nation, had eighteen men, twenty-one
women, ten boys, and four girls.41 In 1759 Palica still had twenty-
nine people, and there were a few Chiluque residing at To-
lomato and Nombre de Dios.42

Not all the settlements of 1717 proved as durable as Palica.
Although Santa Catharina de Guale still had 104 people, iden-
tified as Iguaja in 1726, it was not mentioned in 1728 or sub-
sequently.4 3 In Candelaria, twenty-three children and eighty-two
adults were baptized between August 1718 and early 1723, but
Candelaria does not appear on any subsequent list.44 Many of
its inhabitants were killed or carried off during an Uchise raid
on November 1, 1725, All Saints Day. When the survivors
moved close to St. Augustine, the governor gave them land at
Old Tolomato eight miles away (the Wrights Landing Site), but
after a few months the Indians joined the Apalachee at Moze.45

At San Joseph de Jororo, four children and twenty-six adults
had been baptized by 1723.4 6 The Jororo settlement was not
mentioned in 1726. By then the Jororo were living with Pojoy
and Amacapira apparently about twenty-four miles from St. Au-
gustine. They continued to live as hunter-gatherers. After most
of the Jororo died in a 1727 epidemic, the survivors returned
to their traditional homes south of Mayaca territory on the
Upper St. Johns River.47 A few Jororo reappeared in the early

shot of the fort.” For that reason, probably all the post-1702 settlements
were required to be at least a musket-shot’s distance from the castillo as
English snipers in 1702 had been able to use Spanish structures closer than

39.
40.
41.
42.

43.
44.
45.

that to kill soldiers in the fort.
Bullones to king, October 5, 1728.
Swanton, Early History, 105.
Montiano to king, June 4, 1738.
Census . . . of Tolomato (1759); Indians who reside in the village of Palica,
1759, AGI, SD 2604.
Benavides, record of his visitation . . . 1726.
Benavides to king, March 8, 1723.
Bullones to king, October 5, 1728. This distance estimate is an approxima-
tion; Spaniards gave the distance as three leagues. All subsequent distances
given in miles are conversions from leagues at the rate of 2.63 miles per
league.

46. Benavides to king, March 8, 1723.
47. Bullones to king, October 5, 1728.
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1730s living initially in a camp described as “a rifle-shot’s dis-
tance” (un tiro de fusil) from a village of Pojoy, Alafayes, and
Amacapira. At the insistence of a new governor who assumed
office in 1734, the Jororo were united with the Casapullos in
the mission of Puríssima Concepción de Casapullos, but they
soon fled southward again. 48 Our Lady of Sorrows was never
mentioned again by that name. It is possibly the “Village of
Timuqua” mentioned in 1723 where twenty-eight children and
134 Alafaes adults were baptized between 1718 and 1723.49

Our Lady of Sorrow’s cacique governor, don Juan de
Arucatessa, reappeared in 1734 as chief of a “village of
Timucua.“50 Pocosapa does not appear after 1717 under that
name but is doubtless one of three Yamasee settlements men-
tioned in 1726, two named San Antonio and one, San Diego.
But their respective populations of forty-nine, fifty-three, and
sixty-five are far below that of Pocosapa’s 172.51 Much of that
decline probably resulted from the special effort the English
and their native allies made to exterminate the Yamasee. Re-
cording the fate of the Yamasee at Tamaja, Fray Bullones noted
that they were “hated by the rest of the nations. And they made
war on them so much that they were being exterminated little
by little.“52 The move of Tamaja’s survivors to Moze may have
doomed the Apalachee to a similar fate. The Apalachee village
of Our Lady of the Rosary of Jabosaya appeared as Moze in
1723, with six children baptized between 1718 and 1723, and as
San Luis in 1726. In that year, it had thirty-six men, twenty-
seven women, and twenty-four children; seventy-eight ware old
Christians, and nine were recent converts.53 The latter presum-
ably were Yamasee from Tamaja. In 1728, when it was alluded
to again as Moze, there were only six people who survived the
1727 plague: three men and three women. But even prior to
the plague, the 1726 population of eighty-seven had been re-

48. Montiano to king, June 4, 1738.
49. Benavides to king, March 8. 1723.
50.  Swanton, Early History, 105. His name was rendered as “El Cacique

Alucatesa” in 1734.
51. Benavides, record of his visitation . . . 1726.
52. Bullones to king, October 5, 1728.
53. Benavides to king, March 8, 1723; Benavides, record of his visitation . . .

1726.
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duced to forty-two: twenty men, fifteen women, and seven chil-
dren.54 There is no further mention of an Apalachee village.

The remaining three villages of the 1717 list— Pocotalaca,
Tolomato, and Nombre de Dios— along with the Casapuya at-
tached to Pocosapa, were more fortunate. By 1723 the Casipuya
were living in a separate “Village of Casipuias” in which seven
children and eight adults had been baptized between 1718 and
1723.55 The 1726 census lists a San Antonio inhabited by
Casapuya and “other nations.” Forty-three were recent converts,
and twelve were heathen. Casipuyas was described in 1728 as “a
newly assembled village located on the Channel of San Julian
two and one-half leagues from St. Augustine.” It contained
about fifteen men, fifteen women, and five children, most of
whom were heathens.56 As the 1739 list has a San Nicolás de
Casepullos, the “Village of San Nicolás” of the 1734 census prob-
ably was Casapuya. The 1734 village contained ten men, two of
whom were chiefs.57 In 1738 the village name was given as Purís-
sima Concepción de Casapullos. 58 In 1759 several individuals
bore the name Casapuia. 59 By 1723 four of Pocotalaca’s children
and thirteen of its adults had been baptized.60 The name
Pocotalaca did not appear on the 1726 census, but it doubtless
was represented by one of the three Yamasee villages mentioned
in the census. Pocotalaca was described in 1728 as having been
located earlier in an area called Las Rosas about sixteen miles
from St. Augustine. In 1728 it was “a rifle-shot distant from the
castillo” and included fourteen men, fourteen women, and five
or six children. So insecure did they feel that at night they
moved into the town.61 In 1734 Pocotalaca had twenty-three
men aged twelve and above.62 In 1738 the settlement bore the
name Imaculada Concepción de Pocotalaca and comprised four-

54. Bullones to king, October 5, 1728.
55. Benavides to king, March 8, 1723.
56. Benavides, record of his visitation . . . 1726; Bullones to king, October 5,

1728.
57. Montiano, report of the number of missionaries that there are in this pro-

vince of Santa Elena . . ., June 23, 1739, AGI, SD 851, SC.
58. Montiano to king, June 4, 1738.
59. Yamasee Indians who live in the village of Pocotalaca, 1759, AGI, SD 2604.
60. Benavides to king, March 8, 1723.
61. Benavides, record of his visitation . . . 1726; Bullones to king, October 5,

1728.
62. Swanton, Early History, 105.
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teen men, fourteen women, and five or six children— six boys
and seven girls. Antonio Tospa, identified as Yamasee, was its
chief.63 In 1759 the settlement contained eight men, thirteen
women, and twelve children, the latter divided evenly by sex.64

By 1723 Gualean Tolomato had baptized twenty-six children
and thirteen adults. The latter figure may indicate that some of
its inhabitants were not Ibaja, as does the 1726 census which
listed six of the fifty-one inhabitants as recent converts.65 In
1728 the settlement was referred to as New Tolomato, the old
village at the Wrights Landing Site having been abandoned be-
cause of fear of Uchise raids. Initially the inhabitants had moved
to Ayachin, one and three-tenths miles from St. Augustine, but
an enemy assault in which many of the Indians were killed
forced the survivors to set up a camp about 750 feet from the
city. In 1728 New Tolomato had only eight men and eight
women.66 The 1734 census listed nine men, including the chief,
in Tolomato proper, and three more under another cacique.
The latter were designated as being “further within the place.“67

Tolomato was mentioned in 1738, 1739, and 1759. On the latter
two listings the settlement was given its full name of Our Lady
of Guadalupe de Tolomato which it bore when it moved to the
Wrights Landing Site from Georgia in the 1620s.68 In 1759 To-
lomato contained eight houses and thirty-two people: fifteen
were Chiluque, thirteen Ibaja, two Yamasee, one Chaschis, and
one Uchise.69

By 1723 two villages bore the name Nombre de Dios: the old
Timucua settlement being known as Nombre de Dios Amacarisa
and a new Yamasee settlement as Nombre de Dios Chiquito.
Between 1718 and 1723 the Timucua settlement baptized eigh-
teen children and four adults. Twenty-one children and twenty-
six adults were baptized in the Yamasee village.70 On the 1726

63.
64.
65.

66.
67.
68.

Montiano to king, June 4, 1738.
Yamasee Indians . . . Pocotalaca, 1759.
Benavides to king, March 8, 1723; Benavides, record of his visitation . . .
1726.
Bullones to king, October 5, 1728.
Swanton, Early History, 105.
Hann, “Summary Guide”; Montiano to king, June 4, 1738; Montiano, re-
port of the number of missionaries . . ., June 23, 1739; Census . . . of
Tolomato, 1759.

69. Census . . . of Tolomato, 1759.
7 0 . Benavides to king, March 8, 1723.
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list, only one settlement bore the name Nombre de Dios. Its
Chiluca inhabitants and stone church and convent identify it as
Nombre de Dios Amacarisa. Its population included fifty-five
old Christians and seven recent converts, having increased by
twelve since 1717. The total of sixty-two comprised nineteen
men, twenty-three women, and twenty children. Nomre de Diose
Chiquito was doubtlessly represented by one of the Yamasee
villages mentioned under other names in 1726, as Nombre de
Dios Chiquito reappeared on the 1728 report. It then contained
thirty men, nineteen women, and some children. It belied its
name of Chiquito, which means “small,” for it was described as
having been the biggest of all the native settlements initially
“because of having two villages united in it, with the two caciques
ruling,” but with only one friar. At that time it was located about
four miles from St. Augustine, but by 1728, harassment by the
Chickasaw and other tribes had driven Nombre de Dios
Chiquito’s inhabitants to a site “close to the city, a rifle-shot
away.“71 By 1734 the “Village of Chiquito” contained only fifteen
men above the age of twelve.72 In 1738 Nombre de Dios
Chiquito had a total of forty inhabitants.73 The following year it
was referred to as Santo Domingo Chiquito.74 In 1728 Fray Bu-
llones, in contradiction to the 1717 and 1726 censuses, claimed
that Nombre de Dios in Macariz had never had more than ten
men and ten women. His misstatement was probably a ploy in
his argument against the bishop’s proposal to convert Florida’s
doctrinas into regular parishes whose beneficed pastors would
be appointed by the bishop rather than by the Franciscan pro-
vincial. With its stone church and proximity to St. Augustine,
Nombre de Dios in particular might have been considered ready
for such a change. Bullones noted that its church “was always
the best one because the statue of Our Lady de la Leche was
placed in it and drew alms from the devout.” The money col-
lected permitted the church and its friary to be built of lime and
stone. But both structures were roofed with palm fronds. In

71. Benavides, record of his visitation . . . 1725; Bullones to king, October 5,
1728.

72. Swanton, Early History, 105.
73. Montiano to king, June 4, 1738.
74. Montiano, report of the number of missionaries . . . June 23, 1739.
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March 1728 a force of 200 Englishmen and 200 natives captured
Nombre de Dios, burning the village, killing or capturing many
of its inhabitants, and robbing the church. After the enemy
force had withdrawn, the governor ordered the church and
friary blown up.75 Nombre de Dios recovered, however, and in
1738 it held sixteen men, sixteen women, and thirteen children.
Twelve of the men and seven of the women were Timucua, two
of the men, Apalachee, and two were Yamasee. Eight of the
women were Yamasee, and one was Uchise.76 It is possible that
Nombre de Dios Chiquito had been joined to old Nombre de
Dios by 1759 as its twenty-three Yamasee were the largest tribal
contingent. Only six Timucua remained, but five of the children
were half-Timucua and half-Yamasee. There were nine individ-
uals in the one Costa household. The settlement also contained
ten Ibaja, two Chickasaw, one Casipuya, and one Chiluque.77

The Costa were the most permanent of several groups who
moved into the area after 1717. They appeared first on the
1723 list as the “Village of the Costa nation Guasacara” in which
fifteen children and thirty-nine adults had been baptized since
1718.78 In 1726 the Cota village of San Antonio contained
eighty-eight people: fifty-five men, thirteen women, and twenty
children. The imbalance between men and women suggests that
the Costa had been attacked by slave-raiders at some time as
women and children were the raiders’ prime target. Thirty-eight
of the Costa were recent converts, and fifty were heathen.79 By
1728 the imbalance had been somewhat rectified by the disap-
pearance of many of the men as there were then twenty men,
eighteen women, and approximately fourteen children.80 In
1734 the Costa village contained only ten men above the age of
fourteen.81 San Antonio de la Costa appeared for the last time
on the 1738 and 1739 lists. It had nineteen inhabitants in 1738,

75. Bullones to king, October 5, 1728.
76. Montiano to king, June 4, 1738.
77. Census of the Indian village of Nra. Señora de la Leche of the jurisdiction

of this Presidio of St. Augustine of Florida for this year of one thousand
seven hundred and fifty-nine, made by me, Fray Alonso Ruiz, religious of
the order of our Seraphic Father, St. Francis, doctrinero of the said village,
on the fourth of February of (illegible word) year, AGI, SD 2604.

78. Benavides to king, March 8, 1723.
79. Benavides, record of his visitation . . . 1726.
80. Bullones to king, October 5, 1728.
81.   Swanton, Early History, 105.
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only two of whom were Christian. Its friar noted that the major-
ity of the Costa had died at the hands of their enemies.82

There is diversity of opinion as to the identity of the Costa.
Juan José Elijio de la Puente identified the Costa in the 1760s
as “Indians of the Keys.”83 The name Costa was attached to the
Alafaes on one occasion. Swanton maintained that it is probable
that these Costa living near St. Augustine were drawn from the
Ais “and the other tribes formerly living near them.“84 It seems
certain that the Costa were from the southern part of Florida
because they remained hunter-gatherers like other Indians
from that region. Bullones noted that when the Costa “feel like
it, they leave their camp and go off to eat palm fruit (ubas de
palma) and alligators.” He expressed his disdain for this people,
whom he characterized as “vile by nature,” remarking that the
friar who served them “experienced great hardships because of
the uselessness of the nation.“85

In addition to the Costa, post-1717 listings mention still
other peoples. A group known as Alafaes (rendered also as
Alafayes, Elafayes, and Alafaia) were living in the “Village of
Timuqua” in 1723. Presumably all 134 adults baptized there
between 1718 and 1723 were Alafaes or their close relatives the
Pojoy.86 In 1734 Alafaes were living in another village near St.
Augustine in association with Pojoy and Amacapira about 750
feet distant from a Jororo settlement.87 The Pojoy are known to
have come from the Tampa Bay area. In 1680 Elafay was just
below Pojoy on the path to Calusa. A close relation between the
Pojoy and Alafaes is suggested by the name of a 1734 chief, don
Antonio Pojoi, who identified himself as chief of the Alafaia
Costas nation.88 The name of the Alafia River is probably a relict
of their presence there. In 1612 natives of the Bay of Pojoy told

82. Montiano to king, June 4, 1738; report of the number of missionaries . .  .
June 23, 1739.

83. Juan José Elijio de la Puente to governor, September 12, 1764, AGI, SD
2595.

84. Swanton, Indians of the Southeastern United States, 85.
85. Bullones to king, October 5, 1728.
86. Benavides to king, March 8, 1723. In 1680, Elafay had only 40 people,

while nearby Pojoy had 300 (see Pablo de Hita Salazar to king, February
20, 1680, AGI, SD 226, WLC, reel 4).

87. Montiano to king, June 4, 1738.
88. Thomas de Aguilar et alia to king, March 15, 1735, AGI, SD 844, JTCC,

reel 5; Hita Salazar to king, February 20, 1680.
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Spaniards that their bay was where Hernando de Soto landed.
At the start of the seventeenth century, the Pojoy had been
allied with the Tocobaga, traditional enemies of the Calusa. By
1680 the Pojoy and Alafaes seem to have become tributary to
the Calusa, and Spaniards made no mention of Tocobaga in the
Tampa Bay region.89 The Macapira were identified in 1726 as
“from the rinconada,” a vague term used to designate the terri-
tory of Jororo and beyond down to Calusa. In 1726 the Macap-
ira hamlet was attached to the Chiluque settlement of San Buena
Bentura. The Macapira then comprised eighteen recent con-
verts and six heathen.90 Bullones was as disenchanted with the
Pojoy, Macapira, and Jororo as he was with the Costa. Of those
three groups he remarked: “They were all idolaters and heath-
ens except two or three. For a short time these situated them-
selves about nine leagues (twenty-three plus miles) from the
Presidio toward the south. They maintained themselves with
their Minister, although with great difficulty, because neither
did they have a secure territory, nor did they sow, nor did they
work. And they wander about all year, women as well as men,
searching for the marine life with which they sustain themselves,
killing alligators and other unclean animals, which is delectable
sustenance to them.” Bullones went on to note that most among
the three groups died in the 1727 epidemic and that “the few
who remained withdrew to their former lands and to their
idolatries.“91

An additional 1726 settlement was inhabited by Indians of
the Piaja nation from the rinconada de Carlos, located in Jororo
territory.92 Piaja is probably a variant of Aypaja, identified as
one of the places of the province of Mayaca-Jororo. During the
1696-1697 revolt there, a young cacique native to Aypaja was
killed by the rebels at Atoyquime along with Fray Luis Sánchez
and his sacristan.93

Possibly as many as nineteen tribes were represented in the
native settlements around St. Augustine in the years following

89. Juan Fernéndez de Olivera to king, October 13, 1612, AGI, SD 844, JTCC,
reel 3; Hita Salazar to king, February 20, 1680.

90. Benavides, record of his visitation . . . 1726.
91. Bullones to king, October 5, 1728.
92. Benavides, record of his visitation . . . 1726.
93. Laureano de Torres y Ayala king, February 3, 1697, AGI, SD 228,

JTCC, reel 3.
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the Yamasee War, not including the odd Chickasaw and Uchise
and the tribal subdivisions within the Timucua. Fray Bullones
aptly characterized this babel. “There was so great a variety of
tongues that it has not been possible up to the present to calcu-
late what the correct number of them is, for one encounters new
languages every day so that it is physically and morally imposible
to understand them.“94

The respite from attack provided by the Yamasee War was
very short-lived. Uchise, Chickasaw, Talapoosa, and others re-
placed the Yamasee as prime scourgers of the “Spanish In-
dians.” The English, of course, continued their attacks, as
Thomas Nairne phrased it in 1708, “so that in some few years
thay’le reduce these Barbarians to a farr less number.“95

Epidemics added to the death toll, and the forcing of the natives
to huddle under the guns of St. Augustine completed their de-
moralization. Most of the natives became addicted to alcohol, a
development friars blamed on the settlements’ proximity to St.
Augustine.96 The compulsion to drink was heightened no doubt
by the wretched conditions under which they were forced to live
in their rancherias, not knowing when they would lose either
their lives or their freedom in one of the incessant attacks
mounted or inspired by the English.

94. Bullones to king, October 5, 1728.
95.  Thomas Nairne to an unidentified lord, July 10, 1708, in Alexander S.

Salley, ed., Records in the British Public Records Office Relating to South
Carolina, 5 vols. (Columbia, 1928-1947), V, 196-97.

96. Montiano to king, June 4, 1738.



SETTLERS, BUREAUCRATS, AND
PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS:

THE “LITTLE ARREDONDO GRANT”

by Edward F. Keuchel and Joe Knetsch

IN HIS STUDY OF United States land policy, historian Paul W.
Gates wrote, “No problem caused Congress, officials of the

General Land Office, and federal courts more difficulty or took
up as much time as the private land claims, that is the grants of
land made by predecessor governments in areas acquired from
Great Britain, France, Spain, Mexico, and in the Oregon coun-
try by agreement with Great Britain.“1 There were also problems
in Florida since land had been granted by both the Spanish and
British governments, and the “little Arredondo grant” of Co-
lumbia County demonstrates the complexities in the settlement
of private land claims. For almost a century, the little Arredondo
grant vexed territorial, state, and federal officials, and was a
source of major concern to the residents of Columbia County.

In the treaty with Spain of February 22, 1819, the United
States agreed to honor prior land grants. John Quincy Adams,
the American negotiator, had originally proposed that only
grants made before 1803 be honored, but Luis de Onis, the
Spanish minister, argued that January 24, 1818, was a more
valid cut-off date since that was when Spain had first showed a
willingness to yield Florida. Adams finally agreed, realizing that
the largest grants (Alagon, Punonrosto, and Vagas) were made
after that time. Article XI of the treaty provided that all claims
exceeding 3,500 acres would be placed in the hands of Con-
gress.2

Edward F. Keuchel is professor of History, Florida State University. Joe
Knetsch is historian for the Division of State Lands, Division of Natural
Resources, Tallahassee. The authors presented a version of this paper at
the Florida Historical Society annual meeting, May 1989, Gainesville.

1. Paul W. Gates, History of Public Land Law Development (Washington, DC,
1968), 87.

2. Sidney W. Martin, Florida During the Territorial Days (Athens, GA, 1944),
69-71.
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There had been similar problems earlier, most recently in
Louisiana which prior to the purchase had been under French,
British, and Spanish rule. Grants of land in Louisiana had been
made ranging in size from the small farms of the Cajuns to
tracts of hundreds of thousands of acres. The United States
government felt bound to honor prior titles and grants, but
because of confusion and fraud, Congress declared in 1804 that
all grants after 1800 were null and void. Most of the smaller
claims involving people who actually resided on the land were
upheld, but the large claims were often of doubtful validity.
Senator Thomas Hart Benton of Missouri, spokesman for the
landed proprietors of Missouri which was a part of the Louisiana
Purchase, proposed that the government should acknowledge
all but patently fraudulent claims. Doubtful claims should be
accepted.3 In effect the burden of proof was upon the federal
government to disprove private land claims.

Benton’s influence was seen in the act of May 26, 1824,
which provided that any person who had a Spanish or French
claim to land in Missouri could have the claim submitted for
examination by the District Court of Missouri with the right to
appeal to the Supreme Court of the United States. A supple-
mentary act of May 23, 1828, extended the authority to Florida
persons and provided for the adjudication of all private land
claims involving grants of over 3,500 acres by the judges of the
superior courts of the districts concerned. Under the act of
1828, 130 claims were filed in east Florida embracing close to
4,000,000 acres of land. The largest claims were the massive
Forbes grant of 1,427,289 acres east of the Apalachicola River,
the Pedro Miranda claim in Tampa Bay of 368,640 acres, and
the Arredondo grant of 289,645 acres.4

Don Fernando de la Maza Arredondo was a favorite of the
Spanish crown and a member of the ruling junta of Cuba. On
December 22, 1817, he and his son Joseph received a vast tract
of land in Florida known as Alachua. The grant stated that the
boundaries of the land extended “four leagues to each wind”
reckoned from the center of Alachua.5 In 1822 and in 1824,

3. Harry L. Coles, Jr., “Applicability of the Public Land System to Louisiana,”
Mississippi Valley Historical Review 43 (June 1957), 39-58.

4. Gates, History of Public Land Law Development, 101.
5. Martin, Florida During the Territorial Days, 79.
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Arredondo and his son Joseph conferred sections of the grant
to Moses Elias Levy, a Moroccan-born merchant who had moved
to Havana in 1815 and was the father of David Levy Yulee,
Florida’s first United States Senator. The two parcels of the
grant that were especially difficult to confirm were tracts of
38,000 and 20,000 acres located in present-day Columbia
County. The 20,000-acre tract, encompassing much of present-
day Lake City, was the most vexatious of the two, and it became
known as the “little Arredondo grant.”

The case of the parent Arredondo grant was held in the
Superior Court of the Eastern District of Florida in St. Augus-
tine in 1830. Thomas Douglas of Indiana, a Jackson appointee,
was the United States District Attorney for East Florida. For the
Arredondo and Forbes cases, Douglas was assisted by Daniel
Brent and Richard Keith Call, later territorial governor of
Florida. Brent served less than a year, and Call prepared most
of the materials for the government’s case. Douglas was paid an
additional yearly salary supplement of $1,500 to handle private
land claims, while Call was paid $500 for each case argued be-
fore the Superior Court and $1,000 for each case argued before
the Supreme Court.6

Private land claims such as the Arredondo grant required
considerable preparation by governmental officials. They often
opposed some of the best and highest-paid legal talent in the
nation since the claimants of large tracts usually had strong fi-
nancial backing. It was not uncommon for members of Congress
to represent large claimants even while they were members of
the House or the Senate. Daniel Webster (Massachusetts), John
McPherson Berrien (Georgia), Thomas Hart Benton (Missouri),
and David Levy Yulee (Florida) all served claimants during their
senatorial careers. Berrien, Webster, and Joseph White,
Florida’s territorial delegate to Congress, represented the Ar-
redondo and Forbes interests. White was finally paid a retainer
fee of $3,000 by the federal government not to appear against
the United States in any land cases except those involving the
Arredondo or Forbes grants.7

6. Thomas Douglas, Autobiography of Thomas Douglas (New York, 1856), 83-86;
Herbert J. Doherty, Jr., Richard Keith Call, Southern Unionist (Gainesville,
1961), 58.

7. Gates, History of Public Land Law Development, 90; Doherty, Richard Keith
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Douglas, the United States District Attorney for East Florida,
was to work with United States Attorney General John McPher-
son Berrien, but since Berrien had represented the Arredondo
and Forbes interests before he became attorney general, Presi-
dent Jackson appointed William Wirt to handle the defense.
Wirt had been John Quincy Adams’s attorney general. Richard
Keith Call, assistant to Wirt, and Thomas Douglas made trips to
Cuba to obtain the original documents or copies of them. Call
found some of the records and title transfers missing and others
at a variance with the copies used by the claimants.8

The parent Arredondo case was tried in Superior Court in
St. Augustine in 1830, and the decision was in favor of the
claimant Moses Elias Levy. Call had sought to have the entire
grant invalidated on the grounds that Fernando and Joseph
Arredondo had not met the conditions of the grant that
specified 200 Spanish families had to be settled on the land
within a period of three years. In 1832, the United States Su-
preme Court upheld the validity of the grant. Call, Wirt, and
Attorney General Roger B. Taney represented the United
States, while Webster, White, and Berrien represented the
claimants.9

Locating the tracts became the problem for confirming the
38,000- and 20,000-acre grants. Descriptions of the land in the
Spanish grants and surveys centered on the Indian village “Al-
ligator Town” which was described as a place known as “Big

Call, 58-59. On February 11, 1829, White, formerly in the office of the
United States Land Commissioners for Florida, presented Congress with
a translated collection of all Spanish and French laws and ordinances af-
fecting land titles in Missouri, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama,
and Florida. White’s compilation was prepared from the records left by
Spanish authorities in Louisiana, East and West Florida, and from the
Spanish archives in Cuba. Congress ordered White’s compilation to be
printed. This work and White’s 1839 publication, New Collection of Laws,
Charters and Local Ordinances of the Governments of Great Britain, France and
Spain, Relating to the Concessions of Land in Their Respective Colonies Together
with the Laws of Mexico and Texas on the Same Subject, provided much of the
basis for the defense of land claims in the courts. See Gates, History of Public
Land Law Development, 102.

8. Douglas, Autobiography, 86; Doherty, Richard Keith Call, 59-61.
9. Doherty, Richard Keith Call, 62-63; United States v. Arredondo, 6 Peters 691,

698, 705. In addition to the Arredondo claim, the Supreme Court, during
the 1830s, rendered thirteen additional decisions confirming Spanish
grants in Florida.
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Hammock, about 20 miles  from the River Suwanee, about 80
miles westward from St. Johns.“10

Translations of the Spanish documents into English caused
some of the problems. Where was the “Big Hammock”? “Ham-
mock” or “Hammoc” was the English translation of the Spanish
word “Montes” as found in the original Spanish grants, plats,
and surveys. In an appeal to the Territorial Court of Appeals,
John Rodman, solicitor for Fernando Arredondo and Juan de
Entralgo, argued that the Spanish word “Montes” did not con-
clusively mean “Hammoc” in English and that “Pine Hills” was
an equally acceptable translation.11

It was even more difficult for the court to resolve problems
of locating the Indian village of Alligator Town mentioned in
the Spanish documents. Was the American town of Alligator
built on the site of the Indian village? The question was impor-
tant because if the site of the Indian village could not be located,
then the Arredondo grants were in jeopardy of confirmation.

In preparation for the 1830 Arredondo case in St. Augus-
tine, depositions were taken from people with knowledge of the
contested region. Strong evidence seemed to indicate that the
Indian Alligator Town was the site of Alligator, Florida, but the
allegations did not go unchallenged. Reuben Charles, who lived
in Florida before American acquisition and had operated a ferry
over the Suwannee River, deposed before Justice of the Peace
Elias B. Gould on February 12, 1830. Charles stated that he had
been employed by Moses Elias Levy and Joseph Arredondo in
1824 to search for a tract that he understood had been conveyed
to Levy by Arredondo. Charles claimed that he had found the
site of Alligator Town which, in 1824, was only an old field with
a number of uninhabited Indian huts in ruins. The only people
there were an “old Mr. Edwards” and “two men by the name of
Austeen [Osteen].” John Lee Williams, who had helped select
Tallahassee as the site of the territorial capital and was the au-
thor of A View of West Florida (1827), testified on February 25,
1830. He stated that the place on Alligator Pond some fifty

10. “Public Lands in the Arredondo Grant, Columbia County, Florida,” House
Report 1532, 54th Cong., 1st. sess., ser. 3462, 3.

11. Arredondo and Entralgo v. Moses E. Levy, Territorial Court of Appeals Case
Files 1825-1846, record group 970, ser. 73, box 1, folder 10, 17, Florida
State Archives, R. A. Gray Building, Tallahassee.
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miles north of Paynes Town was once an Indian settlement
called Alligator Town. Britton Knight, in his deposition of
November 24, 1829, claimed that Alligator Town was an Indian
village on the northeast end of a lake, but that no stream ran
from the lake to the Suwannee River as stated in the Spanish
grant. In addition, he declared, the Arredondo tract could not
be located because the grant described Alliator Creek as flowing
into the Suwannee, which it did not. Under cross-examination,
Knight admitted that Alligator Creek flowed into the San Taffee
[Santa Fe] River which in turn emptied into the Suwannee.12

The suits involving the 38,000- and 20,000-acre tracts in Co-
lumbia County worked their way through the territorial and
federal courts during the 1830s. In 1836, the United States Su-
preme Court upheld the validity of the 20,000-acre tract then
held by Benjamin Chaires, Peter Miranda, and Gad Hum-
phreys, all important political persons in Florida during the ter-
ritorial period. The court accepted as accurate the Spanish sur-
vey of Andres Burgevin conducted in 1819.13 The 38,000-acre
tract had not been surveyed by the Spanish, but in 1839, the
United States Supreme Court held that the absence of a survey
did not interfere with the validity of the grant. However, the
court added an important qualification. In delivering the opin-
ion of the court, Associate Justice James M. Wayne wrote, “If,
however, neither Alligator Creek can be found, nor any creek
. . . entering into the Suwannee . . . and if Alligator Town cannot
be found, then it is the opinion of this court that the remaining
description in the petition of the locality of the concession is too
indefinite to enable a survey to be made, and that the appellees
can take nothing under the concession.“14

It was apparent that new surveys of both tracts would be
needed for a satisfactory resolution of the titles, and that deter-
mination of the location of the Indian Alligator Town was neces-
sary for the surveys. There was little or no surveying in Colum-
bia County during the Second Seminole War (1835-1842) as
Tiger Tail and his band of Mikasuki warriors often conducted

12. Historic Records Survey, “Spanish Land Grants in Florida,” (Tallahassee,
1941), typewritten copy, Robert M. Strozier Library, Florida State Univer-
sity, Tallahassee, vol. 2, 51-55.

13. United States v. Benjamin Chaires, et al,, 10 Peters 308.
14. United States v. Heirs of F. M. Arredondo, et al., 13 Peters 133-35.
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raids throughout the county. The area around Fort White in
the southern part of Columbia County was especially precarious,
but no part of the area was safe. Columbia County remained
dangerous even as the war neared its end. On January 5, 1842,
David Levy, the Florida Congressional delegate, wrote to Secre-
tary of War John C. Spencer expressing concern over the
danger still present in Columbia, Duval, and Nassau counties.
On May 14 and 15, a Creek force under Octahachee struck
Alligator and the surrounding area resulting in four civilian
deaths.15

By the end of 1842, the war was over, and surveys of the
tract were possible. On June 6, 1843, Joseph Chaires applied to
Florida Surveyor-General Valentine Y. Conway for a survey of
the grant confirmed to his late father Benjamin Chaires. To
accelerate the process, Joseph Chaires offered to pay “any un-
usual and extraordinary expenses” above the $4 per mile
stipend paid for such surveys.16 Conway requested advice from
Thomas H. Blake, commissioner of the General Land Office in
Washington, DC. He informed Blake that Deputy Surveyor-
General Lewis Prevost had attempted unsuccessfully to locate
Alligator Creek, but that Joseph Chaires would not accept this
as the final word. Conway was convinced that continual litigation
would be the result of additional delays in completing the sur-
veys of the private land claims in east Florida.17

In 1845, President James K. Polk reappointed Robert Butler
to the office of surveyor-general of Florida. Butler, who had
served earlier in this post, had a strong sense of duty to his
commission, and he proceeded to expedite the private claim
surveys. For the work in Columbia County, Butler selected dep-
uty surveyor Dr. Arthur Morey Randolph, one of Florida’s best-
known surveyors. As the owner of a large plantation, a physi-

15. David Levy to John C. Spencer, January 5, 1842, Clarence E. Carter, ed.,
Territorial Papers of the United States, 27 vols. (Washington, DC, 1962), Florida
Territory, XXVI, 415-16; Niles’ Register 62 (May 28, 1842), 208; Edward F.
Keuchel, A History of Columbia County, Florida (Tallahassee, 1981), 33-58.

16. Joseph Chaires to Valentine Y. Conway, June 6, 1843, “Miscellaneous Let-
ters to the Surveyor General,” vol. 1,237, Land Records and Title Section,
Florida Department of Natural Resources, Marjory Stoneman Douglas
Building, Tallahassee (hereafter cited as DNR).

17. Conway to Thomas H. Blake, June 30, 1843, Carter, Territorial Papers,
XXVI, 675-76.
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cian, the son-in-law of former Governor William Pope DuVal,
and a surveyor, Randolph was a man of excellent standing in
the community. 18 In November 1845, Butler instructed Ran-
dolph to survey the “20,000 acres situate [sic] at or near the
Indian Village called Alligator where the chief of that name
resided,” and the “38,000 acres situate [sic] westwardly of the
20,000 acres.” Butler stated that it was necessary to locate the
Indian village in order to survey both tracts, and it was impor-
tant for the survey to proceed in order to “enable Settlers to
make future provisions for the settlements which they have
made within the limits of these grants”19

Although Butler’s instructions were clear, Randolph seemed
to have questioned the location of the Indian village. Butler’s
position was that the Indian village was marked on the Spanish
[Burgevin] plat and was referred to in affidavits gathered in
1830 and as recently as 1845 that demonstrated the American
town of Alligator was established on or near the site of the Indian
village.20 In a letter of January 26, 1846, Butler was even more
emphatic. “The town of Lancaster is the ancient scite [sic] of the
Indian village and you will please consider them [the affidavits]
as evidence [Butler’s emphasis] or make your own starting point
with a view of establishing a beginning for these claims; one of
the decrees points out, if I mistake not, the starting from the
Center of the Village.“21

In his reply, Randolph noted that Burgevin’s starting point
was only an “X” slash-mark on a pine tree, but that he would
“make a starting point,” as Butler directed, “from the center of
Lancaster and carry out your instructions otherwise in every
respect & at an early date.“22 Instead of surveying, however,

18. Randolph Whittield and John Chapman, comps., The Florida Randolphs and
Some Related Families, 3d ed. (privately printed, 1978), 84-89.

19.  Robert Butler to A. M. Randolph, November 13, 1845, “Letters of the
Surveyor General,” vol. 5, 128-29, DNR.

20. Butler to Randolph, December 22, 1845, ibid., 141-42.
21. Butler to Randolph, Januay 26, 1846, ibid., 161. In 1836, the territorial

legislature designated Alligator as the county seat of Columbia County and
then changed its name to Lancaster after the military fort established there
during the Second Seminole War. It was later changed back to Alligator.
Keuchel, History of Columbia County, 75.

22. Randolph to Butler, February 14, 1846, “Letters and Reports from Deputy
Surveyors to the Surveyor-General, 1823 to 1847” (hereafter referred to
as “Letters and Reports”), vol. 1, 359, DNR.
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Randolph proceeded to gather additional information about the
Indian village. Twelve days after Randolph informed Butler of
his intention to start the survey in the center of Lancaster, Wil-
liam Reid, who had testified in St. Augustine in December 1845
that Lancaster was the site of the Indian village, wrote to George
McClellan. “It is a matter of much surprise to me that a Mr.
Randolph saying he is a deputy surveyor appointed by Col. But-
ler is annoying me with letters to know where exactly is his
starting point; the centre of Alligator, etc.” Reid qualified his
December testimony by stating that he had only been in the area
since 1833 and thought Lancaster was the site of the Indian
village because letters to and from Lancaster were postmarked
“Alligator.“23

It is difficult to ascertain Randolph’s motives in delaying the
surveys, but his actions infuriated Butler. Both Butler and Ran-
dolph had access to affidavits being gathered from 1845
through 1847 in preparation for yet another Arredondo trial in
the circuit court in St. Augustine. Similar to the 1830 deposi-
tions, these new affidavits presented evidence on both sides in
the dispute, but the stronger evidence seemed to support Al-
ligator/Lancaster as the site of the Indian village.

Enoch Daniels, in his deposition before Judge George S.
Hawkins in St. Augustine on May 9, 1846, stated that he was at
Alligator Town in 1813. The chief was called Alligator, and
some sixty or seventy Indian families were living there. Daniels
located the village on the northeast side of Alligator Lake or
Pond. He thought that the Indians had departed in 1814 be-
cause of the fighting and had moved to safer areas farther
south. When he returned to the site in 1818, he had found only
ruins and no white settlers.24

23.  William Reid to George McClelland, February 26, 1840, “Surveyors Re-
ports, Correspondence and Depositions Relating to the Arredondo Grant”
(typewritten copy of papers in the Field Note Division, Department of
Agriculture), 8, DNR.

24. Historic Records Survey, “Spanish Land Grants,” vol. 2, 56. There are
problems with Daniel’s chronology, and it is possible that 1813 was not the
year he was in Alligator Town. He gave 1814 as the year of the Newnan
expedition instead of 1812. It is most likely that Chief Alligator and his
tribe left the village early in 1813 when Colonel John Williams and a force
of 250 Tennessee mounted volunteers moved into northern Florida and
devastated Indian settlements east of the Suwannee. Keuchel, History of
Columbia County, 13-14.
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John D. Osteen, in his deposition before Judge George Haw-
kins in Newnansville on May 4, 1846, said that when he arrived
in the area in 1823 or 1824, he had found two households in
the vicinity of Alligator; Noel Raulerson lived at the site of what
later became the courthouse, and Henry Edwards lived about
one and one-half miles northwest of Raulerson. On the north-
east end of Alligator Lake, Osteen had found the ruins of an
Indian settlement and two Indians: Bill and Charley Emathla
who told him that this was the site of the Indian community
known as “Alpata Telopka” or Alligator Town.25

Jacob Summerlin and William Cooley presented some of the
strongest counter-evidence. In a deposition given before S. Scar-
borough, clerk of the circuit court, Columbia County, on March
18, 1846, Summerlin— who became one of Florida’s wealthiest
stockmen in the Peace River Valley after the Civil War— stated
that he came to Columbia and Alachua counties in 1825. He
said that there was no creek as described in the Arredondo
grant, and that Reuben Charles had told him that he was unable
to find the tract that he had been hired by Levy and Arredondo
to locate. In his deposition before R. R. Sanchez, clerk of the
circuit court, Alachua County, on May 5, 1846, Cooley stated
that he had known the area of Columbia County since 1814
when he was at the place later called Lancaster, and that he had
found no Indian named Alligator and no village.26

While Butler and Randolph sparred over the start of the
survey, the settlers of Columbia County became more concerned
about their land. Jesse Carter, representing a group called “Citi-
zens of Columbia County” contacted Butler and attempted to
persuade him to delay the survey. During their conversation,
Carter apparently brought up the possible use of force to pre-
vent the survey.2 7 Butler, though a friend of Carter, stood his
ground as an official of the government and told Carter that
the survey must be completed as decreed. “I beg you as a

25. Historic Records Survey, “Spanish Land Grants,” vol. 2, 60-61.
26. Ibid., 57-60. Cooley lost his family in the second massacre of the Second

Seminole War. He later served as a scout in the Everglades and as a justice
of the peace in Homosassa. Cooper Kirk, “William Cooley: Broward’s
Legend,” Broward Legacy 1 (October 1976), 12-20 and (January 1977), 24-
36; Joe Knetsch, “William Cooley Explores the Everglades,” Broward Legacy
12 (Winter/Spring 1987), 40-43.

27. “Letters of the Surveyor General,” vol. 5, 181, DNR.
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friend,” he wrote Carter, “to represent me fairly in this matter
to the people of Columbia County; I love them and their in-
terests, as much as any other man in Florida . . . but the Surveyor
General says to me his instructions, his oath, his bond, and re-
sponsibilities must not be lost sight of in the execution of his
official duties.“28 In good conscience, Butler could not yield to
Carter’s demands, but he did warn Randolph of a possible con-
frontation in Columbia County.29

By March 17, 1846, the “Citizens of Columbia County,”
chaired in committee by Jacob Summerlin, had met and had
written to Randolph. They bluntly told Randolph of the “fixed
and solemn determination of the great body of the Citizens of
this County to prevent if necessary by other than ordinary
means the commencement of said survey” unless there was totally
conclusive proof that the original landmarks and plat were exact
and evident to all.30 This was, as they knew, an impossible stipu-
lation.

Alarmed over the harsh tone of Summerlin’s letter, Ran-
dolph wrote to Butler that the hostility and opposition of the
community had removed “the necessity of my going to Al-
ligator ,” and he awaited further direction from the surveyor-
general.31 Butler’s patience was at an end. He regarded his
duties as surveyor-general comparable to a military mission, and
he would not tolerate insubordination. The day after receiving
Randolph’s letter, Butler wrote a scathing reply. He made it
clear to Randolph that the mission must go forward unless Ran-
dolph was stopped in the field by threats to his life. He bluntly
told him also “not to address me again on this subject,” and
added that if Randolph did not conduct the survey, he would
find another surveyor at Randolph’s expense. In closing, Butler
acted the good bureaucrat; he told Randolph that a copy of
Randolph’s last letter would be sent to the commissioner of the
General Land Office in Washington “that I may stand exoner-
ated if his instructions shall not be fulfilled.“32

28.
29.

Butler to Jesse Carter, March 2, 1846, “Surveyors Reports,” n.p.n., DNR.
“Letters of the Surveyor General,” vol. 5, 181, DNR.

30. “Letters and Reports,” vol. 1, 365, DNR.
31. Randolph to Butler, March 20, 1846, ibid., 361.
32. Butler to Randolph, March 21, 1846, “Letters of the Surveyor General,”

vol. 5, 188-89, DNR.
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Randolph could no longer evade the issue. On April 4, he
and his surveying crew arrived in Alligator where they were met
near the courthouse by a delegation of some 80 to 100 Columbia
countians headed by William B. Ross, one of the town’s leading
merchants and slave owners. Ross informed Randolph, “Sir you
cannot pass.” Randolph persisted, asserting that he was there as
an official of the state of Florida. As he was reading from a
letter of the surveyor-general, his compass and surveying chains
were seized. Randolph then decided that his life and those of
his group were in danger, a view shared by the chain crew and
axe man.33

Randolph described the conversation he had with Ross who
had identified himself as the chairman of a public meeting of
the citizens of Columbia County. Ross told Randolph that the
citizens of Columbia County considered the survey as unjust
and would never permit it. After the chains and compass were
seized, Randolph chose discretion, informing Ross that his duty
did not require him to “sacrifice my life or those of my men.”
He returned to Palatka without the survey, but he did note in
his report that although he “discovered nothing to identify the
position of a village,” he did find a mound and a “secondary
growth of timber evidencing former settlement & cultivation.“34

The failure of the survey troubled Butler beyond the failure
of the mission itself. There was a matter of principle. For Butler,
this was a test case of the supremacy of federal law which pro-
vided security to surveyors performing their duties. As he
noted, “The State of Florida at present is without any judiciary
of the United States, or Marshals within its limits, to enforce
that law, hence the necessity for the President to adopt other
measures, to give the Security necessary to the Surveyor ordered
to perform his duty.” Butler wanted federal troops, if necessary,
to protect Randolph’s party, but the commissioner would not
cooperate.35

The most eloquent defense of the actions of the settlers was
provided by John C. Pelot of Columbia County who wrote But-
ler four days after the attempted survey. Pelot had chaired ear-

33. “Supplemental to April 10th, 1846 Report of Deputy Surveyor Randolph,”
n.p.n., DNR.

3 4 .  I b i d .
35.     Ibid.
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lier citizen committees that had passed resolutions relating to
the Arredondo grants in the county. He cautioned Butler not
to make too quick a response so that “prudence will yet predomi-
nate.” He further counseled: “You must certainly conceive the
feeling that must actuate the owners of land which this grant is
about to cover. They are generally poor, harassed as they have
been by a long and savage war, many of them losing all they
possessed of after manfully defending their homes amid dan-
gers of varied privations, are scarcely permitted to sit down in
peace for twelve months, before they are turned out homeless
upon the world without the means of settling again.“36

By early May 1846, Butler was in a more tolerant mood. He
advised Pelot that the actions of the citizens were in violation of
the 1830 act of Congress that gave protection to public sur-
veyors, but he also noted he had told Jesse Carter that, should
surveys be permitted, he would endeavor “to get the General
Government to purchase these claims, & give claim titles to the
Settlers.” By offering resistance to Randolph’s party, he stated,
they not only had violated the law but may have forfeited the
sympathy of the people of Florida. Butler closed his letter by
stating that his reputation “at all times dearer than life” was at
stake, and with a touch of humor added that although he was
“a ‘great man’ in weight” (he weighed close to 300 pounds), he
would humbly await Pelot’s reply.37

A diagram showing the approximate location of the claim
was made in Butler’s office in Tallahassee, and was approved by
him on February 10, 1848. Legally the grant may have been
satisfied, but in practical terms nothing was resolved. In 1850,
Moses Elias Levy inquired of Benjamin A. Putnam, who had

36. John Pelot to Butler, April 8, 1846, “Letters of the Surveyor General,” vol.
5, 214, DNR.

37. Butler to Pelot, May 8, 1846, ibid., 215. Rather than losing sympathy the
Columbia countians might have stimulated additional resistance of settlers
to surveyors throughout the state. On May 25, 1846, Deputy Surveyor
Henry Wells wrote to Governor William D. Moseley that squatters in the
Euchee Valley in present-day Walton County were removing line markers,
cutting down marking trees, and committing other acts to hinder sur-
veyors. The expedience of removing line markers and being noncoopera-
tive with surveyors appears to have been established practice in Florida.
See file labeled “Wells and Randolph,” DNR.
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succeeded Butler in 1849, as to whether Alligator’s village had
yet been located.38 It had not.

The lack of a survey had ramifications beyond that of in-
adequate frontier law enforcement. Commissioner J. W. Shields
of the General Land Office informed Congressman W. H. Broc-
kenbrough of Tallahassee that a proper survey was necessary
before any lands in the Arredondo grant or the Forbes purchase
tracts could be granted for schools, seminaries, or internal im-
provements.39

As events unfolded, the absence of an official survey did not
prevent land transfer in the contested area, but it did cloud land
titles. Portions of the land were offered as United States public
land in 1828 and again in 1831. The settlers who opposed Ran-
dolph’s survey had obtained their lands under those offerings.
Individuals made entries by cash purchases under those offer-
ings from 1828 until 1860. After the Civil War, no entries were
made until 1877 and later.40

To complicate further the situation, the state of Florida
started making selections in the grant area after the passage of
the Swamp Land Act of 1850. The state also made school land
selections in the tract. By the act of May 17, 1856, the United
States granted lands in the tract to the state of Florida to aid in
the construction of the Pensacola and Georgia Railroad and the
Florida Atlantic and Gulf Central Railroad that were built
through the county. The railroads and the trustees for their
bonds to whom the land grants were conveyed, in turn, sold
many parcels to individuals.41

Federal courts made another attempt to clarify the issues in
the early 1880s. The task was not easy because, in addition to
the fact that the tracts had never been surveyed, the land rec-
ords were lost in a fire that destroyed the Columbia County
courthouse in 1874. On April 10, 1882, in the case of Benjamin
Chaires, et al. v. The United States in the Circuit Court of the United
States for the Northern District of Florida, Judge Thomas Settle
declared “that the said grant has never been located or surveyed

38. Moses Elias Levy to Benjamin A. Putnam, March 5, 1850, “Miscellaneous
Letters to Surveyor General,” vol. 2, 553, DNR.

39.  J. H. Shields to W. H. Brockenbrough, May 8, 1846, file labeled “USLO
1826-1882,” DNR.

40. “Public Lands in the Arredondo Grant,” 1.
41. Ibid., 2.
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by the United States, and that a large portion of the lands cov-
ered by said grant have been sold or otherwise disposed of by
the United States.” The court decreed that scrip be issued to the
holders of the Spanish grant. The scrip was issued on November
20, 1883.42

After the holders of the Spanish grant had been satisfied
with the scrip that enabled them to locate their land in other
public land areas, the General Land Office suspended all addi-
tional entries within the 20,000-acre tract. This was done so that
title to the land within the tract could be clarified.43

On May 25, 1886, the General Land Office made a report
to the Department of the Interior relating to Senate bill 440,
titled “Confirming title to certain lands in the State of Florida.”
The General Land Office proposed the confirmation of title to
land in the 20,000-acre tract to those who had purchased land
from the state or from the railroad companies, and to allow a
preference right of purchase in all cases to those parties who
had at any time been in possession, under color of title, of any
part of the land embraced in the Arredondo grant. It was the
position of the General Land Office that the state of Florida had
never received title to the land selected as swamp lands and had
no legal claims to receive title because the land previously had
been granted under the Arredondo grant and did not pass
under the Swamp Land Act of 1850. Similarly the General Land
Office held that no lands within the private-grant reservation
had passed to the state under the railroad grants.44

On May 7, 1887, the General Land Office notified Florida
officials that the Arredondo grant of 20,000 acres had “never
inured to the state” and was restored to the public domain sub-
ject to entry under the homestead and preemption acts.45 This
would mean that all settlers in the 20,000-acre grant area who
had acquired their land from the state or from the railroads
could lose their land or be forced to re-acquire it from the federal
42. Senate Report 952, 54th Cong., 1st sess., ser. 3366, 1-2.
43. Ibid., 4. By 1883, the majority of the scrip was held by out-of-state inves-

tors, especially James H. King of Rockford, Illinois, John Cline of Newport,
Kentucky, and Franklin B. Grover of Rolling Prairie, Wisconsin. See listing
in “Record of Entries Under and by Virtue of Arredondo 38,000 Acre
Claim, and 20,000 Acre Claim,” P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History,
University of Florida, Gainesville.

44. “Annual Report (1886) of the Commissioner of the General Land Office,”
cited in Senate Report 942, 4-5.

45.  Ibid., 5.
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government. Understandably, the settlers were upset, and
Florida Senator Wilkerson Call became their champion. On De-
cember 10, 1891, Call wrote to the General Land Office in re-
gard to the matter. “It is already covered with improvements
made under purchase from the railroad companies and State
authorities. Two railroads pass through the grant. Town Lake
City, of 4,000 or 5,000 inhabitants, is located on it. To open this
land to settlement under the land laws of the United States
would be a great calamity to the people. The subject has been
presented to former Congresses, if I am not mistaken, and by
your predecessor. I will introduce my bill, formerly introduced,
and will obtain its passage by this Congress. I beg, therefore,
you will not allow these lands to be opened to settlement.“46

Call was re-elected to the United States Senate in 1892, and
he sponsored several bills that failed, although similar measures
were passed by the House. The Department of the Interior op-
posed the legislation, preferring that all land matters be left to
the General Land Office for resolution. Finally, in the spring of
1896, both houses of Congress agreed to resolve the little Ar-
redondo grant issue. The House version of the bill, H.R. 4255
(“to provide for settlement of title and disposition of public
lands in the Arredondo Grant in Columbia County, Florida”),
was introduced by Congressman Charles Cooper of Jacksonville,
while the Senate version was shepherded through the upper
house by Florida Senator Samuel Pasco. President Grover Cleve-
land signed the bill into law on May 25, 1896. It cleared title to
all lands entered or purchased from the United States, the state
of Florida, or the railroads, prior to April 10, 1882, the date of
Judge Settle’s ruling that decreed the issuance of scrip to the
Spanish grant claimants. The bill also validated all transfers of
school land, swamp land, and internal improvement land in the
tract to the state. Any remaining federal land in the tract was
subject to entry according to existing federal regulations.47

Congressional action also allowed the official survey of the
tract to proceed. In 1896, Charles F. Hopkins was contracted to

46. Ibid. Call, an ex-Whig, was emerging more and more as a champion of
the yeoman farmer which gave him a platform in the political struggles of
the 1880s and 1890s. See Edward C. Williamson, Florida Politics in the Gilded
Age, 1877-1893 (Gainesville, 1976), 130, 144-50, 173-78.

47. Senate Report 952, 1-2; Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, May 4, 9, 1896;
Congressional Record, 54th Cong., 1st sess., vol. 28, 5753.
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perform the task.48 Unfortunately, illness prevented completion
of the assignment, and it was not until 1897 that Elisha B. Camp
replaced him. Camp completed his survey and sent in drawings
and field notes in October 1897. His work was complicated and
delayed by the downing of many of the marked trees by the
“cyclone of 1896.“49 Camp’s official survey was approved in
1900.50

The little Arredondo grant issue was finally resolved. It was
only one of Florida’s 869 confirmed private land claims repre-
senting 2,711,290 acres of land, but it was one of the most com-
plex. It is difficult to evaluate the overall impact of the little
Arredondo grant issue upon the development of Columbia
County. At the least, the uncertainty of land titles and unofficial
surveys was a neutral factor. More likely, though, the develop-
ment of Columbia County was retarded, and the settlers and
claimants suffered from the anxieties and legal expenses of the
many years of litigation.

Professor Gates notes that some scholars contend if the fed-
eral government had analyzed private claims more critically,
many of the Spanish claims would have been rejected. Others,
he writes, hold that the United States should have purchased,
possibly by condemnation, the very large grants, and thereby
avoided much of the long and costly litigation endured by the
federal government and the claimants. He holds that Anglo-
Saxon legal tradition with its emphasis upon the supremacy of
property rights prevented any such action. “All claimants, large
and small, were given every opportunity to prove their rights to
land.“51 In the case of the little Arredondo grant, Gate’s asser-
tion is notably correct.

48. File of Charles Hopkins in drawer labeled “U.S. Surveyors: H-N,” DNR.
49. “Miscellaneous Letters to Surveyor General,” vol. 21, 176-77, DNR.
50. “Official U.S. Plat Map,” DNR.
51. Gates, History of Public Land Law Development, 119. Gates notes that a final

accounting of the acreage of confirmed private land claims lists 34,000,000
acres to have been confirmed in nineteen states.
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St. Petersburg and the Florida Dream, 1888-1950. By Raymond
Arsenault. (Norfolk: The Donning Company, 1988. 360 pp.
Preface and acknowledgments, photographs, notes for quota-
tions, selected bibliography, index. $29.95.)

A number of local histories published in the past decade
have attempted, with varying degrees of success, to combine the
attractive layout and abundant illustrations of “popular history”
with a comprehensive and well-documented “scholarly” narra-
tive. Raymond Arsenault’s St. Petersburg and the Florida Dream,
1888-1950 is one of the more successful efforts. Contrary to its
title, this book covers the history of the lower Pinellas peninsula
from its earliest known beginnings, providing concise yet de-
scriptive summaries of prehistoric Indian culture, Spanish dis-
covery and exploration, the colonial and territorial periods, and
the pioneer era from the 1850s to the late 1880s before detailing
the arrival of the Orange Belt Railroad, the founding of St.
Petersburg, its subsequent development as a tourist resort, the
land boom of the 1920s the Great Depression, and the World
War II period.

Each chapter is sprinkled with illustrations and then fol-
lowed by a section entirely devoted to photographs. Most are
from the collections of the St. Petersburg Historical Society,
which co-sponsored this volume, the St. Petersburg Times, and
the Nelson Poynter Library at the University of South Florida
at St. Petersburg. Clear and consummately reproduced, these
images illustrate not only the city’s personalities, structures, and
newsworthy events, but also the carefully posed scenes of ba-
thing beauties, tourists relaxing on the famous green benches,
and personal postcards by which St. Petersburg made itself
known to the rest of the country. School photos, street scenes,
and construction views capture the mood of everyday life in St.
Petersburg, while scenes of hurricane damage, labor unrest, and
a brutal lynching reflect the less pleasant aspects of the city’s
history.

Dr. Arsenault’s text is thoroughly researched, readable, and
informative. His knowledge of urban and social history gives

[218]
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him particular insight into a number of forces that molded St.
Petersburg’s history, including the city versus country tensions
marking the community’s formative years, the development of
an economy based on promotion rather than production, and
St. Petersburg’s position throughout much of its history as a city
divided by race and economic class. In a similar vein, the author
weaves events in St. Petersburg’s history into a larger state, reg-
ional, and national context, giving his account a perspective ab-
sent in earlier histories of St. Petersburg and of many other
Forida communities. Rather than providing a purely factual or
analytical account of the city’s social and economic structure,
however, Arsenault presents, in places, a highly subjective view.
In describing the city’s adherence to white supremacy and racial
segregation, for example, he is extremely critical of both munic-
ipal leaders and the white citizenry as a whole.

Throughout the book, Arsenault emphasizes St. Petersburg’s
uniqueness, reflected in its dependence on tourism and self-pro-
motion, and its absorption of large numbers of newcomers—
tourists and residents alike— from other parts of the country.
The city’s aggressive Chamber of Commerce, the proliferation
of tourists’ “state societies,” and the construction of accomoda-
tions ranging from luxury hotels to tent cities and trailer parks
are all cited as evidence of this unorthodoxy. Nevertheless, the
underlying theme remains that St. Petersburg was in many ways
typical of coastal central and southern Florida cities, so typical
in fact that, as the title indicates, it came to embody the “Florida
Dream.”

Indeed, it is perhaps appropriate that a book entitled St.
Petersburg and the Florida Dream concludes at 1950. For though
he ends with the obligatory up-beat note, Arsenault perhaps
most accurately sums up the prospects for Florida’s reputation
as a subtropical leisure and vacation paradise in the preceding
paragraphs when he describes the problems of “maintaining an
expansive economy without destroying the natural environ-
ment, avoiding the placelessness of a landscape overrun with
chain stores and strip malls, and generally reconciling progress
and tradition.” As this book reminds us, the tourist societies, the
personal postcards with their fish and alligators, St. Petersburg’s
beloved green benches, and the relaxed pace of life they rep-
resented are rapidly becoming relics of the past, along with
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numerous other manifestations of the twentieth century Florida
Dream.

(Copies of St. Petersburg and the Florida Dream may be ordered
from the St. Petersburg Historical Society Museum, 335 Second
Avenue Northeast, St. Petersburg, FL 33701.)

Broward County Historical Commission RODNEY E. DILLON, JR.

Pursuits of Happiness, The Social Development of Early Modern British
Colonies and the Formation of American Culture. By Jack P.
Greene. (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1988. xv, 284 pp. Preface, prologue, tables, figures, epilogue,
notes, index. $32.50 cloth; 12.95 paper.)

Without doubt, this volume will prove to be one of the half-
dozen most important books on American history— not just early
American history— published in the 1980s. Synthesizing two
decades of research by a variety of scholars dealing with the
demography, economy, and society of Britain, early America,
and the British colonies in the Caribbean, Greene turns preva-
lent interpretations quite literally on their heads. Rather than a
devolution from traditional to modern forms in the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries— that is to say, stable, communally-
oriented farming villages giving way to a restless, individualistic,
atomistic society— Greene posits what he calls a “developmental
model” in which social chaos gives way to cohesiveness. Rather
than an early American history in which New England plays the
central role— its Puritan-inspired traditional villages crumbling
over time before the forces of modernization— Greene writes of
New England’s communalism as an anomaly and argues for the
centrality of the Chesapeake region (Maryland and Virginia)
whose open-country farm neighborhoods and quest for individ-
ual profit more accurately reflected both the England from
which the American colonies emerged and the American nation
to come. And rather than a patchwork-quilt of cultures brought
together only in the cauldron of Revolution— from Bible-heavy
but egalitarian New England in the North to the haughty, slave-
rich nabobs of Carolina in the South— Greene argues for a
steady convergence during the century after 1660 toward “a
common American social and behavioral pattern” in which “the
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achievement and peaceful enjoyment of personal [not com-
munal] independence” served as “the animating drive in the
lives of colonists” everywhere (pp. 176, 195-96).

In the way of any argumentative synthesis, Greene’s is not
without flaws. It is, for one thing, a difficult book to read, scant
on narrative, heavy on numbers, and, in its references; fre-
quently opaque to the uninitiated. For while Greene’s argumen-
tative stance is pervasive, its thrust will more often than not be
clear only to experts in the field— the juxtaposition, for exam-
ple, of “some historians” and Carol Shammas at one point is a
quiet allusion to one of the most bitter disputes in the field, and
to Greene’s rejection of a strong Marxist strain among contem-
porary American historians. Greene’s argument, for another
thing, is frequently strained, even exaggerated. To sustain his
interpretation, he is not at all averse to picking and choosing
what serves him best. Thus he draws from Keith Wrightson’s
study of English Society, 1580-1680 to make the point of restless
mobility among English villagers but ignores Wrightson on “the
moral community” of the villagers; the first supports Greene’s
argument, the second, superficially at least, detracts from it.
Again, he cites Joseph S. Wood on the geography of early New
England’s towns— no more than a dozen over two centuries were
established as tight, nucleated settlements— but, because the evi-
dence does not fit the overall argument, he ignores Wood and
refers consistently to “tightly constructed and communally
oriented villages” as the New England norm (p. 23).

Flaws and all, however, Greene’s is a stunning performance.
In the preface he announces his attempt “to develop an analyt-
ical or interpretative framework within which . . . distinctive
regional experiences can be both related to one another and
comprehended as part of a generalized process of social forma-
tion” (p. xii). He has done just that, and more. He has set the
parameters for a decade or so of future scholarly work— half of
it, one suspects, shrilly attacking him for his assault on New
England’s historiographical hegemony and for his celebration
of American individalism,  the other half quietly fleshing out the
model of American development that he has sketched.

University of Florida DARRETT  B. R UTMAN
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Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea: Merchant Seamen, Pirates,
and the Ango-American  Maritime World, 1700-1750. By Marcus
Rediker. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987. xiv,
322 pp. Acknowledgments, introduction, illustrations, appen-
dices, index. $24.95 cloth; $12.95 paper.)

Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea is a well-crafted general
survey of the eighteenth-century North Atlantic maritime world
that synthesizes a wealth of information published previously.
New archival research is sparing, though put to effective use to
supplement general comments with numerous specific examples
or cases.

Rediker’s approach goes somewhat beyond themes ad-
dressed in earlier studies of the time and place in that his per-
spective is that of a social historian. There are few chronicles of
pirate engagements, only a single table presenting trade figures,
and no information on imperial concerns or diplomatic issues.
Instead, Rediker writes of previously little addressed issues such
as seamen’s wages, collective bargaining, banditry, and the “lan-
guage and culture” of the sea. Through these avenues, Rediker
approaches his central theme: the seaman— “Jack Tar,” as he is
called in the book— of the eighteenth century was transformed
into a wage laborer, more divorced than ever before from land.
This development signaled the emergence of a true capitalist
merchant shipping industry and quickened the pace toward
world capitalism significantly. As Rediker notes, “When the
merchant captain bellowed, ‘All hands on deck!’ he unwittingly
summed up both the wrenching process of social change that
transformed labor power into a commodity and the new real-
ity— of collective industrial labor— that pointed the way to the
future” (p. 289).

Labor shortages on the high seas prevailed for much of the
eighteenth century. During periods of warfare, able-bodied men
were reluctant to become merchant seamen, much less join the
navy, because of the obvious danger involved. Accordingly, the
British Navy began its infamous program of impressment not
only to fill its own immediate needs, but to train a force of
seamen that could move into the merchant shipping industry in
times of peace. At any rate, the shortage of labor was often
acute, a situation that seamen were able to exploit through vari-
ous actions ranging from collective bargaining to mutiny, deser-
tion, or piracy.
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Between wars the seas might have been safer to sail, but for

the seaman these were times of misery and hardship. This re-
sulted directly from a reverse of the ratio of sailors to berths.
International peace meant reductions of naval strength, forcing
thousands of seamen into the merchant shipping industry.
Wages fell, captains became more cruel, and rations more
meager.

Rediker is a fine historian, with the added bonus of being a
fine writer. This book is a solid piece of scholarship, although
it skirts one important issue that is directly relevant to chapters
dealing with the society and daily life of the seaman: Rediker
fails to address seriously the thesis advanced by B. R. Burg in
his 1983 Sodomy and the Pirate Tradition. Burg argued that seamen
in the Caribbean— especially pirates— were drawn from the
same demographic pool as criminals and soldiers and main-
tained an interest in sex despite the absence of women. Was this
also the case in the North Atlantic? It is strange that Rediker
did not address Burg’s conclusions, especially since they have
caused some debate among students of early modern maritime
history. The book, however, has many other merits upon which
to stand, both as a synthesis and for its new perspective.

University of California, Berkeley CHRISTOPHER  WARD

War and Society in Revolutionary America: The Wider Dimensions of
Conflict. By Don Higginbotham. (Columbia: University of
South Carolina Press, 1988. xii, 323 pp. Preface, notes, index.
$24.95.)

This book, a compilation of thirteen essays written by Profes-
sor Don Higginbotham between 1964 and 1988, is one of the
volumes in the American Military History series. The essays
explore a wide variety of topics and issues related to the Amer-
ican Revolution. Although the book is not strictly military his-
tory (and was not intended to be), eleven of the thirteen essays
deal with military history in one way or another. Two pertain
mainly to politics and constitutional issues.

Nearly all students of the Revolution, with the possible ex-
ception of those primarily concerned with economic history,
should find something of interest in this book. There is biog-
raphy, historiography, analysis of the politics and constitutional
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issues of the Revolution, and a careful examination and evalua-
tion of American military leaders, the militia, and guerrilla war-
fare. There is even an essay comparing modern guerrilla war-
fare (particularly the kind employed in Vietnam) and the guer-
rilla tactics used by Americans during the Revolutionary War.
All of the essays are good, but the ones on James Iredell, Daniel
Morgan, and George Washington stand out. The essays that
attempt to find parallels between the Vietnam War and the Rev-
olutionary War and between General George Washington and
and General George Marshall are admittedly speculative, but a
little speculation now and again adds some spice to historical
subjects that have been abundantly explored. The author’s two
essays on historiography— the book’s last two chapters— will be
invaluable to the student seaching for the seminal works on
American military history. While all the essays are highly in-
terpretive, they are written in a clear and pleasant style, and
they are remarkably free of technical terms and jargon.

Everyone concerned with the production of this book— au-
thor, publisher, and the editor of the series— can be justly proud
of it, for it is a handsome volume and almost flawless. Only
three minor printing errors were found— not bad. The reader
who is looking for a blow-by-blow account of the battles of the
Revolutionary War will need to look elsewhere, for the the pur-
pose of this book is that of examining “wider dimensions” of
that conflict. On the other hand, anyone who appreciates good
history and/or literature should like this book. Anyone who also
wants to know what the Revolutionary War was about should
love this very fine work.

University of Montevallo DAVID  T. MORGAN

The Life of Andrew Jackson. By Robert V. Remini. (New York:
Harper and Row, 1988. xiv, 412 pp. Preface, charts and
maps, photographs, notes, bibliography, index. $27.95.)

Some years ago, Robert V. Remini set out to write a single-
volume study of Andrew Jackson, one more complete than the
brief narrative he had earlier published. The result, of course,
was the award-winning three-volume biography that has made
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Remini the most prominent Jackson scholar of our time. But
the need remained for an up-to-date, moderately long book
that was accessible to students and the general public. This syn-
thesis of some 400 pages splendidly fulfills that purpose. It
traces Jackson from boyhood in the Waxhaw region straddling
North and South Carolina, through his move to frontier Ten-
nessee, his early political and military career that culminated in
the Battle of New Orleans, his rise to national political promi-
nence and the presidency, and his retirement and death at the
Hermitage.

Those familiar with Remini’s full-length study will find that
he has clarified and elaborated some of its themes. For example,
he more fully develops the idea of Jackson’s signal contribution
to a democratic tradition, especially majority rule. But the major
ideas of the earlier work remain fundamentally intact, particu-
larly Jackson’s contribution to reshaping the course of American
expansion and refashioning republican traditions into a more
democratic form.

The book clearly delineates the extraordinary circumstances
of Jackson’s emergence into national prominence. Orphaned at
an early age, indifferently educated, given to wild and some-
times violent actions, it would have been more predictable had
Jackson been relegated in history either to a cipher in a census
tract— simply another member of the southern plain-folk class—
or, even more likely, to the fleeting fame of a lurid newspaper
account of his death in a duel. His “outrageous behavior” tried
the patience and understanding even of friends and neighbors
(p. 68).

For all his impulsiveness, however, Jackson was basically “a
conservative and deliberate man whose ambition and determi-
nation to succeed conditioned everything he did” (p. 12). He
early connected himself to the powerful Blount-Overton faction
of Tennessee politics, married into the prominent Donelson
clan, became a planter and slaveholder, and successfully sought
political and military distinction. By the age of forty-six, prior
to the Creek War and New Orleans, Jackson had already be-
come “a father figure, a beloved general, the guardian of the
people of the frontier” (p. 67). Remini depicts Jackson as a man
of extraordinary purpose, willpower, and heroic presence. He
had an absolute determination to win at whatever cost, and he
instilled his courage and conviction to his followers.
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After New Orleans came expansion, which for Jackson
meant pushing aside the Indians and Spanish in order to pre-
serve the integrity and safety of the nation. In reassessing the
controversy over Jackson’s invasion of Florida, Remini argues
that Jackson correctly read President Monroe’s objective to seize
Florida, but the president backpeddled and “tried to duck his
responsibility” when Jackson swiftly stormed St. Marks and Pen-
sacola.

Remini argues that Jackson was catapulted to the presidency
by many circumstances, but especially pertinent was the public’s
perception of the decline of morality and ethical standards in
the so-called Era of Good Feelings. The “corrupt bargain” be-
tween John Quincy Adams and Henry Clay consequently con-
firmed the need to reform government and restore republican
principles. As president, Jackson preserved the Union against
the threat of nullification and furthered the evolution of a
democratic society. The first principle of Jacksonian Democracy,
that the majority should govern, found fulfillment in the victory
over the Bank of the United States, the challenge to elitism in
the civil service, and proposals to elect senators and the presi-
dent directly. At the same time, Remini fully acknowledges the
limits of Jacksonianism, especially in regard to Indians and
blacks.

The Life of Andrew Jackson, in the tradition of Arthur
Schlesinger, Jr.‘s The Age of Jackson, masterfully captures the
high drama and excitement of the United States between the
Revolution and the Mexican War. Not everyone will agree with
Remini’s point of view, but no one can fail to appreciate his
ability to bring to life the qualities of mind and purpose that
made Jackson the central political figure of his generation and
a man of enduring fascination. Remini’s volume is now the
standard by which other efforts will be measured.

Tulane University RICHARD  B. LATNER
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Within the Plantation Household: Black and White Women of the Old

South. By Elizabeth Fox-Genovese. (Chapel Hill: University
of North Carolina Press, 1988. xvii, 544 pp. Acknowledg-
ments, map, photographs, notes, bibliography, index. $34.95
cloth; $12.95 paper.)

Elizabeth Fox-Genovese provides a detailed study of women
in Old South centered on the household, which remained the
the hub of production and reproduction throughout the an-
tebellum era. This arrangement assured that labor and gender
relations would remain largely private matters in this region
even as they became more deeply enmeshed in the market and
state further north, and “had multiple and far-reaching conse-
quences for all spheres of southern life” (p. 38). The cornrstones
of her interpretation are the studied portraits of Sarah Gayle,
Louisa McCord, Harriet Brent Jacobs, and the formidable Mary
Boykin Chestnut. Through these women’s eyes, and those of
dozens of their contemporaries, Fox-Genovese traces daily in-
teractions within the manor house where the plantation South
was most intimately constructed.

The study evokes plantation mistresses’ understandings of
race and region, class and gender. It provokes as well, prodding
southern male historians to take women seriously. Laudatory
reviews by the likes of C. Vann Woodward suggest that Fox-
Genovese has awakened a significant circle of scholars to the
centrality of sex in history. It is in part, however, by assailing
modern-day female carpetbaggers and decrying the “New En-
glandization” of women’s history that Fox-Genovese assures her-
self a warm reception in these quarters.

Slighting much of the richest recent work on women, this
female champion of southern distinctiveness may be more pro-
vocative than necessary. Along with “essentialism” (the view that
women share a transhistorical experience rooted in biology),
she attacks studies that abstract women from “the social relations
of class and race” and histories that are “written without atten-
tion to women’s relations with men” (p. 42). She chides students
of southern women for blindly applying northern models to the
South and students of northern women for “following the road
of the great American consensus with respect to race and class”
(p. 39). Finally, she castigates scholars who have suggested that
“privileged southern women were alienated from their own so-
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ciety and were [abolitionists and] feminists in much the same
sense as” their northern contemporaries (p. 47).

The objects of her attack are worthwhile. They have also
long been the subject of heated exchanges and eloquent debates.
The works of Rosalyn Terborg-Penn, Deborah White, Jacquelyn
Hall, Suzanne Lebsock, Dolores Janiewski, Mary Ryan, Christine
Stansell, Jacqueline Jones, Bonnie Thorton Dill, and others con-
cerned with the intricate interweavings of gender, race, and class
are cited here; but the powerful reshaping of women’s history
that has emerged from their collective efforts is largely ignored.

Fox-Genovese contributes to these debates, building upon
pre-existing and contradictory portraits of antebellum southern
women, especially white women. She demolishes the notion that
plantation mistresses were covert abolitionists and reaffirms
black women’s rightful legacy as the mainstays of female resist-
ance to bondage. She resurrects the household as the basic unit
of historical analysis, harking back to the work of Depression-era
scholars Julia Cherry Spruill and Margaret Jarman Hagood. She
scrutinizes, too, the conflicting currents of gender, class, and
race that shaped antebellum women’s responses to the peculiar
institution. Corroborating Suzanne Lebsock’s brilliant analysis
of “personalism” among The Free Women of Petersburg, Fox-
Genovese illuminates black and white women’s shared “world of
mutual antagonism and frayed tempers,” “of physical and emo-
tional intimacy” (p. 35). And, she elevates numerous women to
the podium alongside Chestnut as vital voices of the plantation
South.

The grand conceptual framework and the nitty gritty details
presented here will certainly inspire further work. Many ques-
tions remain to be answered. Granting that plantation mistresses
were not abolitionists, what conditions mitigated the absolute
support of some for slavery while encouraging others to pro-
mote the abusive system? And how were the humanistic gestures
of concerned southern women used by proslavery propagan-
dists to shore up the faltering institution? Accepting the house-
hold as the unit of analysis, Fox-Genovese’s view is still too nar-
rowly encased within the plantation house. What would the
same scenes look like from the slave quarters where the manor
house still loomed large but the daily lives of field hands were
etched in fine detail?
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Within the Plantation Household is part of a growing body of

work that introduces an older generation of southern historians
to women and a younger generation of women’s historians to
the South. As such, it will help extend the rich if too long
obscured legacy of southern women’s history. Still, the lessons
learned here about race and region, class and gender, house-
hold and society must eventually converge with those learned in
the North to reconstruct the past for all Americans.

University of South Florida NANCY  A. HEWITT

A History of the American Rice Industry, 1685-1985. By Henry C.
Dethloff. (College Station: Texas A & M Press, 1988. xiii, 215
pp. Preface, introduction, figures, tables, notes, bibliography,
index. $29.50.)

Both agricultural and southern historians have long de-
plored the lack of a comprehensive study of the American rice
industry, which is almost as old as the timber and tobacco indus-
tries. To be sure, much has been written about the production
of this ancient foodstuff on slave-worked plantations located on
the sea coasts of South Carolina and Georgia because the indus-
try produced an extremely wealthy aristocracy in the century
preceding the Civil War. Marketing of the rice crop, however,
was much less glamorous than growing it, and historians and
novelists have largely ignored the commercial aspects of the in-
dustry during the era of slavery despite the fact that it was obvi-
ously as important as the growing and milling of the grain. Still
less attention has been devoted to the post-Civil War rice indus-
try. Apparently, the freeing of the slaves along the rice coast
killed the interest of historians, although a vastly larger modern
rice industry based on free labor spread from the lower Missis-
sippi Valley to California.

Professor Dethloff has done the historical profession a major
service by filling in the void. He began his account with an excel-
lent brief summary of the familiar story of the development of
slave-worked rice plantations in South Carolina and Georgia
during the 1685-1865 period and the introduction of rice plan-
tations into Louisiana along the Mississippi River. His principal
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contribution to our knowledge of the industry during this
romantic era is a well-researched account of the system by which
the grain was moved from plantation to markets overseas. Dur-
ing his research on this phase of the history of the industry,
Dethloff discovered that rice contributed almost as much as cot-
ton to the growth of the port of New York.

The greater part of the author’s study is devoted to the rice
industry of the post-Civil War period where he has worked vir-
gin soil. According to Dethloff, rice continued to be produced
along the Mississippi River into the 1890s. Then the old river
plantations lost out to new units that employed machines and
water supplied by irrigation companies on the prairies of south-
western Louisiana and Texas, and later in California. The grain
was prepared for market in the new era not by the old plantation
mills but by commercial mills of a new type. The modern mills
required development of new strains of rice that could be pro-
cessed with minimum breakage of the grains.

Dethloff found that the modern rice industry has been
plagued more by marketing problems than by a need for im-
proved methods of cultivation and milling. As in the case of
sugar, American rice faced intense competition from low-cost
growers which forced the industry to depend heavily upon the
federal government. From early in the nineteenth century,
tariffs reserved the small American market for the American
growers, and since the 1930s, the United States Departmant  of
Agricultrue  has worked to limit production while at the same
time trying to expand foreign markets. Through trade associa-
tions, the growers have tried to help themselves by promoting
consumption of the grain in regions where the population has
not been accustomed to eating rice.

Dethloff’s account of this important segment of American
agriculture will be of great interest to students of American
economic history to whom it is directed. General readers, how-
ever, may find it too lacking in human interest for their tastes.

Florida State University JOHN  HEBRON  MOORE
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The Creation of Confederate Nationalism: Ideology and Identity in the

Civil War South. By Drew Gilpin Faust. (Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State University Press, 1988. 110 pp. Preface and
acknowledgments, photographs, illustrations, notes, index.
$19.95.)

In her Walter Lynwood Fleming lectures of 1987, Drew Gil-
pin Faust has undertaken to describe, explain, and analyze Con-
federate nationalism. These lectures were expanded and are
now published in this brief work, The Creation of Confederate
Nationalism. Professor Faust has divided her book into five parts.
In an opening chapter she discusses the problem of Confederate
nationalism and then considers the impact of religion, politics,
the dilemmas posed by modernization, and the stresses of con-
flict and slavery on the initial goals of the new Confederate
States,

Faust fully appreciates the difficulties of her task. In many
ways the Confederacy was the product of the drive by a power-
ful elite minority of planters, professionals, and intellectuals to
ensure their interests against what they perceived to be the inim-
ical policies of a modernizing North. Yet at the same time, this
class interest had to face similar forces within in its own geog-
raphical sphere of influence. Confederate nationalism, as Faust
rightly states, was conceived in a paradox which opinion leaders
in the government, the army, and the community were never
able to resolve.

Drawing on current sociological explanations, as well as
modern historical literature, Faust draws a picture of the Con-
federacy during wartime that emphasizes her theme of confu-
sion and dilemma regarding war aims. In this portrayal, she
argues that internal contradictions determined the outcome of
the conflict. Thus, it was the failure of Confederate leadership
to create an abiding sense of mission that finally doomed the
new nation, not the industrial might of the North. Despite the
earnest efforts of the government and community leaders to
generalize their particular interest into a specific defense of
hearth and home against an alien invader, in her view, the ar-
ticulate population became more concerned about its standard
of living and its battlefield losses than about the Union’s threat
to individual freedom. Even the fears of racial leveling and
northern-imposed worker discipline that were constantly
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harped upon in the press and from the pulpit were insufficient
to forge a consensus that mobilized public opinion.

Faust discusses ably the critical problem the Confederacy
faced in adapting a largely agrarian economy to the demands
of war and still preserving the liberties that it had proclaimed it
was fighting to maintain from the beginning of the conflict.
Influenced by the work of E. P. Thompson, she shows how the
paternalistic ethos of the slave-plantation order quickly began
to break down in meeting the material needs of the urban and
urbanizing population where the articulate segments of society
were concentrated. Bread riots in the cities she cites as evidence
of class conflict that went to the very heart not just of Confeder-
ate identity but the entire moral and social order of the state.
In stressing the strident criticism that came from the more
urban, less economically self-sufficient population, Faust ne-
glects to some extent rural disaffection. Had she consulted Con-
federate documents that were published in the Official Records
Series, she would have found additional material concerning
subversion that would have further reinforced her point.

Faust’s work is insightful and well worth reading if not for
any explanation of nationalism along the lines of Carlton Hayes,
Hans Kohn, and a host of cultural anthropologists who have
studied the phenomenon, but for her careful examination of
social institutions in the wartime Confederacy and their re-
sponses under the stresses of conflict.

The Claremont Graduate School JOHN  NIVEN

Mary Todd Lincoln: A Biography. By Jean H. Baker. (New York:
W. W. Norton and Company, 1987. xv, 429 pp. Acknowledg-
ments, introduction, illustrations, notes, index. $19.95.)

History written from a male perspective has been especially
unkind to Mary Todd Lincoln. She was the essence of uncon-
ventionality. Her eccentric behavior finally landed her in an
asylum. In this full-scale biography, historian Jean Baker argues
that Mary deserves better. Because Mary left no published work,
Baker has become a detective and pieced together her life
through letters, diaries, and newspaper accounts. Chapter titles
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such as “Mary Todd’s Lexington” illustrates that Baker has writ-
ten as much about the times as the life.

Mary was notorious for her bad temper, which some have
concluded accounted for her inability to keep servants. After
looking at Mary’s economic records, Baker concludes that par-
simony rather than bad temper was the key. Baker also notes:
“Such judgements remove her from her time and place.
Everyone had difficulties keeping hired girls” (p. 106).

Mary’s enthusiasm for politics set her apart from her peers
but gained her attention from a father and later a husband.
Baker argues that Mary was constantly in turmoil, “Thus Mary
Lincoln mirrored the civil war raging around her and her fre-
quent flashes of anger emerged, like those of the ruptured
Union, from a profound ambivalence about herself” (p. 181).

Mary adjusted poorly to widowhood. She wandered around
Europe and settled temporarily in Chicago where she overspent
her funds and waited impatiently for Congress to grant her a
pension as they had other widows of Union soldiers. Years later,
Congress begrudgingly obliged. The public trial necessary to
commit her to an asylum was a farce concocted by her son
Robert. The medical doctors never examined her; her own
lawyer helped the prosecutor. Consequently, she was committed
on circumstantial evidence. Her biggest fault was not behaving
appropriately for a lady of her background. Baker argues that
Mary was more disturbing than disturbed, a victim of a broken
heart more than a ruined mind. Mary suffered from a person-
ality disorder of narcissism for which we do not normally in-
stitutionalize people today.

This book represents the finest of the genre of biography.
It is solid in every way, thoroughly researched, and concisely
and cleverly written. Baker tries to understand Mary; she does
not make apologies for her eccentricities. Rather, Baker reviews
and reinterprets her evidence based on twentieth-century in-
sights in psychology and women’s history. The result is a master-
ful account that is recommended reading for students and scho-
lars of the nineteenth century.

Indiana University D'ANN  CAMPBELL
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An Irishman in Dixie: Thomas Conolly’s Diary of the Fall of the Confed-
eracy. Edited by Nelson D. Lankford. (Columbia: University
of South Carolina Press, 1988. xi, 154 pp. Preface, introduc-
tion, photographs, epilog, appendices, index. $24.95.)

War-weary residents of Richmond must have been bemused
by the arrival, March 8, 1865, of Thomas Conolly, an Irish
member of Parliament given to bounding enthusiasm for the
dying Confederate cause. Two weeks later, the master of
Castletown House in County Kildare noted in his diary: “Always
darkest before the dawn! What a dawn Independence.” His op-
timism was a product, in part, of the British press’s reluctance
to lay down its rose-tinted glasses in reporting on the Confeder-
acy’s fortunes. But Conolly’s sentiments also reflected his ebul-
lient if eccentric personality.

The Tory backbencher, who had inherited one of Ireland’s
great Palladian country houses, naturally identified with South-
erners’ agrarian values and gentrified outlook. Furthermore, he
saw an opportunity to make a small fortune by running Rebel
cotton through the Yankee blockade— all the while doing his
part to cheer Southerners on to victory. Conolly achieved only
half of his ambition.

Damage from an Atlantic storm prevented the ship that he
and his partners had outfitted from completing its journey. Still,
Conolly managed to reach Shallotte Inlet, North Carolina,
aboard one of the last ships to slip through the blockade. Thus,
he managed to visit the Confederacy before it sank into the
sunset, meet some of its principal leaders, and return home
without seeing the inside of a Yankee jail or causing a major
diplomatic scandal. The luck of the Irish was never better.

Conolly preserved the record of his exploits in a large
leather-bound ledger. His grammar defies most of the rules,
and his frequent abbreviations slow the reader’s progress. The
wonder, however, is that this unusual account survived after
Castletown passed from the family’s possession.

From a photocopy made available to the Virginia Historical
Association, Nelson D. Lankford, editor of the Virginia Magazine
of History and Biography, has transcribed Conolly’s words pretty
much as he wrote them, adding ample footnotes to guide the
reader through the many references to names and places.

Our Irishman is an exaggerated example of that once-
flourishing species of well-heeled young rakes, given as youths
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to riding to the hounds, picking up prostitutes, and enjoying
other forms of going to the dogs. As a more mature forty-two-
year-old adult, Conolly embarks on his personal mission to the
American South, providing, if nothing else, comic relief to what
otherwise was a dreary closing act. Decked out in red breeches
and flannel shirt, he mixes gayly among “every species of grey,
brown, fresh, threadbare, janty & ragged uniform,” as he jour-
neys from the Carolina front to besieged Petersburg.

Confederate leaders, perhaps unsure about what else to do
with their distinguished guest, admit him to their society. He
dines with General Robert E. Lee on a fat turkey and a bottle
of old Madeira, then returns later to attend a conference of war.
President and Mrs. Davis entertain the Irishman, though Con-
olly complains in his diary of Mrs. Davis’s sharp tongue. At
General Cadmus Wilcox’s invitation, he peers at Yankee pickets
near the dismantled Weldon Railroad. He also visits Admiral
Raphael Semmes’s fleet, blissfully oblivious to the exhausted
morale of its seamen. Indeed, a novelist would not dare put
such a character in so many remarkable places in such a short
time.

When Richmond is about to fall, Conolly not only is present
but is attending the church service from which President Davis
is summoned with the bad news. After fleeing the city, Conolly
works his way down the Potomac aboard a rat-infested rogue
schooner. The Yankees suspect its captain has been trading with
the graybacks. Conolly reaches Washington before President
Lincoln is assassinated, then goes on to tour several northern
cities before returning to Ireland, ending his three-month ad-
venture.

There is romance, danger, high society, espionage— all the
things that any diarist might hope to record. Conolly belongs in
a Gilbert and Sullivan operetta— a man, as Lankford observes,
“for all his faults just too engaging for anyone to dislke.” He
died quietly in 1876 at age fifty-three, having amassed consider-
able debts to burden his family.

Yet Thomas Conolly, thanks to the devotion of his editor,
has left posterity one of the more colorful memoirs of the Amer-
ican Civil War. Colorful not only because of what he saw but
also because of who he was.

Orlando Sentinel BAILEY  THOMSON
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Those Terrible Carpetbaggers: A Reinterpretation. By Richard Nelson
Current. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988. xii, 475
pp. Cast of characters, foreword, illustrations, afterword, ac-
knowledgments, notes, index. $24.95.)

If any informed historian still believes the old mythology of
ill-educated, greedy, corrupt Northerners flocking to the South
after the Congressional Reconstruction Acts of 1867 to plunder
and misgovern an innocent people, they should be enlightened
by Professor Richard N. Current’s distinguished collective biog-
raphy of ten representative carpetbaggers. Seven of the ten were
college educated. Of the three who were not, one was a news-
paper editor, and the other two studied and practiced law. Only
Harrison Reed of Florida, who was too old, had not served with
distinction in the Union Army, and all except George E.
Spencer, Mississippi, were in the South before blacks were en-
franchised. Most of them owned property in their adopted state,
and several of them brought their own money south to help
rebuild a war-torn land.

This book is far more than fascinating biographical sketches
of selected carpetbaggers. Current masterfully weaves the lives
of his subjects into a chronological treatment of Reconstruction
that sheds light on national, as well as local and state, politics.
The author strives to view events through the eyes of the carpet-
baggers, yet objectively reveals facts unfavorable to them. All
accepted black suffrage, but not all supported black equality
with equal fervor. Harrison Reed of Florida was not particularly
concerned about blacks. He was more interested in railroad con-
struction and cooperation between industrious Northerners and
enterprising white Floridians such as ex-Senator David Levy
Yulee. After the 1868 Florida constitutional convention, at
which Reed defeated the Radical Republicans, he wrote Yulee:
“The destructors have been overthrown and the state saved to
‘law and order.’ . . . Under our constitution the judiciary and
state officers will be appointed, and the apportionment will pre-
vent a Negro legislature” (p. 90). On the other hand, state Sen-
ator Albert T. Morgan married a black school teacher in Yazoo
County, Mississippi, and Albion W. Tourgee constantly risked
his life and prosperity for equality. Though Tourgee was ulti-
mately forced to leave North Carolina, he retained his en-
thusiasm for equality and he wrote the main brief of the Plessy
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v. Ferguson Supreme Court case in 1896. Henry Clay Warmouth
of Louisiana began his political career as a radical, but came to
agree with white Southerners. Daniel H. Chamberlain, initially
conservative on the race question, was temporarily radicalized
in South Carolina by white fraud and terror. Whatever their
views of blacks, all of the carpetbaggers faced murderous, un-
principled Democratic opposition when they took office.

Current finds his representative carpetbaggers better edu-
cated and certainly no less honest than their Democratic coun-
terparts. Then why a century of obloquy? All ten men in varying
degrees encouraged the freedmen to exercise their recently
granted political rights. “This was the basic reason for the anti-
carpetbagger animus” (p. 425). Democrats quickly learned that
violence and discrediting their opposition were more effective
than the ballot. The Democrats mastered the technique of the
“Big Lie,” and a basically racist North, with an incredibly flabby
impressionability, eventually accepted the falsehoods. Southern
propagandists were ably assisted by the liberal Republicans who
rewrote history with little regard for the truth in the 1872 elec-
tion. They attacked President Grant by attacking the carpetbag-
gers. They failed to defeat Grant, but in their attempt to do so,
“they helped fix the reputation of carpetbaggers as villains of
the most despicable sort” (p. 264).

This vividly written (even the indifferent reader may have
difficulty putting it down), brilliantly organized book is a wel-
come treatment of Reconstruction and the effort to establish
democratic, biracial governments in the South. It clearly de-
serves a prominent place in the literature of Reconstruction.

Florida State University JOE  M. RICHARDSON

Disease and Distinctiveness in the American South. Edited by Todd
L. Savitt and James Harvey Young. (Knoxville: University of
Tennessee Press, 1988. xvii, 211 pp. Contributors, preface,
photographs, illustrations, notes, selected bibliography,
index. $24.95.)

The physical environment of the South in general, and its
diseases in particular, constitute the stuff of this volume. The
book grew out of a 1982 session at the Southern Historical Asso-
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ciation annual meeting on the question, “Was disease a factor in
southern distinctiveness?”

A crisp opening essay by James O. Breeden deftly probes
the diverse historiographical currents dealing with the enduring
question of southern distinctiveness, and leaves no doubt that
disease belongs in the explanatory mainstream. The South’s
unique experience with health hazards, both microbial and nu-
tritional, created a “negative image of the South that retarded
regional development by discouraging immigration and invest-
ment . . . while at the same time, a high incidence of disease . . .
symbolized . . . a region of poverty, ignorance, backwardness,
and insularity.” The net effect was a sizable contribution “to
making the region a distinctive subculture” (p. 8).

The remainder of Professor Breeden’s essay presents a suc-
cinct overview of the southern health experience from the
eighteenth to the mid-twentieth century. In so doing, he intro-
duces four of the principal diseases that were responsible for
the South’s reputation for being a less than salubrious region—
malaria, yellow fever, hookworm, and pellagra.

These are dealt with successively by Professor John Duffy,
Jo Ann Carrigan, Alan Marcus, and Elizabeth Etheridge, each
an expert on the ailments they examine. Three of the diseases—
malaria, hookworm, and pellagra— constituted the region’s so-
called “lazy diseases” and were endemic to the region. Of this
trio, only malaria ever ventured northward in any strength, and
by the time of the Civil War, it was receding there, and it became
the exclusive property of the South in the present century. In
the case of yellow fever, it was the coastal cities of the North that
suffered most in the eighteenth century. But in the following
century, it became a southern plague. Its periodic appearances
were often devastating in the death rolls that they generated.
The nation was horrified, and potential newcomers believed
that it might be safer to settle elsewhere.

Climate was part of the reason why these diseases revealed
a special preference for Southerners. It encouraged the breed-
ing and longevity of the mosquito vectors of malaria and yellow
fever and promoted hookworm proliferation. In addition, cli-
mate encouraged the development of a one-crop economy for
much of the region, and this, coupled with poverty, forced the
circumscribed “meat, meal and molasses” regimen that resulted
in pellagra for countless thousands. But, as the authors make
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clear, as the etiologies of these illnesses were unraveled and
preventive measures taken, climate became increasingly irrele-
vant. Today the South is as healthy or healthier than other re-
gions of the country, and climate is one of its chief attractions.

The coeditors conclude the work with two other distinctive
southern health matters. Professor Savitt masterfully surveys
questions of slave health and black-related disease, while Profes-
sor Young, in a charming essay, discusses the Southerners’ ad-
diction (often literally) to self-dosing with patent medicines.

This is a remarkably successful and totally professional effort
for which the authors, editors, and publisher are all to be con-
gratulated. The book is well produced, and each of the essays
contains fresh research. There are none of the usual problems
of unevenness in the essays that frequently mar such an under-
taking, and none in which authors lose sight of the central theme
and wander off on their own.

In short, the volume achieves the dual aims of the editors
which was to provide, in a single volume, a profile of the major
diseases that plagued the South on the one hand, and to intro-
duce a consideration of the impact of disease into the search for
southern distinctiveness on the other.

Bowling Green State University KENNETH  F. K IPLE

The Education of Blacks in the South, 1860-1935. By James D. An-
derson. (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1988. xiv, 366 pp. Acknowledgments, introduction, tables
and figures, illustrations, epilogue, notes, bibliography,
index. $32.50 cloth; $10.95 paper.)

This study is an important contribution that takes a fresh
look at black education in the South from Reconstruction to the
Great Depression. Professor Anderson has used extensive pri-
mary and archival sources to “tell the story of the unique system
of public and private education that developed by and for black
southerners between 1860 and 1935” (p. 1). In his study, the
author has revisited the intellectual and ideological debates con-
cerning black education during the period to give the reader a
better understanding of what actually occurred in the develop-
ment and organization of black elementary, normal, and sec-
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ondary schools, as well as colleges, in the southern United States.
Anderson describes how the first movement was started by ex-
slaves to develop an education system that would affirm their
emancipation. It could be called the first crusade for universal
education in the South.

The author takes issue with some scholars who suggested
that successful planters supported universal education for blacks
after the Civil War. The author notes that prominent planters
had internalized a social view of the ex-slave that made it diff-
cult for them to support universal education for blacks. They
could not reconcile the education of blacks with the political
economy of the South.

In the aftermath of the Compromise of 1877, the Hampton-
Tuskegee model of education was pushed vigorously by white
northern philanthropists in the South. They believed that prom-
inent white Southerners would support such schools if they
adhered to a certain social ideology predicated on black political,
social, and economic subordination in the South and the coun-
try. At this point, Anderson convincingly shows that northern
philanthropists were not as humanitarian and visionary-minded
concerning black education as some have claimed, but they
sought to use their power, influence, and wealth largely to con-
trol the role, scope, and purpose of black education in the South.
This resulted in the philanthropists basically funding only black
institutions that advocated “industrial education,” in their strug-
gle for ideological hegemony.

Anderson contends that the view northern philanthropists
had about the northern working classes formed the ideological
basis for their insisting on industrial education for blacks in the
South. This social philosophy was based on the premise that
blacks could be socialized better, and thereby controlled more
effectively, through industrial education, while maintaining so-
cial stability and economic prosperity in the South.

Northern philanthropists, according to the author, believed
that their vision of education for blacks would meet the approval
of most white Southerners. But the struggle for ideological
hegemony concerning black education would separate these two
groups during this period. Anderson also indicates that the issue
of who would control the education of blacks would not only
separate most blacks from northern phlanthropists  and white
Southerners, but also from their once closest allies— northern
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missionaries— by the 1930s. Anderson creditably shows that
most ex-slaves wanted to determine for themselves the type of
education that would best extend their freedom. Many blacks,
Anderson notes, were opposed to industrial education because
it basically prepared them for unskilled, semiskilled, or plain
dead-end occupations in an emerging industrial society.

As the author implies, more studies at the state and local
levels are needed to develop a better understanding of what
actually existed in the way of black schools and colleges from
1860 to 1935, and the impact that northern philanthropists had
on transforming formerly liberal arts institutions into industrial
schools in their attempt to control the education of blacks in the
South. This is certainly true since little information is given in
this study on the education of blacks in Florida during this
period.

This book is clearly written and quite provocative. It should
be of value to both the scholar and the general reader who seek
a fresh reinterpretation of black education in the South from
the Reconstruction era to the Great Depression.

Florida A&M University LARRY  E. RIVERS

C. Vann Woodward, Southerner. By John Herbert Roper. (Athens:
University of Georgia Press, 1987. xi, 393 pp. Acknowledg-
ments, note to readers, introduction, appendices, notes, bib-
liography, index. $24.95.)

In writing the book about “the most significant historian of
our age,” Professor Roper informs us at the outset that it is not
a biography in the usual sense but is an extended essay about
one Southerner. The work is an intellectual history of Comer
Vann Woodward, a most extraordinary Southerner. In this con-
text, the volume is likely to attract its largest readership from
professional historians and serious history “buffs.” The author
has painstakingly constructed this work using virtually all of the
written works of Woodward, including book reviews, articles,
and addresses, and an extensive list of other historical works, all
of which make up a bibliography of thirty-eight pages of closely
set type.
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The author has divided the book into ten chapters, each
focussing on what he sees as a distinct stage in Woodward’s life.
Roper is of that sensible school of historians who believe that
historians’ viewpoints and judgements are shaped by the intel-
lectual milieu in which they have lived, studied, and researched;
consequently, he provides extensive discussions of the events,
people, schools of thought, and ideals which Woodward has
imbibed at various stages of his life. This is not to say that Roper
paints him as a blank slate on which the events of his times wrote
his story, but rather that those influences were perhaps
parameters within which Woodward lived his “dilemma of dissi-
dence and professionalism.”

The major theme of the book is the dualism that runs
through Woodward’s character and his work, a tension that the
author sees as “a continuing effort to find a proper balance
between the competing masters of political causes and of disin-
trested scholarship” (p. 59). From early youth in Arkansas,
Woodward developed a distaste for political and religious
hypocrisy and social and economic injustice, and the urge to
participate in reform causes predated his decision to become a
historian.

Woodward’s formal college education began at Henderson-
Brown College in his native state, proceeded on through Emory
University (where he received the Ph.B. degree in 1930), to
Columbia University (M. A., 1932), and concluded at Chapel
Hill where he won the doctorate in history in 1937. His earliest
scholarly interests had been literary, and he had not settled
upon the profession of history until the early 1930s. “He would
be the historian of the New South who would explain the proces-
ses of development behind the story going on around him in
1933: the racism, the regional sense of inferiority and resent-
ment at having that inferiority pointed out, the extreme poverty,
the gawdy politicos, the tall tales, the persistent romancing of
lost causes, the courthouse honeyfuggling, the feed-store, seed-
store realism— the works” (p. 75).

Woodward’s doctoral dissertation on Georgia Populist politi-
cian Tom Watson told the story of a good man, personally
flawed, who tragically went wrong, a tale suggesting the classic
tragic hero. Published by Macmillan, it was greeted with high
praise by the historical profession, and Woodward was on his
way.
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Readers of the Florida Historical Quarterly will be interested

to know that Woodward’s first job after receiving the Ph.D., but
before his Watson was published, was at the University of
Florida. There he formed strong personal and professional ties
with William G. Carleton and Manning J. Dauer, two young
professors in tune with Woodward’s social and economic con-
cerns. The friendships with Carleton and Dauer were to be intel-
lectually significant for Woodward as long as the two Florida
professors lived. In the chapter on Woodward’s short stay at
Florida, however, the author reveals a misunderstanding of the
organizational structure of the University, and he makes several
errors of fact.

Vann Woodward emerges from these pages as a professional
convinced of the value of history as a corrective for errors of
the present, as a practitioner of the idea that the past is not
irrelevant. His most controversial book, The Strange Career of Jim
Crow, which Martin Luther King called the bible of the civil
rights movement, was an attempt to correct the segregationists’
claim that legal separation of the races had been the unchange-
able pattern of race relations in the South. Woodward turned
to the thirty years after the Civil War and showed that legal
segregation, for the most part, had NOT been the dominant
pattern of race relations. On a later occasion, during the Water-
gate controversy when defenders of Richard Nixon argued that
he had done nothing other presidents had not done, Woodward
organized a team of fourteen historians whose researches re-
vealed that indeed many of the Nixon abuses were unpre-
cedented. Passed on to a Congressional committee, the report
“so effectively countered what had earlier seemed the credible
assumption that ‘everbody’s done it’ that soon no one was really
defending Nixon anymore” (p. 265).

The two examples cited above, however, should not leave
the impression that Woodward was only the activist. His Watson
stands as a landmark in the field of historical biography, and his
Origins of the New South, 1872-1913 is a monumental corrective
for an age too often written about by the myth-makers and
romanticizers. Woodward’s scholarship has been imaginative,
revisionist, thorough, and often has opened our eyes to previ-
ously unexamined questions. Biographer Roper has not ap-
proached his subject reverently but has pointed up shortcom-
ings, such as his reputed poor performance on the lecture plat-
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form and a perhaps exaggerated liking to engage in contro-
versy. He has not hesitated to make sweeping judgements about
what he perceives to be failures in Woodward’s character and
work. This reviewer occasionally quailed at some of the judge-
ments of this junior historian which seem to have been so easily
rendered against the old master. Yet one does not believe that
malice was involved because Professor Roper shows genuine ad-
miration for Woodward. “The essential gift which this man has
presented to us is, in fact, the whole of his career: in all that he
has said and done, in all that he has written and taught, even
when he was wrong and even in questions where the very idea
of a final verdict of ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ is problematic, he has
found a past that he can use, he has used it well, and he leaves
us with a clear sense of the privilege conferred by the past he
has showed us and an equally clear sense of the duty imposed
by that past” (p. 307).

Readers who are not historians may find enlightenment
about the profession in this book; those who are historians may
attain a clearer appreciation of Comer Vann Woodward.

University of Florida HERBERT  J. D OHERTY

The Life and Death of the Solid South: A Political History. By Dewey
W. Grantham. (Lexington: The University Press of Kentucky,
1988. xiv, 257 pp. Editor’s preface, preface, tables, graphs,
maps, illustrations, epilogue, notes, bibliographical essay,
index. $25.00.)

Writing about southern politics has become a major growth
industry. Just in the past five years, two major reinterpretations
have appeared— Alxander  Lamis, The Two-Pary South, and Earl
and Merle Black, Politics and Society in the South—  as well as an
important collection of essays, Contemporary Southern Politics,
edited by James F. Lea. The model remains V. O. Key, Jr.‘s
Southern Politics in State and Nation. Scholars measure the changes
in southern politics from the characteristics established by Key,
especially the dominance of the Black Belt, white supremacy,
and the Democratic party. Professor Grantham addresses
primarily this last element in the southern political triumverate,
tracing the rise of the Solid South from the turbulence of post-
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Reconstruction era politics to its eventual decline beginning in
the 1930s.

The book provides what we have come to expect from this
superb student of twentieth-century southern history. Gran-
tham has read widely and has synthesized the material in a lively,
intelligent narrative concluding that while the Solid South is
gone, the culture that nurtured it— including personalism,
localism, morality, the sense of past, and race— still plays an
important role in delineating the new two-party South. Gran-
tham provides succinct sketches of state political events and per-
sonalities over the past century to illuminate his theme of change
and persistence. Though each state experienced the fac-
tionalism inherent in one-party politics, charismatic individuals,
geographic divisions, and local issues such as Prohibition re-
sulted in different political landscapes in each state. In Florida,
for example, politics early in the century revolved around the
strong figure of Napoleon Bonapart Broward, though later the
geographic and ideological divisions between the northern and
southern parts of the state dominated. Grantham views post-
World War II Florida correctly as not so much an aberrant
outlier of southern politics as a herald of the urbanization and
demographic diversity that have stimulated the rise of the Re-
publican party in the rest of the region.

Though Grantham concludes that “After a long life, the
Solid South is dead!” (p. 208), his analysis supports the view that
the Solid South led a rather short and somewhat shaky life. The
Democratic party emerged out of the Populist debacle of the
1890s in control but far from united. During the Wilson era and
in the 1920s southern Democrats probably enjoyed their great-
est influence nationally and within the party, but early during
what Grantham refers to as the “classic period” of southern
politics— the three decades after World War I— rifts were be-
coming apparent within the national Democratic organization
and at home. In 1944, the South voted solidly Democratic for
president for the last time in this century, and though the Old
Guard attempted to use the Cold War and civil rights to remain
in power, a newer generation of leaders emerged; often from
the growing cities and towns of the South, with more moderate
racial views and a more activist view of government, especially
for the promotion of economic development.

While the Republicans gained their initial entree into the
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region, especially in the Deep South, as a result of the race issue
during the 1960s, the predominantly white middle-class migra-
tion into the South and the rapid growth of the metropolitan
areas, especially at the suburban fringes, have made Republican
stances, on the economy and fiscal responsibility equally if not
more attractive than the subtle appeals to race. Grantham, like
Lamis, appreciates the difficulty of southern Democrats in
balancing black and white interests, and like the blacks, contends
that the balancing act, plus the conservatism of southern Repub-
licans, are not likely to lead to major policy changes and that the
political process in the South today is primarily a white middle-
class affair. So while the Solid South is gone, the issues and
culture that sustained it remain, in many cases. In a sense, south-
ern voters never left the Democratic party of their forebears;
the new Democratic party left the South. The book is appropri-
ate as a supplemental text in southern history courses.

University of North Carolina, Charlotte DAVID  R. GOLDFIELD

Rethinking the South: Essays in Intellectual History. By Michael
O’Brien. (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press,
1988. xii, 271 pp. Acknowledgments, illustrations, introduc-
tion, notes, index. $29.50.)

Michael O’Brien has compiled and updated ten essays (writ-
ten over a period of some fifteen years) designed to present a
new perspective on the intellectual history of the American
South. O’Brien, a native Englishman and Professor of American
History at Miami of Ohio, provides a unique, “resident alien”
view of the South. He vigorously argues that the South (H. L.
Mencken notwithstanding) has a significant and interesting in-
tellectual culture despite its provincialism and despite the fact
that rabid anti-intelletualism (exacerbated by poverty and
evangelicalism) in the South left southern writers and savants
criticized or ignored.

O’Brien writes not on the collective mind of the South but
on the minds of individual thinkers and their collective dis-
course. He ruminates about such disparate southern intellectu-
als as W. J. Cash, Hugh Legare, C. Vann Woodward, Allen
Tate, Edwin Mims, Howard Odum, and James Agee, as well as
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seemingly every significant writer, historian, and pundit in
southern history.

In his analysis, O’Brien does a thorough and often brilliant
job of juxtaposing the historical development of southern
thought with a precise and insightful discussion of the historio-
graphical interpretations of southern intellectual history. The
author emphasizes the importance of Romanticism as part of
the cultural glue holding the heterogeneous southern society
together. O’Brien also attempts, with some success, to shift the
burden of understanding the mind of the South away from the
old themes espoused by Allen Tate and other literary critics
toward the fresh and vibrant scholarship of recent intellectual
historians. O’Brien sees these historians, notably Daniel Singal,
Bertram Wyatt-Brown, and Eugene Genovese, as providing
coherence, order, and synthesis to the past. In their analysis of
the past, O’Brien argues, historians enable readers to under-
stand the real, not imagined, meaning of southern history.

O’Brien’s historical essays, as he hopes, serve to illuminate
and clarify while challenging traditional views of the South. Al-
though the essays are highly selective and do not always fit into
a schematic pattern (no compilation of essays ever does), the
essays are intelligently argued, full of biting wit— O’Brien refers
to historians seeking their facts from the coprolites  of the past—
and always discerning. Frequenty O’Brien overstates his case,
but this penchant gives us a book provocative enough to provide
intellectual fodder for critics and admirers alike. Some essays
are too discursive— there is far more information than one
needs about Hugh Legare— and there are examples of mud-
dled, arcane, and digressive arguments. In toto, however, the
book is a tour de force. O’Brien has extraordinary understand-
ing about architecture, literature, sociology, Italian art, jazz, and
philosophy. From Hegel to Byron to Goethe to Walter Scott to
Emerson, O’Brien demonstrates an encyclopedic knowledge of
both men and ideas.

He writes with verve and distinction and never more pun-
gently than with his devastating dissection of W. J. Cash’s The
Mind of the South. Cash, according to O’Brien, saw a South with
no mind at all, only a hedonistic and irrational temperament.
O’Brien sees the South with a rich intellectual tradition and
views Cash as a bitter, lonely man with little grasp of political
history, women, slavery, or the Old South. O’Brien’s scathing
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denunciation of Cash required a “necromancer to piece together
the shattered bones, torn sinews, and spilled blood” of Cash’s
riddled corpse.

This book is clearly not for the casual reader. Much is ex-
pected from the invited dinner guest, but the meal is a highly
seasoned repast of considerable reward.

University of Florida JULIAN  M. PLEASANTS

Shades of the Sunbelt: Essays on Ethnicity, Race, and the Urban South.
Edited by Randall M. Miller and George E. Pozzetta. (New
York: Greenwood Press, 1988. xvii, 229 pp. Preface, acknowl-
edgments, tables and illustrations, bibliographic essay, index,
note on editors and contributors. $39.95.)

The contrast between the historical South of white supre-
macy, Anglo-Saxon heritage, Protestant community values, and
rural hegemony, and today’s Sunbelt South with biracial politics,
Hispanic, Caribbean, and southeast Asian settlers, increasingly
secular-commercial values, and urban-suburban settings could
hardly be greater. In this volume, eleven scholars examine
causes and consequences of the dramatic changes that have oc-
curred, largely since World War II. The results are thoughtful,
yet incomplete. New social forces are examined, but older south-
ern traits still remain, even in Florida, and need synthesis.

For Florida Historical Quarterly readers, the essays on change
in Florida are particularly illuminating. Raymond Arsenault and
Gary Mormino dramatically portray the contrasting Floridas of
1880, 1930, and 1980. One hundred years ago, Florida was a
frontier state of only 269,493 people, mostly young, mostly na-
tive born, mostly living on the northern rim. Today Florida is a
cosmopolitan, urbanized state of almost 10,000,000 people, few
of whom are natives and 80 percent of whom live south of Ocala.
Florida is known for its retirees, Hispanics, race riots, space
technology, and tourist meccas linked by interstate highways.

Narrowing the Florida focus, Raymond Mohl examines re-
cent ethnic politics in metropolitan Miami. White Anglos have
lost control of city government to Hispanics, but maintain their
dominance of the Dade County Commission. African-Amer-
icans have lost ground in both areas, as well as in the competition
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for jobs and services. Ethnicity, Mohl concludes, has come “to
dominate the political landscape in the Miami metropolitan area
for some time to come” (p. 156).

Less dramatic than Dade County politics, Robert Harney de-
scribes the Canadian migration to Florida. Again, ethnicity plays
a major role as Anglo Canadians tend to settle on the Gulf coast
and French Canadians along the Atlantic seaboard. Meanwhile,
more Italian Americans now live in Fort Lauderdale than in
New Haven, New Orleans, or Baltimore (p. 185).

The experiences of race and ethnicity extend beyond Florida
across the Sunbelt. Deborah Dash Moore writes about the mig-
ration of Jews to cities across the region, largely for occupational
reasons. Gary McDonogh describes the “Ethnicity, Urbanization
and Historical Consciousness in Savannah.” Christopher Silver
compares changing neighborhoods in Memphis and Richmond.
Ronald Bayor examines political change in Atlanta, Miami, San
Antonio, and Houston. Julia Kirk Blackwelder focuses on the
impact of race and ethnicity in women’s lives. George Pozzetta
sums up the unfinished agenda on migration, raising questions
and pointing to new directions for study. An excellent bibliog-
raphical essay provides direction for further reading or re-
search.

This volume offers valuable information about recent social
change, not only for students and scholars, but also for jour-
nalists, politicians, planners, and other thoughful  readers con-
cerned about the changing character and future direction of the
urban Sunbelt.

University of North Florida JAMES  B. CROOKS

Cuba: Between Reform. and Revolution. By Louis A. Pérez, Jr. (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1988. xii, 504 pp. Preface
and acknowledgments, map, tables, political chronology,
selective guide to the literature, index. $24.95 cloth; $12.95
paper.)

“It happened quite suddenly, and so quickly, all quite impro-
bably: a revolution overthrew a repressive regime, to the general
approval and acclaim of all. Within the space of twenty-four
months, Cuba had been transformed into the first Marxist-
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Leninist state in the Western Hemisphere. . . . And the question
arose immediately, and persisted subsequently: why?” (p. vii).
Thus begins Louis A. Pérez’s most recent book, a survey text
that will no doubt be the standard for university courses on
Cuba for years to come. This opening question provides the
book with an interpretative rationale which is supported by a
body of historical data that will be familiar to anyone who has
followed Pérez’s professional development and prolific scholarly
output. Dozens of social scientists have offered explanations of
how Cuba became a communist state by analyzing the islands
political and socioeconomic situation since World War II, but
Pérez convincingly demonstrates that an answer must derive
from the historical record. He thus combines the need for a
good and relatively brief survey text with a need to answer what
is one of the essential questions of Cuban and, perhaps, modern
Latin American history.

Pérez develops his analysis within the framework of two
themes that “have remained fundamentally fixed and firm” in
Cuban history: the constant need for change within an inher-
ently exclusionary society and the “ideological duality” that has
sought to promote that change. Influencing, or sometimes de-
fining, these characteristics of change and duality were Cuba’s
dependent relationship with “more powerful patron states” and
reliance on a sugar export economy. With great skill and in his
usual eloquence, Pérez shows not only that these themes recur
throughout Cuba’s history but are essential to understanding
Fidel Castro’s rise to power in 1959.

Throughout his chronological organization of the material,
Pérez carefully weaves these basic themes to show how a nation
characterized by a dependent export economy, a highly
stratified social structure, exaggerated regional disparities, and
limited political autonomy struggled for change and self-deter-
mination. Reform and revolution were the options, and
throughout its history Cuba frequently sought solutions through
both. Whether to be achieved through reform or revolution,
however, visions of change and self-determination were never
unanimous. Liberal and radical concepts competed, but Cuba’s
economic and political dependence allowed only limited pos-
sibilities. In one way or another, Cuban self-determination was
always frustrated. And this is the heart of Pérez’s answer to his
initial question. The accumulated frustrations and the
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nationalist fervor engendered by Cuba’s historic inability to con-
trol its own destiny gave Fidel Castro the initial and unpre-
cedented backing of the mass of the Cuban people and the
means for forging a highly pragmatic process that took the is-
land to communism.

If one were to search for a flaw in the book, it is perhaps the
author’s inability to fit events subsequent to 1959 comfortably
within the overall thematic framework. While in some ways the
themes may still apply after 1959, their relevance stem from a
radically divergent context. Perhaps that is why Pérez chose to
treat the final chapter, “Socialist Cuba,” almost as an epilogue.

While this book will no doubt have its critics, and is assuredly
not the last word, it provides an excellent framework for
analysis, discussion, and debate in the classroom. My own
thought is that Pérez has provided us with an indispensable
work that will not soon be surpassed.

University of Texas
Institute of Texan Cultures

JERRY  POYO



BOOK NOTES

A Pictorial History of West Volusia County, 1870-1940 was pub-
lished by the West Volusia Historical Society. The authors are
William J. Dreggors, Jr., and John Stephen Hess. Dr. Evans C.
Johnson of Stetson University served as editor. Pictures of the
residents, their homes, businesses, churches, and schools of the
communities of Osteen, Enterprise, Stone Island, DeBary,
Orange City, Blue Spring, St. Frances, Beresford, Lake Helen,
Cassadaga, DeLand, Glenwood, DeLeon Springs, Volusia, Bar-
berville, Pierson, and Seville are included. There are photo-
graphs of some of the “celebrities” associated with the area, in-
cluding Henry DeLand, Liu Gim Gong, and Bert Fish. Most of
the historic photographs are of ordinary people, and they docu-
ment their day-to-day activities— work, recreation, and family
life. The St. Johns River, as Evans notes in his introduction, has
been the key factor in the history of Volusia County, and many
of the illustrations relate to this waterway. Included are pictures
of landings along the river and tourist hotels and commercial
establishments (stores, fishing camps, and wharfs). There are
also a number of illustrations of Stetson University in DeLand,
which began first as DeLand Academy. The photographs are
rare, and many from private collections are being published for
the first time. Pictorial History of West Volusia County was printed
by E. O. Painter Printing Company, the company that also prints
the Florida Historical Quarterly. The book may be ordered from
West Volusia Historical Society, P. O. Box 3476, DeLand, FL
32723; the price is $30.

Stetson Kennedy, because of his work with the WPA Federal
Writers’ Project in the 1930s was already recognized as a Florida
and southern folklorist and historian when his Palmetto Country
was published in 1942. The palmetto, the cabbage palm, or “the
swamp cabbage” as it also is known, readily adapts itself to soft
marsh, fresh-water swamp, or high ground, grows in Florida
and Georgia, and as far north as Cape Hatteras. Florida and the
southern portions of Georgia and Alabama constitutes the Pal-
metto Country that Kennedy describes. As he travelled through
Florida during the 1930s, Kennedy saw a state that had changed
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little since the nineteenth century. Its economy was mainly ag-
ricultural; lumbering, cattle ranching, turpentining, commerical
fishing, sponging, and cigar manufacturing were major ac-
tivities. Florida was a rural state, and only a handful of her cities
had a population as large as 100,000. Floridians were rural and
family oriented, and religion played a major role in their lives.
Florida was also very much a segregated state. The New Deal
was making a few changes, but the Civil Rights revolution was
still years away. The population explosion, industrialization, and
labor unionization were not things that could be easily predicted
in the Florida described by Kennedy. One of the greatest attrac-
tions of Kennedy’s book are the songs, poems, and folktales that
he includes. Many of these would likely have been lost had Ken-
nedy not had the keen interest in collecting them, the sensitive
ear to listen to them, and the patience to record this material.
Voodoo, jooking, and the lives of the Conchs are only a few of
the subjects covered in Palmetto Country. In the afterword, which
Kennedy added to this reprint, he comments on the many ways
Florida has changed in the half century since he first began
writing this book. He laments the drastic attacks on the environ-
ment— the forests, wildlife, birds, waterways, and the flora and
fauna. He is also unhappy about overconstruction in all parts of
Florida and the absence of beauty in the buildings and shopping
centers that have proliferated. He remains optimistic about the
future, however, and he believes that Florida can be saved so
long as people read and learn about the rich history of the state.
Reprinted by Florida A & M University Press, Tallahassee, Pal-
metto Country sells for $14.95.

True Tales of the Everglades is a collection of short articles by
Stuart Mclver, Florida author and columnist. Several of the ar-
ticles previously appeared in McIver’s Glimpses of South Florida
History, but new stories and photographs have been added to
this monograph. Published by Florida Flair Books, 8955 S.W.
93rd Court, Miami, FL 33176, it sells for $3.95.

Florida Historic Homes, by Laura Stewart and Susanne Hupp,
is an architectural guide and source book to some sixty-five
buildings in all parts of the state. These include historic
houses— great plantation houses, simple cottages, and even slave
cabins (Kingsley Plantation). All of the properties listed have
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been restored and are open to the public. Some operate as res-
taurants and bed-and-breakfast inns, and others are in parks
operated by the state (Even State Gardens, Torreya State Park,
Forest Capital State Park). Regional maps are included, and the
pen and ink illustrations are by H. Patrick Reed. Florida Historic
Homes is a publication of the Orlando Sentinel, Sentinel Com-
munications Company, P. O. Box 1100, Orlando, FL 32802; it
sells for $14.95.

James P. Valentine, whose earlier book of photographs,
Florida: Images of the Landscape, was reviewed in the Florida His-
torical Quarterly, January 1989, has produced another handsome
volume: Callaway Gardens, the Unending Season. The Gardens are
known for their beautiful azaleas, magnolias, and rare foliage,
the lush landscape, the lakes and waterfalls, and the working
vegetable garden. They attract thousands of visitors annually.
Valentine, a resident of Tallahassee, has captured the rare
beauty of the gardens in his color photographs. The popular
Georgia writer, Celestine Sibley, in her foreword, describes how
Cason Callaway, the textile magnate, established the gardens
that have become one of the country’s major attractions. Mrs.
Sibley recalls a visitor’s remark. “Carson Callaway was doing
only what God would do if He had the money.” Callaway Gardens
was published by Longstreet Press, Marrietta, GA, and it sells
for $29.95.

Glen McCaskey, in The View From Sterling Bluff From General
Ogolthorp to Henry Ford to Today, provides the history of the Bluff
and the Ogeechee River from the time of the American Revolu-
tion to the present. The Confederate Fort McAllister is on the
Ogeechee, and the river was used by blockade runners. Rice
mills were basic to the community’s economy, but their impor-
tance had almost disappeared when Henry Ford acquired the
Bluff and some 70,000 surrounding acres. He built a mansion,
with the white pillars that his wife wanted, and he named his
plantation Richmond Hill. His farm managers produced a vari-
ety of crops, and agricultural research became a vital ingredient
to Ford’s farming enterprises. Seeking an alternate rubber sup-
ply, he and Harvey Firestone generously supported the exten-
sive research experiments of Thomas Edison at Edison’s
laboratories in Fort Myers. After testing over 10,000 different
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plants in Florida, the consortium decided that goldenrod could
become an important source for rubber. After Edison’s death,
Ford continued this research at Richmond Hill where he plan-
ned to cultivate huge fields of goldenrod that would produce
enough rubber so that the country would not be dependent
upon imports from abroad. Firestone’s withdrawal from the
project and the onset of the Depression worked against the ven-
ture. Ford then became interested in plants that might produce
oils and plastics. Soybeans were grown at Richmond Hill, and
Ford hoped they would become the basis for the oil supply that
he was seeking. He also experimented with the manufacture of
alcohol from sweet potatoes and rice which might be converted
into a motor fuel. In 1981, Ghaith R. Pharaon purchased the
Ford home and 1,800 acres, and he has restored the plantation
house. The photographs by the late Bill Weems and Steve Uzzell
complement Mr. McCaskey’s text. The View from Sterling Bluff
was published by Longstreet Press, 2150 New Market Parkway,
Suite 102, Marrietta, GA 30067, and it sells for $24.95.

The Passing: Prospectives of Rural America includes reproduc-
tions of the representational paintings of Jim Harrison. Dr. Fer-
rol Sams wrote the sixteen vignettes included in the volume.
They are based in part on his own memories of growing up in
the South. With some nostalgia, he describes the rapid changes
that are taking place in rural America. Sixty full-color reproduc-
tions of Harrison’s paintings are included. The Passing was pub-
lished by Longstreet Press, and it sells for $24.95.

In the late nineteenth century, Jekyll Island was a favorite
winter resort for many of America’s wealthiest families includ-
ing the Rockefellers, Pulitzers, Vanderbilts, Astors, Cranes,
Macys, Hills, and Morgans. They built cottages, not like the
palatial mansions at Newport, but relatively small houses where
they could “relax and rest.” They enjoyed bicycling in the 1890s
and held races on the beach. Hunting was another favorite pas-
time, and the island was regularly stocked with imported wild-
life. There were also golf courses and later, tennis courts. Cen-
tral to the social life of these millionaries was the Jekyll Island
Club that was organized in 1886. There, members and their
families gathered to converse and to dine. The Club was able to
maintain its membership until 1929, but the stock market crash
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that year began its death knell. Membership declined steadily
throughout the 1930s and with the beginning of World War II,
the Club closed forever. The history of what was an island in-
stitution has been compiled by William Barton McCash and June
Hall McCash. Some 240 photographs illustrate their book, Island
Club: Southern Haven For Americaas Millionaries.  It was published
by the University of Georgia Press, and the price is $35.

As the title Lures for Lunker Bass indicates, this paperback, by
Bud Andrews and W. Horace Carter, is about bass fishing in
the lakes and waterways of Florida and surrounding areas. It
includes stories and reminiscences of guides and professional
and recreational anglers. Published by the Atlantic Publishing
Company, Box 67, Tabor City, NC 28463, it sells for $12.95.

Florida’s spectacular real estate boom collapsed in 1926, and
the state was devastated by two giant hurricanes in 1926 and
1928. As a result, it was already experiencing hard times when
the stock market crash in 1929 signaled the beginning of the
Great Depression. 1929, The Year of the Great Crash, by William
K. Klingman, provides a narrative account of the social, political,
and economic events of that chaotic year. Information on
Florida is included. In January 1929, newly elected president
Herbert Hoover came to Florida for a winter holiday. He travel-
led by train from Washington to Florida to accept the hospitality
of J. C. Penney in his palatial home on Belle Island at Miami
Beach. The reception committee in Miami included Governor
Doyle Carlton, former heavyweight champion Jack Dempsey,
and a score of local politicians. The president could look across
the waters to Star Island where the notorious Al Capone lived
in well-guarded luxury. Before returning north, Hoover visited
Thomas Alva Edison and Henry Ford in Fort Myers. Ford and
Harvey Firestone were in Florida to celebrate Edison’s eighty-
second birthday. Hoover was vacationing again in Florida later
that year. Another prominent 1929 visitor was Alfred E. Smith
who had lost the recent election to Hoover. He was visiting in
Palm Beach, swimming in the Breakers Hotel pool, and playing
golf at the exclusive Everglades Country Club. 1929 was pub-
lished by Harper & Row, New York, and it sells for $22.50.



HISTORY NEWS

Awards

The American Association for State and Local History, at its
annual meeting in Seattle, Washington, on September 8, pre-
sented an Award of Merit to the Key West Lighthouse Museum
for the restoration of its building. Certificates of Commendation
were received by Mark E. Fretwell, St. Augustine, for his service
in the preservation of the heritage of the Chattahoochee Valley,
and to Dorothy S. Smith, Winter Park, for cataloging and in-
dexing historical materials on the city of Winter Park.

The Spain and America in the Quincentennial of the Discov-
ery Committee awarded its 1988 prize, $6,000, to Inga Clendin-
nen for her book, Ambivalent Conquests, published by Cambridge
University Press. The second prize was awarded to James Lewis
for his unpublished work, “The Final Campaign: The Rise and
Fall of the Spanish Bahamas.” The prizes are sponsored by the
Program of Cooperation of the Spanish Ministry of Culture and
the Universities of the United States in collaboration with the
cultural office of the Embassy of Spain in the United States. The
committee, through 1992, will continue to recognize distin-
guished works that relate to the presence of Spain in North
America and with particular emphasis on Spanish contributions
to the independence of the United States. For information about
the prizes, contact the Cultural Counselor, Embassy of Spain,
2600 Virginia Avenue, N.W., Suite 214, Washington, DC 20037.

Announcements and Activities

“Obligations to a Place: The Ethics of Florida Fiction,” was
the topic of a meeting sponsored by the Valencia Community
College in Orlando, September 7-8, 1989. Florida authors par-
ticipating in this conference included Janet Burroway, Patrick
D. Smith, Enid Shomer, and Stephen Caldwell Wright. The pro-
gram was funded by the Florida Endowment for the
Humanities.
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The Southeastern Archaeological Conference will be held in
Tampa, November 8-11. The Harbour Island Hotel will serve
as the convention headquarters. There will be special cere-
monies marking the 450th anniversary of the landing of Her-
nando de Soto at Tampa Bay. For information on the confer-
ence, contact Nancy White, Department of Anthropology, Uni-
versity of South Florida, Tampa, FL 33620 (813-974-2209 or
974-3231).

The Florida Archaeological Council will sponsor its first an-
nual forum entitled “Building the Future While Preserving the
Past: The New Partnership,” on the afternoon of November 16
at the University of North Florida, Jacksonville. The speakers
are Jim Smith, Florida Secretary of State, and Dr. Kathleen
Deagan, Florida Museum of Natural History. Other events in-
clude the dedication of the restored area of the Amelia Island
Museum of History and an inspection of the Santa Catalina
Mission site at Amelia Island Plantation, both in Fernendina.

The Jacksonville Historical Society presented a workshop,
September 15-17. Among those making presentations were Dr.
Daniel L. Schafer, University of North Florida; Joel McEachin,
Jacksonville Planning Department; and Jean Sumner, Savannah
Historical Society. Throughout the year the Jacksonville Histori-
cal Society and the city of Jacksonville work together to help
local citizens become more aware of their past. The Society was
actively involved in several historical celebratioins  in Jacksonville
this year. On May 3, there were ceremonies marking the an-
niversary of the great fire of 1901; on May 17, the 1777 Amer-
ican Revolutionary Battle of Thomas Creek was recognized; and
on June 30, the 1564 settlement at Fort Caroline was commemo-
rated.

The Florida College Teachers of History will hold its next
conference in March 1990 at Florida Southern College, Lake-
land, Florida. For information on the meeting, contact Dr. Larry
J. Durrence, Department of History, Florida Southern College,
Lakeland, FL 33801. Annual dues for faculty and adminis-
trators are $10; students’ dues are $5. Dues payments go to Dr.
Jim Mayes, Florida Community College at Jacksonville, Fred
Kent Campus, 3939 Roosevelt Boulevard, Jacksonville, FL
32205.
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“W. J. Cash’s The Mind of the South after Fifty Years” will be

the theme of the annual Chancellor’s Symposium in Southern
History sponsored by the Department of History, University of
Mississippi. The Symposium will be held at the University, Oc-
tober 1991. For information, write Dr. Charles W. Eagles, De-
partment of History, University of Mississippi, University, MS
38677 (601-232-7733).

The Forest History Group of the International Union of the
Forestry Research Organization, in cooperation with the Forest
History Society and the Organization of Tropical Studies, is
sponsoring a conference on Latin American forest and conser-
vation history. The theme is broadly defined to include those
environmental issues that are pertinent to the history of land
uses and policies. The organizers seek presentations from
specialists in history, social sciences, and natural and physical
sciences. The conference is scheduled for February 17-22, 1991,
in San José, Costa Rica. Those interested in presenting a paper
or attending the conference should contact Harold K. Steen,
Forest History Society, 701 Vickers Avenue, Durham, NC 27701
(919-682-9391), or Richard P. Tucker, School of Natural Re-
sources, University of Michigan, Dana Building, 430 East Uni-,
versity, Ann Arbor, MI 48103 (313-665-0870).

The Virginia Historical Society invites applications for its
fellowship program. Applicants should send three copies of the
following materials: a resume, two letters of recommendation,
a description of the research project (not to exceed two double-
spaced pages and stating the expected length of residency in the
library), and a cover letter. Applications are due by January 15,
1990, to be considered for awards in the summer and fall of
1990. Awards will be made at the rate of $250 per week. Appli-
cations should be sent to Nelson D. Lankford, chairman, Re-
search Fellowship Committee, Virginia Historical Society, P. O.
Box 7311, Richmond, VA 23221 (804-342-9672).

Lehigh University Press, in association with the Lawrence
Henry Gibson Institute for Eighteenth-Century Studies, an-
nounces a manuscript competition in any aspect of eighteenth-
century studies. A publications contract and $1,500 will be
awarded for the best book-length manuscript submitted in this
field. Manuscripts must be submitted before December 1, 1991,
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to the director, Lehigh University Press, 103 Coxe Lab, #32,
Lehigh University, Bethleham, PA 18015 (215-758-3933).

The Oral History Association will hold its twenty-fifth an-
nual meeting, October 8-11, 1990, in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Papers, panel discussions, media presentations, and workshop
sessions are being solicited. All subjects concerning oral history
are welcome. Panel presentations are especially encouraged.
Each proposal should include the presenter’s vitae; the title of
the paper or panel; and a two-page, typed prospectus with thesis
statement. Proposals must be submitted by December 31, 1989,
to Richard Sweterlitsch, Department of English, 221 Old Mill,
University of Vermont, Burlington, VT 05405-0114.

The Phileus Society is sponsoring a Columbus Conference
in Fort Lauderdale, November 10-12, 1989. It is designed to be
of special interest to teachers, librarians, and writers, as well as
the general public. The speakers include Dr. Michael Gannon,
director, Institute of Early Contact Period Study, University of
Florida; Dr. Mauricio Obregon, University of the Andes; Dr.
Wilcomb Washburn, Smithsonian Institution; Dr. Julian Gran-
berry, Bahamas Archaeological Team; Dr. Foster Provost,
Duquesne University; Frederick Guardabassi, Columbus Quin-
centenary Jubilee Commission; and Admiral Lemos, chairman,
Geo-Arts Project to Construct Replicas of the Niña, Pinta, and
Santa Maria. Of special interest to Florida historians will be the
session relating to the Spanish presence in Florida. All sessions
will be held at Pier 66 Resort and Marina in Fort Lauderdale
and are open to the public. Registration is $190. The Phileus
Society office is at 2400-AE Las Olas Boulevard, Fort Lauder-
dale, FL 33301 (305-524-3511).

Obituary

Theodore T. Wentworth, Jr., historian and museum builder,
died in Pensacola, July 16, 1989. Born in Mobile, Alabama, in
1898, Mr. Wentworth lived all his adult life in Pensacola. He was
active in local politics, serving as county commissioner and as
tax collector. His great love was Pensacola and Florida history.
He helped found the Pensacola Historical Society, and he urged
the preservation of the military fortifications and the historic
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commercial buildings and houses in the area. In 1957, he
opened the T. T. Wentworth, Jr., Museum, and in 1983, he
turned over his collections of artifacts, books, and manuscripts
to the Historic Pensacola Preservation Board. The T. T.
Wentworth, Jr., State Museum was opened in 1988 in Pen-
sacola’s old City Hall. It contains some 250,000 items. He was a
member of the Florida Civil War Centennial Commission, and
was president emeritus of the Pensacola Historical Society.
Wentworth was recognized for his contributions to Florida his-
tory by the American Association for State and Local History,
and in 1974, he received the Governor’s Award from the Florida
Arts Council. He also served as a member of the board of direc-
tors of the Florida Historical Society.



ANNUAL MEETING

PROCEEDINGS OF THE EIGHTY-SEVENTH
MEETING OF THE

FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY
AND FLORIDA HISTORICAL CONFEDERATION

WORKSHOPS 1989
Gainesville Hilton

Gainesville, Florida

PROGRAM
Thursday, May 11

FLORIDA HISTORICAL CONFEDERATION
Gainesville Hilton

Session I:  Tips, Tricks, and Techniques for Exhibit Production

Chair:

Panel:

J. Andrew Brian, Historical Association of South-
ern Florida
Mark Appleby, Fort Myers Historical Museum
James Omahen, Historical Association of South-
ern Florida

Session II: Reach Out and Touch Someone:
The Pro-Active Institution

Chair:

Panel:

Randy F. Nimnicht, Historical Association of
Southern Florida
Linda Williams, Spanish Point at the Oaks
Wit Ostrenko, Musuem of Science and Industry,
Tampa
Susan L. Clark, Loxahatchee Historical Society

Session III: Using Folklife to Enhance Local Programming

Chair:
Panel:

Ormond Loomis, Bureau of Florida Folklife
Brent Cantrell, Historical Association of South-
ern Florida
Nancy J. Nusz, Bureau of Florida Folklife
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FLORIDA HISTORICAL CONFEDERATION
ANNUAL MEETING RECEPTION

Thomas Center, Gainesville

263

Friday, May 12
FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY SESSIONS

Chair:
Panel:

Chair:
Papers:

Chair:

Gainesville Hilton

Session I: Southern Demagoguery and Florida:
A Comparative Approach

Paul S. George, Florida Historical Society
William I. Hair, Georgia College
Wayne Flynt, Auburn University
Glen Jeansonne, University of Wisconsin-Mil-
waukee
Ray Arsenault, University of South Florida, St.
Petersburg

Session II: St. Augustine in the Flagler Era

Leland M. Hawes, Jr., Tampa Tribune
Susan L. Clark, Loxahatchee Historical Society
“Franklin Smith: Pioneer in Concrete Construc-
tion”
David Nolan, author, Fifty Feet in Paradise
“Lost Architecture of Flagler-Era St. Augustine”
Thomas Graham, Flagler College
“The Hotel Alcazar”

Session III: Glimpses of Alachua

Samuel Proctor, University of Florida
Introduction:  Helen Cumberly Ellerbe, Alachua County His-

torical Society
Papers: Charlotte M. Porter, University of Florida

“William Bartram’s Florida Travels, 1774”
Sudye Cauthen, Alachua, Florida
“Voices from the Twentieth Century: Recogniz-
ing History When We Hear It”
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Session IV:  Eighteenth-Century West Florida: 1756-1805

Chair:
Papers:

Robert R. Rea, Auburn University
Robin F. A. Fabel, Auburn University
“Spying for British West Florida During the Rev-
olution”
Ethan A. Grant, University of West Florida
“The Jersey Settlement at Natchez, 1772-1805”
Wendell L. Griffith, University of West Florida
“The Royal Spanish Presidio of San Miguel de
Panzacola during the Seven Years War”

Respondent: Charles W. Arnade, University of South Florida

Session V: Hernando de Soto in Florida and the Southeast

Chair:
Papers:

Eugene Lyon, The St. Augustine Foundation
Jerald T. Milanich, Florida Museum of Natural
History
“The Soto Expedition in Florida”
Charles Ewen, Soto Settlement at Tallahassee
“The Soto Settlement at Today’s Tallahassee”
Marvin Smith, Atlanta, Georgia
“The Effects of the Soto Expedition on the Native
Americans of the Southeast”

FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY BANQUET
Presiding: Paul S. George, President
Speaker: William I. Hair, Georgia College

Presentation of Awards
American Association of State and Local History Awards

presented by Linda Williams
Arthur W. Thompson Memorial Prize in Florida History

presented by Samuel Proctor to James C. Clark
Rembert W. Patrick Book Prize

presented by Michael V. Gannon to John H. Hann
Charlton W. Tebeau Book Prize

presented by Herbert J. Doherty to Debra Ann Susie
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President’s Prizes
presented by Gary R. Mormino to

Sarah H. Brown, Georgia State University
James A. Schnur, University of South Florida

Saturday, May 13
FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY

ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING

Session VI: Antebellum Florida

Chair:
Papers:

William S. Coker, University of West Florida
Edward F. Keuchel, Florida State University
Joe Knetsch, Department of Natural Resources
“Land Questions and Frontier Expediency: The
Case of the Little Arredondo Grant”
Everett W. Caudle, University of Florida
“King Cotton Comes to North-Central Florida”
George Klos, Florida State University
“Black-Seminole Relations in Antebellum Florida”

Session VII: Civil War Florida

Chair:

Papers:

Rodney Dillon, Broward County Historical Com-
mission
David Coles, Florida State Archives
“Unionist Sentiment in Florida, 1861-1865”
Robert A. Taylor, Florida State University
“Unforgotten Threat: South Florida Seminoles in
the Civil War”
Lola Haskins, Gainesville
“The Civil War in Florida: A Poetic Approach”

FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY
MINUTES OF THE BOARD MEETING

May 11, 1989
The semi-annual meeting of the officers and board of direc-

tors of the Florida Historical Society was convened at 9:00 p.m.
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at the Gainesville Hilton Hotel, Gainesville, May 11, 1989, by
Paul S. George, president. Those attending included William R.
Adams, Kathleen H. Arsenault, J. Andrew Brian, William S.
Coker, David R. Colburn, Hampton Dunn, Henry Green,
Robert C. Harris, Marinus H. Latour, Eugene Lyon, Stuart
McIver, Samuel Proctor, Eugene W. Roach, Ivan Rodriguez,
Niles F. Schuh, Rebecca A. Smith, Gwendolyn Waldorf, Patsy
West, and Lewis N. Wynne. Also present were Pete Cowdrey,
Nancy Dilley Jacobs, and Jerrell H. Shofner. Dr. George an-
nounced that Gerald W. McSwiggan and Michael Slicker have
resigned from the board, and that he has appointed Ivan Rod-
riguez and Rebecca Smith to fill their respective terms.

The minutes for the December 1988 board of directors
meeting, as published in the April 1989 issue of the Florida His-
torical Quarterly, were approved.

Dr. Proctor distributed copies of the Florida Historical Quar-
terly report. He observed that while things are progressing satis-
factorily, there are several problems, namely the dire need for
well-researched, carefully written articles, and the need to re-
ceive copies of recent books on Florida or the South for either
review or notice in the Book Notes section of the journal. Board
members were urged to encourage local researchers to submit
articles to be considered for publication.

In the absence of Larry Durrence, chairman of the Finance
Committee, Dr. Wynne presented the financial report. The
committee had met April 19, 1989, to map out general
guidelines. Dr. Wynne recommended that the committee as-
sume budget development as one of its responsibilities. During
the upcoming year, the Finance Committee plans to meet quar-
terly, while Mr. Dunn and Dr. Wynne will meet weekly.

Dr. Adams announced the Nominating Committee report
which will be presented to the membership at the business meet-
ing. Nominations for directors include Joe Knetsch, district 1;
Larry Durrence, district 2; Ivan Rodriguez, district 3; and
Raymond Mohl and John Partin, directors-at-large.

Stuart McIver reported for the Publications Committee.
Wright Langley and he met with Dr. Walda Metcalf, represent-
ing the University Presses of Florida, the afternoon of May 11,
and discussed the possible publication of the pictorial history,
Florida Portrait. Committee recommendations on publication,
pricing, and review system were presented and discussed. The
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committee recommends a $24.95 retail price. The advertising
sections will be retained. Dr. Shofner, the author, has agreed to
take the $8,000 owed him over a three-year period: $3,000 the
first year, and $2,500 the two following years. He has agreed to
forego any royalties. A press run of 3,000 will cost the Society
$22,000 and will come from the Wentworth and Yonge publica-
tion funds.

A motion was made and seconded to proceed with the pub-
lication of Florida Portrait by the University Presses of Florida,
with the Society providing $22,000, the publisher guaranteeing
publication in summer 1990 and handling marketing, a review
process being instituted, and with the retail price flexible and
not included in the contract. The motion was approved.

Dr. Proctor is editing the manuscript for the index of the
Florida Historical Quarterly and expects it to be ready for the
printer in the fall. Publication costs and number to print will be
brought up at the December meeting for discussion and the
board’s decision. Mr. McIver also noted, as an informational
item, that the Morton School has submitted a proposal for fund-
ing, editing, and publishing a Florida encyclopedia.

Dr. George noted that Ron Schon of Tampa, who wants to
produce a series of thirty-second film clips on the 1992 Quin-
centenary celebration and other Florida history topics, has asked
the Society’s approval of his project. This endorsement, he be-
lieves, will assist in his fund raising. It was decided that no action
would be taken until more is known about the project.

A motion was made and seconded to authorize the executive
director, as soon as a contract is ready, to pay Dr. Shofner
$3,000 as the first payment for the money owed him for writing
the narrative of Florida Portrait. The motion was approved.

The publication of the volume of articles from the Florida
Historical Quarterly was discussed. Dr. Shofner has nearly com-
pleted editing the manuscript. Dr. Metcalf of the University
Presses of Florida has expressed an interest in this project.

Niles Schuh, chairman of the Bylaws Committee, outlined
the changes the committee feels are needed: (1) correcting typo-
graphical errors; (2) some clarification that will not change
meaning or intent; (3) remove “he” and “his” references from
the documents; and (4) interpretation. Needed interpretation
modifications included (1) all changes in the dues structure are
subject to approval by the membership at the annual meeting.
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(2) Succession of president is unclear. The committee interprets
the section to mean in the event the president resigns or dies,
the president-elect will fill the president’s term and will then
serve out his own term. At the next general meeting, members
will elect a new president-elect. And (3) add a statement to the
executive director section stating the process for selecting the
executive director shall be determined by the officers and board
of directors. The Bylaws Committee will mail the proposed
changes to the directors prior to the December 1989 meeting.
After approval by the board in December, the proposed changes
will be submitted to the membership for approval at the May
1990 annual meeting.

The idea of calendar-year dues was discussed, with the con-
clusion that the present system is preferable.

Dr. Wynne reported for the President’s Prize Committee for
which Gary R. Mormino served as chairman. The graduate
prize, $500, will be presented to Sarah H. Brown of Georgia
State University, and the undergraduate prize, also $500, will
be presented to James A. Schnur of the University of South
Florida.

Ms. Waldorf distributed a report on the activities of the His-
tory Fair Committee. Pete Cowdrey, who with Peggy Durham
coordinated this year’s History Fair, observed that the sixty en-
tries in 1989’s History Fair have already won locally. Fifteen
judges will select the winners, to whom $600 in prize money will
be distributed. Dr. George thanked Pete Cowdrey and Gwendo-
lyn Waldorf for the excellent results of the work on the History
Fair. Future levels of commitment and funding were discussed.

It was moved and seconded to budget $2,100 for the History
Fair next year. The amount was amended to $2,400. The mo-
tion, as amended, was approved.

In the absence of Rodney Dillon, Becky Smith reported that
the Library Committee continues to gather information on the
four Audubon prints and the Bard watercolor and will make
recommendations at the December board meeting on whether
to restore or sell them.

A motion was made and seconded that the Library Commit-
tee develop guidelines for donor contracts and loan records and
report to the board at the December meeting. The motion was
approved.
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Dr. Wynne reported that membership is currently 2,027.

Hampton Dunn and Dr. Wynne plan to contact people whose
memberships have expired to urge them to renew. The desire
to recruit members of the state legislature, the cabinet, and
teachers was discussed. It was moved and passed that a Member-
ship Committee be reactivated.

In order to conform to the Bylaws, Dr. Wynne recom-
mended that the dues increase of $5 in all categories except
students be submitted for approval at the general meeting on
May 13. Members who have already paid under the new dues
structure between January 1 and May 13 would receive a $5
credit in their next renewal.

A motion was made and seconded to make the executive
director a full-time position. The motion was tabled while the
financial reports and current budget were reviewed with Dr.
Wynne. Concerns included (1) the withdrawal of $23,000 from
the unrestricted funds in the reserves over the past two years to
meet operating expenses; (2) the reasons for the $2,300 deficit
for the 1988 annual meeting; (3) grants the Society has received;
(4) the transfer of $11,715 from the endowed accounts to reim-
burse the operating account for expenses related to the re-
stricted funds’ purposes; and (5) Dr. Wynne’s suggestion that
the Society go to a cash accrual system. Dr. Wynne and Nancy
Jacobs were not present while the following matters were dis-
cussed.

The motion to make the executive director a full-time posi-
tion was reintroduced. It was noted that a full-time director
could increase the Society’s potential for financial development.
The motion was approved.

The board discussed the need for financial oversight to en-
sure that income is coming in and expenditures are made in
accordance with the budget. It was suggested the Finance Com-
mittee meet regularly to review income, expenditures, and the
budget, and that a monthly financial statement be submitted to
the Finance Committee. Dr. George asked Dr. Lyon and Dr.
Green to work with the Finance Committee to set up appropri-
ate financial procedures and controls.

A motion was made that the Society advertise for a full-time
executive director, applications to be received by a certain date,
and Dr. Wynne be encouraged to submit his application. The
motion was defeated.
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Dr. George asked a small group representing the board to
meet with Dr. Wynne, review his performance to date, and ar-
ticulate the board’s expectations for the position. The committee
shall follow up with a written job description, and an evaluation
of his progress will be made by the board at the December 1989
meeting. Dr. Wynne and Mrs. Jacobs returned for the remain-
der of the proceedings.

Board members have received copies of the policies and pro-
cedures manual. Dr. Wynne asked that they review the manual
and provide him with suggestions for its improvement. Dr.
Wynne also reported that 2,772 copies of the 1977 index to the
Florida Historical Quarterly are still in the inventory.

Tampa has invited the Society to hold its 1990 annual meet-
ing in its city. Orlando has expressed an interest in hosting the
1991 annual meeting and St. Augustine the 1992 meeting. It
was moved and approved that the Society accept the invitation
to meet in Tampa in May 1990. The possibility of seeking local
underwriting for annual meetings, as suggested by the Finance
Committee, was considered. President-Elect Dunn considers the
prospects good for grants for the Tampa meeting. The Society
received a $2,400 grant for expenses from the Alachua County
Historical Society to help pay for expenses for the 1989 meeting.
Dr. Wynne was directed to seek advice from the Florida Trust
for Historic Preservation which has been successful in procuring
local grants for meetings.

It was moved and approved that the appointments to the
board by Dr. George of Ivan Rodriquez and Becky Smith be
accepted.

Dr. Wynne noted that, although annual meeting programs
were mailed March 31, some members have not yet received
their programs. There have been other problems with the slow-
ness of delivery of mail. To alleviate these problems, it was
moved and approved that the Society procure a post office box.

The board approved resolutions to Mr. and Mrs. Smyth of
Micanopy, who provided their home for the dinner for the
board hosted by the Micanopy Historical Society, and the city of
Gainesville and other cosponsoring organizations in Gainesville
and Alachua and Marion counties for sponsoring the annual
meeting. The motion was approved.
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Gwendolyn Waldorf reported that she has received a letter

from Beth Wright thanking the Society for sponsoring a historic
marker in memory of Dr. J. Leitch Wright.

The meeting was adjourned at 1:15 a.m.

Minutes of the Business Meeting
May 13, 1989

The meeting was called to order at 9:15 a.m. at the Gaines-
ville Hilton Hotel by Dr. Lewis N. Wynne, executive director of
the Florida Historical Society. Dr. Wynne explained that Dr.
Paul S. George, president of the Society, had lost his voice, and,
therefore, the gavel was being turned over to incoming presi-
dent Hampton Dunn at the beginning rather than at the end of
the meeting.

Mr. Dunn thanked Society members for giving him the op-
portunity to serve as president. He thanked Dr. George for the
great work he had done as president, and presented a plaque
to him.

N. Y. Nathery invited Society members to the first annual
Zora Neale Hurston Festival of the Arts, to be held in Eatonville,
January 25-28, 1990. Speakers will include Alice Walker, the
noted writer, and Dr. Robert Hemenway, the author of the de-
finitive biography of Hurston. The Florida Folklore Society will
hold its annual meeting in Eatonville the same weekend.

Dr. William R. Adams, chairman of the Nominating Com-
mittee, presented the following slate (as modified from the re-
port presented to the board of directors) for board of directors
of the Society: Joe Knetsch, district 1; Larry Durrence, district
2; John Partin, district 2; Ivan Rodriguez, district 3; and Joan
Morris and Raymond Mohl, directors-at-large. A motion was
made and approved to close the nominations. A motion was
unanimously approved to accept the slate.

Joe Knetsch presented a memorial resolution listing the fol-
lowing members who had died during preceding year.

R. U. “Robert” Gladwin, Fort Pierce
Robert F. Hyatt, Gainesville
Walter Mann, Winter Haven
Edward Maturniak, Allendale, New Jersey
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Shirley Shofner, Orlando
J. R. “Bob” Stripling, Boynton Beach
Robert L. Taylor, West Palm Beach
Victor B. Yeats, Tampa
Mr. Knetsch presented a resolution urging the Florida De-

partment of State to open bank records in the Florida State
Archives within guidelines established by the National Archives.
A motion was made and seconded to accept the resolution. After
some discussion, a motion was made and seconded to amend
the resolution to ask the secretary of state to seek legislation
making the records available for historical research, but this
motion failed. The original motion to accept the resolution was
then passed.

Mr. Knetsch presented a resolution endorsing the develop-
ment of the Fort Mose site in St. Johns County as a state park.
The resolution passed. The resolution opposing the elimination
by the state legislature of Florida Boards of Preservation or the
reduction of funding for said boards was also adopted.

The following resolution was also read and adopted:
WHEREAS, Allen Morris has rendered decades of unselfish

service to the Florida Historical Society and to the people of the
state of Florida, and

WHEREAS, Allen Morris has consistently demonstrated his
commitment to the Florida Historical Society and to the people
of the state of Florida through his research, writing, and public
presentations of materials related to the history of the state of
Florida and the accomplishments of its people, and

WHEREAS, Allen Morris has consistently demonstrated the
highest professional and personal standards of scholarly en-
deavor throughout his long career of service to this great state,
and

WHEREAS, the board of directors and general membership
of the Florida Historical Society wish to recognize the innumer-
able contributions of Allen Morris and to express appreciation
for his efforts always to present the story of the state of Florida
and its people in the most positive way possible,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the board of direc-
tors, on behalf of the general membership of the Florida His-
torical Society, hereby extends the gratitude of the Florida His-
torical Society to Allen Morris, and
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THEREFORE BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the

board of directors directs this statement of appreciation to be
publicly presented at the business meeting of the Society on
May 13, 1989, by the president of the Florida Historical Society.

Mr. Dunn announced the appreciation of the officers, direc-
tors, and membership to Mr. and Mrs. Smyth for hosting a
dinner for the board, and to all who helped to make this such
a successful and enjoyable meeting: Alachua County Historical
Commission; Alachua County Historical Society; Florida
Museum of Natural History Associates; Florida Trust for His-
toric Preservation; Gallery Guild of the University of Florida
Gallery; High Springs Historical Society; Historic Gainesville,
Inc.; Marion County Historical Commission; Micanopy Histori-
cal Society; and the Thomas Center Associates.

A motion was made to raise Society dues $5 in all categories
excepting students which will remain the same. The board had
passed the increase in December, but the Society Bylaws require
membership approval. Those who had already paid under the
revised dues structure will receive a $5 credit when they next
renew. The motion was approved.

Mr. Dunn presented a copy of the resolution of thanks from
the board of directors to Mrs. Smyth for the directors’ dinner
in Micanopy. Mrs. Smyth expressed her appreciation.

Dr. Wynne gave the executive director’s report. Membership
is 2,027, the highest in the Society’s history. Financially, the So-
ciety is making progress, and has received some grants this past
fiscal year. The Society has moved to new quarters on the fifth
floor of the University of South Florida library. A formal, writ-
ten report is available upon request. Dr. Wynne extended per-
sonal thanks to the officers and board of directors for their
support.

Dr. William Adams announced that the state funding for
historic preservation boards has been restored. The $500,000
for grants, however, was not put back into the appropriations
bill. He urged members to contact their legislators promptly
and urge that this be done.

Mr. Dunn announced that the 1990 meeting will be in
Tampa in May.

Gwendolyn Waldorf reported that the Society, in coopera-
tion with the Department of State, had placed a historic marker
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about William Augustus Bowles in St. George Island Park in
memory of Dr. J. Leitch Wright. She read from a letter from
Beth Wright, Dr. Wright’s widow, thanking the Society for the
memorial.

The meeting was adjourned at 10:00 a.m.

TREASURER’S REPORT
January 1, 1988-December 31, 1988

REVENUES:
Membership dues & subscriptions ..................................... $ 31,904.00
Contributions ...........................................................................
Grants (net) ..............................................................................
USF ...........................................................................................
Sale of back issues and reprints ..............................................
Transfer from savings to checking account ...........................
TOTAL REVENUES ..............................................................

4,425.00
11,543.66

7,550.00
2,340.57

20,000.00
77,763.23

EXPENSES:
Annual meeting .......................................................................
Book project .............................................................................
Wright Memorial donation .......................................................
Printing .....................................................................................
Labels & envelopes ..................................................................
Copyrights ................................................................................
Editor’s expense .......................................................................
Society report ...........................................................................
Office expense .........................................................................
Newsletter.................................................................................
History Fair ..............................................................................
Awards......................................................................................
President’s prizes......................................................................
F H Confederation awards ......................................................
Professional fees .......................................................................
Corporate taxes ..............................................................
Promotions/Publicity ................................................................
Office equipment .....................................................................
Conferences/Receptions ...........................................................
Cultural tours . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Jerome book fund ...................................................................
Director’s expense ....................................................................
Associate director’s expense ....................................................
Administrative expense ...........................................................
USF payments ..........................................................................
Director’s salary ........................................................................
Bank charges ............................................................................
TOTAL EXPENSES ................................................................

2,301.32
3,669.70
1,700.00

19,979.79
549.00
209.70

1,171.25
1,865.57
6,751.16
1,151.16
1,585.20

600.00
1,166.81

196.53
7,488.37

25.00
1,123.65
3,949.99
1,152.25

742.25
424.22
585.05

1,150.00
874.68

3,197.37
12,500.00

393.85
76,503.87

EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER EXPENSES ............................. 1,259.36
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FUND BALANCE, beginning of year ......................................... 121,903.00

FUND BALANCE, end of year ................................................... $123,162.36



GREAT EXPECTATIONS . . .

1989
Oct. 19-22 Oral History Association

Oct. 24-28 Society of American
Archivists

Nov. 3-5 Southern Jewish Historical
Society

Nov. 8-11 Southeastern
Archaeological
Conference

Nov. 9-12 Southern Historical
Association

Nov. 10- 12 Columbus Conference

Nov. 16 Florida Archaeological
Council Forum

Nov. 18 Florida Labor Seminar

Dec. 28-30 American Historical
Association

1990
May 10-12 FLORIDA HISTORICAL

SOCIETY—
88th MEETING

May 10 FLORIDA HISTORICAL
CONFEDERATION

1991
Oct. 3-5 Gulf Coast History and

Humanities Conference

Galveston, TX

St. Louis, MO

Charleston, SC

Tampa, FL

Lexington, KY
Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Jacksonville, FL
Miami, FL

San Francisco, CA

Tampa, FL

Tampa, FL

Pensacola, FL
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